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THE REGISTERS OF TESTAMENTS AS. SOURCE MATERIAL PRESENTING

A PICTURE OF SCOTTISH ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LIFE IN THE

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

After the Reformation it became essential to define

and delimit the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts.

There were several contenders for consistorial jurisdiction.-

the bishops, the courts of the reformed church and the Court

of Session. Although the Act of 1560 formally abolished

papal authority and thus episcopal jurisdiction deriving

from the Pope, its validity was questioned because it had

not been ratified by the sovereign, Queen Mary. Furthermore,

in practice, the bishops had not entirely lost their judicial

powers. The reformers, however, felt that consistorial

jurisdiction should reside in the kirk-sessions, particularly

in the superintendent who, together with a session of a

chief town of his diocese, constituted a regional court.

Nevertheless, some consistorial cases were brought before

the civil court, the Court of Session, either because of

dissatisfaction with, or doubts about, the legality of

proceedings held in ecclesiastical courts. Accordingly, in

an effort to end the confusion, the Privy Council resolved

in December 1563 that commissaries should be appointed to

exercise consistorial jurisdiction. In February 1564 the

Commissary Court of Edinburgh was established with general

jurisdiction over the whole country in actions concerning

benefices or matrimony, including divorce and bastardy, and

in testamentary cases above £50. It also had local juris¬

diction in causes such as suits over teinds, testaments and
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defamation which had hitherto been heard in "the courts held

by bishops' officials or commissaries. In all there were

twenty three local commissary courts, of which Dumfries
2

was one. Its boundaries were based on the old diocese

and its subdivisions. It comprised fifty six parishes

which are listed in the appendix. (X,s).

Executry was one of the principal fields in which the

new commissary courts operated. A 'testament' at that time

constituted a writing or decree in which an executor was

appointed to administer the moveable estate after the

decease of a man or woman. 1,172 entries referred to the

period studied - from 1600 to 1665. Some of these were

3
duplicates so that there were 1,166 individual entries.

Of these twenty two were double testaments, usually of a man

4 5
and his wife ; one was of a father and the wife of a son ;

6
one deals with two wives and another with a mother and

7
daughter . Two supplementary entries were considered

because they were relevant, one for Dame Elizabeth Douglas,
g

Countess of Nithsdale, although she lived in Edinburgh ;

the other for Adam Cunningham, who was Commissary for
9

Dumfries, although he died in 1675 . Of the 1,167 entries

which refer to residents within the commissariot of Dumfries,

152 were confirmed in Edinburgh"*"^, four of these at times

for which we have Dumfries Registers"'"''". 137 fall within

the early period for which there are no Dumfries Registers,
12

that is from January 1600 to February 1610 and there is

one entry for 1614. Twenty four were confirmed in San-
13

quhar ; thirteen in July 1638 and eleven in August 1641.

•>



The remaining 991 were confirmed in Dumfries - 298 between

17 May 1624 and 28 February 1631; 155 between 18 October,

1637 and 4 July 1643; 493 between 15 July 1656 and 2

August, 1659; 45 between 23 July, 1661 and 30 July 1662.

In March 1564 instructions were issued about the pro¬

cedure to be observed in all commissary courts and these,

together with a series of further and later instructions

and injunctions, were included in Balfour's Practicks.

This was probably compiled between 1574 and 1583, and it is

likely that after Balfour's death in 1583, copyists inserted

the instructions to commissaries issued in 1610. The

Practicks was a vernacular compendium of the laws of

Scotland drawn from many sources and as such it must have

been used as the equivalent of a code in the seventeenth

century until Stair's institutions became available in
14

1681 . The intrinsic evidence of the Registers of Testa¬

ments shows in part how far the instructions relating to

testaments were adhered to. On the other hand, the

instructions are helpful in illuminating procedures which

probably were followed but which are not reflected in the

entries themselves.

'XXIV. That all testaments, maid or to be maid,

quhilkis sail resave confirmatioun, be maid in presence of

the Minister, befoir witnessis, or in presence of ane Notar,

befoir witnessis, or subscrivit be the persoun, maker

thairof, befoir witnessis, or utherwayis as accordis of the
, , 15law. '

Of 466 actual testaments 231 were written by notaries



public; five by readers; one by a preacher; 180 by mini¬

sters; four by the testator himself; four by the testator

and a notary public; four by the testator and a minister;

six by a notary public and a minister; one by a sheriff's

officer and a notary public; two by 'servants'; seven by

writers; two by a writer and a minister; one by a school¬

master and a minister; one by a baillie and seventeen by

men whose occupations were not stated. The distribution,
1G

related to years is shown in the appendix .(xC) After 1638

the number of ministers writing testaments fell noticeably.

Each testament was witnessed and the occupation of the

witnesses was usually cited.

'XXV. And all testamentis, quhair of the deid's

part exceidis not the sowme of fifty lib to be confirmit

be the particular Commissaris, everie ane within his awin

jurisdiction: And quhair the deid's part exceidis the

sowme of fifty lib. the testamentis to be confirmit be twa
15

of the Commissaris of Edinburgh at the leist.' If a man

left 'behind him wife and bairnis, gif ony of the bairnis

be unforisfamiliat, the testament dividis in thre partis'

the 'dead's part' was a third; 'Gif all the bairnis be

forisfamiliat, the testament then dividis in twa parts' and

'Gif there be na bairnis, the testament divides likewayis in

twa' then the 'dead's part' was a half; and 'Gif the

persoun be singil, and has na bairnis unforisfamiliat' then

there was no division and the 'dead's part' was the full
15

amount of the free gear . The number of parts into which
17

testament was divided is shown in the appendix . In



practice the instruction that 'minor' testaments, where the

'dead's part' was less than £50, should be confirmed

locally whereas 'major' testaments where it was worth more

than £50 was not followed. 'Minor' testaments for Dumfries

18
are found in the Edinburgh Registers though in most cases

the entries are 'major' and in some cases the debts exceeded

the goods in value"1"^. There are many examples of 'major'
20

testaments in the Dumfries Registers . Why the instruction

was not followed is not clear. It was probably simpler in

practice to confirm all testaments whatever their value,

locally. It was exceptional when the place of residence at

the time of death did not determine the place of confirmation

of the testament. Thus some lived within the Commissariot

21
of Dumfries but their testaments were confirmed in Edinburgh

between January and March 1653 'in respect there is no

22
commisser for the time at Dumfries' . Most of the testa¬

ments of people from the commissariot of Dumfries which were

confirmed in Edinburgh, at a time for which Dumfries

Registers are extant, can be explained either by residence -

23
two were 'sometime of Dumfries' - or by the instruction:

'XXVI. And gif the persoun deceissis, and has gudis

in uther jurisdictiounis, that the Commissar of that juris-

dictioun confirm the testament of sa meteil gudis as is

within his jurisdictioun, swa that the deid's part excede

not the said sowme af fifty lib. And gif it excede that
19

sowme, to cum to the Commissaris of Edinburgh at the leist.'

Four were landowners who qualified for the Edinburgh Registers

both by residence in Edinburgh and by having free goods

5



24
worth hundreds or thousands of pounds . Another was a

chapman who died in England but owned a farm in Dalswin-
25

toune which was farmed by his brother in law . The

Englishman whom he appointed as assignee and to whom he

owed money may have preferred to deal with the Edinburgh

Commissariot.

13
The confirmation of testaments in Sanquhar may have

an explanation in the Commissary and his court moving away

from summer plagues affecting Dumfries in July 1638 and

August 1641 or in political events making it advisable to

leave Dumfries for a short time.

Thus it seems that the £50 limit to local confirmations

was ignored and unless the deceased happened to be residing

within the Commissariot of Edinburgh at the time of death

the testament was confirmed in the Dumfries Commissary Court.

'XXVII. That every Commissar within his jurisdiction

cause the Ministeris, or Reidaris, within everie parochin,

give in to him the namis of the parochineris deceissand

thairin, ilk thre monethis anis, at the fardest, viz. upon

the first dayis of Januar, April, Julii and October; and

the Commissar not the less to mak diligent inquisitioun

thairof, to the effect that the saidis commissaris may cause

warn the executouris to ane competent day, to confirm the

testament qhairin thay are constitute executouris, with

certifictioun to thame, and thay tailzie, datives sail be

gevin, conform to the commissioun grant it thairupon; and

gif thay cum not, to give datives, edictis, and uther lauch-

ful premonitioun being maid, and preceiding alwayis; and the

(o



said datives to be gevin to the narrest of kin, abil

thairto, and willing to ressave the samin, upon cautioun to

do thairintill as accordis of the law to all parties havand

interes; and quhair na testament is maid, to give datives
15

in maner fairsaid.'

There is no intrinsic evidence to show who conveyed

the information about who had died but it was certainly

appropriate that part of the minister's duty would have been

to inform the authorities about deaths in the parish. The

testaments were confirmed in groups of parishes, each group

being arranged in the chronological sequence of date of

death, although this may have been due to a methodical clerk
2 0

in the commissariot court.

When the executor was nominated by the testator the

writing was called a 'testament testamentar' and the person

appointed was an executor 'testamentar' or 'nominate'.

The writing was usually a 'latter will and legacy' disposing

of moveable property but several mention the disposal of
21

heritable succession of buildings and land ; it could,
28

however, merely nominate an executor . With the exception
2<j

of four entries the testament is quoted in full. One will
30

was found among miscellaneous papers ; it was never entered

in the Dumfries Register. Of 1,168 individual entries, 466

are testaments testamentar. If at the time of death no

executor had been nominated, the instructions were adhered

to and an executor or executors were appointed by decreet

of court and the testament was entered in the Register as a

'testament dative'. There are 702 testaments dative; of

7



these all executors dative were appointed by the Commissary

in Dumfries. The executors appointed were usually the
31

nearest of kin as shown in the appendix .(I) These were

32
usually the children of the deceased but it could be a

father*^, a mother*^, a brother*^, a sister"^, a grand-
37 38 39 40

child , a husband , a wife , a husband and child , a

•-p ^ , ,41 , 42 u 43 .44wife and child , an uncle , a nephew , a niece , a

45
father in law with the children of the deceased or a son

46
in law . Non-relatives or perhaps relatives by marriage -

though not so designated - were appointed as executors

47
dative when there was no 'nearest of kin' and executor

creditors (or 'executor dative decernit as creditor') were

appointed when a creditor, by way of diligence for recovery

48
of his debt had himself appointed as executor

The registration of testaments testamentar records the

date of the latter will in which the executor was nominated

by the testator, the date of the testator's decease and

the date of entry in the book which is taken to be the

'competent day' or date of confirmation when the executor

appeared in the Commissary Court and was 'committed' and

'sworn' and caution was found and enacted; the registration

of testaments dative records the date of decease, the date

of the decreet by the court appointing an executor dative

and a slightly later date when the Commissary 'makes, con¬

stitutes and confirms' by name the executor dative and

caution was found.

Many of the testaments dative entered in the Edinburgh

Registers show that the date of the decreet could be as much



49
as two months earlier than the date of confirmation

This was because it was Commissary of Dumfries who nominated

the executors dative and it could take up tc two months

before the confirmation took place in Edinburgh. Cautioners

were usually found in Dumfries but occasionally the
50

cautioners in the Edinburgh Registers were Edinburgh men ;

51 52
these were merchants or a 'stabular' burgess of Edinburgh

These Edinburgh cautioners were probably men with whom there

was contact through trade.

On the other hand there was never a discrepancy between

the date of the decreet and the date of confirmation when

the testaments were confirmed in the Dumfries Commissary

Court and the cautioners were all local men.

A time limit between the date of death and the date of

confirmation was imposed.

'IX. item, That all persounis namit, or to be

namit, exectouris, sail confirm thair testamentis within
53

sax monethis efter the deceis of the deid.' In 1610

this was amended to 'within thre monethis efter the deceis

54
of the defunct, at the farthest.'

When the dates of death are compared with the dates of

confirmation it is clear that these instructions were not

always followed. Longer than the specified six months
55

elapsed in many examples before 1610 ; there were gaps of
56 57 58 59

approximately one , two , five or even nineteen years

Longer than the specified three months elapsed after 1610;
0Q 0

there were gaps of ten months , two and a half years ,

. , ,, 62 _ 63 _p. 64 . 65 66approximately three , four , five , six , seven ,

q



. , 67 . 68 . 69 , 70 . , 71 .. . . 72
eight , nine , ten , eleven , twelve , thirteen ,

fourteen7®, sixteen7^, seventeen75, eighteen7®, twenty-
77 78

seven , and thirty-one years . Generally speaking,

however, the gap between death and confirmation varied

between three and six months until July 1642. Thereafter

the dates of death are often recorded simply as years

without reference to days and months and at times not even

79
the year of death is recorded.

Provision had been made, however, for those who found

it impossible to confirm the testament within the suggested

time limit.

'V. item, That everie Commissar have ane Procuratour-

fiscal, quha sail ... be decernit executour dative to all

testamentis within the jurisdiction quhair he servis, in

cais the narrest of kin to the deid confirms not the testa¬

ment in dew time.'®®'

Technically all testaments which were not confirmed in

due time should have been 'testaments dative surrogate'

and the executors 'executors dative surrogate in place

of ...' (the name is inserted here) 'procurator fiscal of

the Commissariot of Dumfries who was executor dative

decernit to the said defunct by decreet of the Commissary

of Dumfries and his deputes upon ...' (a date is inserted

here) 'as the decreet of executry and act of surrogation

following thereupon of the date foresaid at length pur¬

ports.'®"'" There are many examples®®. Executors dative

were appointed when an omission or wrong valuation had been
83

made in a testament testamentar already confirmed and it

10



was usual, though not invariable, for the executor in a

84
testament dative 'ad omissa' to be surrogate . That some

testaments confirmed outwith the suggested period were not

surrogate suggests the interpretation that some people

who knew they would not be able to appear for the confirma¬

tion saw to it that the procurator fiscal acted in their

stead, probably for a fee. Others made no provision.

They simply did not appear. This happened most frequently

in the fifth decade when executors dative were being appointed

for those who had died in the fourth decade. Clearly it

was impracticable to expect them to appear in the Commissary

Court.

There are no extant records for Dumfries from July 1643

to" July 1656. The Commissary of Dumfries since 1624 had

been an advocate, Mr. Adam Cunningham, the son of a Court

of Session judge. By 1656, reflecting the military chara¬

cter of commonwealth rule, the Commissary was Captain

William Ross who acted 'in the name of Oliver Lord Protector

of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, Ireland and the
85

dominions thereto belonging'. The details in the

Registers are recorded less meticulously than they were

earlier in the period but there is evidence of zeal in the

nomination of executives dative in 1657 for many people who
86

had died in the 1640s. There is actual evidence in the

docquets that executors were no longer compelled to attend

the Commissary Court. In a few early entries under Captain

William Ross the docquet reads: 'as understanding nane

87
compeirand ...' but the docquets become so abbreviated

(I



that in general it is impossible to tell whether executors

appeared in person or not. Up till this time it was made

clear in the entries when an executor failed to appear

because he was termed an 'executor dative surrogate', and
88

it was explained that 'nane compeirit'. One is led to

the conclusion that many of the testament dative entries

under the Commissary Captain William Ross were in fact

degenerate testaments dative surrogate for which no executors

appeared. Here one may be seeing the military Commissary,

anxious to confirm the testaments of all who had died but

reluctant to let details of administrative procedure stand

in his way. The slapdash nature of many of the entries

tends to confirm this view.

One other instruction relating to testaments dative

surrogate was disregarded. The Commissary at Dumfries

appointed the executors dative surrogate in testaments dative

'ad otnissa' to testaments testamentar despite the instruction

that: 'the Commissaris of Edinburgh to give datives upon

the testamentis confirmit be the inferiour Commissar,

quantum ad omissa vel male appreciata, or utherwayis to

89
correct thame as the cause requiris.' Similarly the

instruction: 'Ye sail not suffer ony eik of testamentis to

be maid beyond fortie pundis, and that bot anis, with knaw-
90

ledge of the Archbishop or Bishop' was not adhered to.

An eik or addition to the information already supplied

after the entry had been written in the Register - worth
91

£799 4s was made in the Dumfries Register

The quot imposed by the commissary court for confirming

12



and handling the testament was a charge based on the dead's

part which was explained above. In 1563 it was stated

that: 'twelve pennies of everie pund, to be the quotis of

all testamentis, baith greit and small, quhilkis sail be
92

confirmit, als weill datives as utheris.' This was

93
reaffirmed in 1610 . The testaments which were registered

in Edinburgh between January 1600 and July 1614 state the

actual quot due or paid in the margin. Those registered

in Dumfries never mention quot by name or suggest how much

was paid. Only when executors dative creditor were

appointed does the record state: 'for payment and satis¬

faction to them (the creditors) of the expenses of the con-

94
firmation of this present testament.' The quots were to

be used in part to pay the salaries of the Edinburgh Com¬

missaries, in part to defray the costs of conveying the
93

actual sums of money to Edinburgh . There is no evidence

to show how this was done but as penalties were imposed

'gif ony sail deforce your Officiar' it is possible that that

official was responsible for seeing that the quots reached

Edinburgh. In 1610 it was stated that twice a year: 'Ye

sail ... give just compt of your intromissioun with the

quotis, and payment of your contributioun for the Commissaris

of Edinburgh, under the pane of five hundreth pundis. This

is to be extendit to you quha want quot masteris, swa that
96

cautioun sail be fund be you all for contributioun.' In

practice the quot paid was not the specified 'twelve pennies

in everie pund'. It was an arbitrary amount varying
97

between 'gratis' for an eik , approximately three pence

13



98 99 100 101
in the pound , four pence , five pence , six pence ,

102 . . . 103 . 104 , . ,

seven pence , eight pence , nine pence , and twelve
105

pence . In one testament the testator left: 'to con¬

firm my testament, £20'. The 'dead's part' was £503 16s 8d
106

so he expected to pay about ten pence in the pound

It was the duty of 'the intromettouris with the deid's

gudis, datives being given, as said is, to give inventaries

thairof: And in cais the intromettouris will not compeir

to the effect foirsaid, then the Commissaris foirsaid is

sail cause summound four or five of the deid's narrest

neighbouris, and utheris, quha best knawis the samin, quha,

being sworn, sail give up inventary of the deid's gudis,
107

and declair under quhat divisioun the samin cumis.'

The intromitter with the goods and gear was usually

the executor as nominated by the testator in a testament

testamentar or by the Commissary in a testament dative.

If, however, the executor was a minor he or she could not

intromit and someone had to act on his behalf. This was

108
usually done by the relict spouse but it could be done

109
by a relative such as a brother . A tutor testamentar to

the minor appointed by the testator in his will often

officiated in this way"*""*"^.
There are examples of intromitters not appearing in

the Commissary Court. One can tell from the number of

parts into which the free geir was divided whether the

relict and children were alive. If it was divided in three

there was a relict spouse and at least one child; if it was

in two there was either a relict spouse with no children or

Ih-



with forisfamiliat children, or else a child or children

who had been living with the deceased; if it was undivided

the deceased was single or had no unforisfamiliat children.

When the division was in three parts and the intromitter

was someone with a different surname one knows that he (or

they when there were several) may have been related by

marriage or else were neighbours who performed the task

because the executor did not appear. It would have been

very difficult for a widow with young children living in an

outlying part of the Commissariot to travel to the Commis-

sariot Court in Dumfries. There are several examples.

There are also examples of a relative by marriage or a

neighbour intromitting with the goods of the deceased on

112 113
behalf of orphans ; on behalf of a childless widow ;

114
on behalf of sisters of the deceased ; and when a couple

115
died virtually together leaving no issue

When the inventory of goods and geir had been given up,

116
the intromitter had to swear 'upon the truth of the samin'

The debts owed to and by the deceased presented a greater

problem. Those given up by 'the 'persoun quhaise testa¬

ment is to be confirmit ... with his awin mouth, in ane

testament testamentar, sic debtis as thay give up mon be
116

allowit ...' . However those given up by an executor

dative or an executor testamentar could be fraudulent.

Accordingly: 'Bot gif thair be na testament testamentar

maid be the defunct, or that in the samin he has ordanit his

executour to give up the inventar of his gudis, geir and

debtis, in that cais na debts to be allowit, (the dewtie

IS



of the ground, teind dewties, and servant fees in that yeir
' 116

quhairin he deceist, exceptit)... . The reason was:

'That na debtis, as awand be the deid, be insert or resavit

in testamentis dative, for avoiding of fraud and hurt of
117

the bairnis, or utheris havand interes . Only debts

given up by a spouse were acceptable: 'Gif the wife be

deceist, and her husband gevis up the inventar baith of

gudis, geir, debtis awand be him and to him, sic debtis as

he gevis up, and by his aith swearis to be trew debtis,
116

sould be deducit aff the fre geir ...' These instruct¬

ions were followed.

Accordingly when the entries in the Registers are com¬

pared with the instructions referring to executry as they

appeared in Balfour's Practicks it is clear that in general

the instructions were followed and that they were written
118

in the vulgar tongue is self-evident . A pragmatic

approach, however, was adopted towards some of the instruct¬

ions. The instruction that if the 'dead's part' exceeded

£50 in value the testament was to be confirmed in Edinburgh

instead of in the local Commissary Court of Dumfries was

ignored as was the six (and later three) month lapse of time

suggested as the limit permissible between death and con¬

firmation. There must have been practical difficulties in

observing this instruction, particularly due to the political

troubles of the fifth and sixth decades when the instruction

most frequently went unheeded. Entries in the Edinburgh

Registers were confirmed by an Edinburgh Commissary but in

most examples the appointment of executors dative, the



giving up of inventories and the appointment of cautioners

took place in the Dumfries Commissary Court, and about two

months elapsed before confirmation in Edinburgh. Testa¬

ments dative 'ad omissa' and 'male appreciata' and 'eiks'

beyond the suggested £40 limit were dealt with locally

instead of in Edinburgh as stated in the instructions. The

proportion paid as quot was arbitrary and usually less than

the specified twelve pence in the pound.

Many of the suggested procedures cannot be verified

by comparing the entries with Balfour's Practicks. There

is no evidence to prove that Ministers or Readers submitted

to the Commissary the names of those who had died within

their parishes or that all edicts, such as those which con¬

cerned the appointment of executors dative were presented
119

as suggested in the parish churches ; nor can we tell if

or how often the Procurator Fiscal forwarded the names to

120
Edinburgh as instructed . We do not know what the value

of the quots was in any year nor do we know how the money

was taken to Edinburgh though it is likely that it was in

the care of an Officer at Arms; we cannot tell if anyone

found: 'sufficient cautioun and sovertie to compeir befoir

the Archbishop, or Bishop, twise in the yeir ... and give

just compt of your intromissioun with the quotis, and pay¬

ment of your contribution for the Commissaris of Edinburgh

119
under the pane of five hundreth pundis ...' Nor do we

know if Dumfries was a commissariot which lacked 'quot

121
masteris' . There is no evidence to show if the Clerk:

'twise in the yeir, give his aith, ..., that thair ar na

17



mair testamentis confirmit than these quhilk ar buikit in
122

the buik, then to be producit'. It is impossible to

tell if the Dumfries Commissary appeared: 'befoir the Lordis

of Sessioun and Commissaris of Edinburgh, bringing with
123

thame thair commissiounis and registeris ...' In 1564

it was stated there were to be two registers in the local

commissariots"1"2^; this was reiterated in 1610125. The
3

existence of duplicate entries suggests that this was

possibly carried out although one of the duplicates could

have been the work of a clerk whose task it was to record

proceedings as they took place. These would then have

been used as the sources of information for the entries

in the Registers. Thus the evidence is inconclusive.

It is possible to tell that there were nineteen testa-

126
ments dative 'ad omissa' but it is impossible to tell

from the entries if the omissions were deliberate or if

such goods were forfeited according to the instruction:

'And gif ony thing that sail be tryit to be omittit, be

thame, of the quhilk they had na probabill ignorance, the

samin pertenis to the Archbishop, or Bishop, or to quhom
119

thay sail dispone the samin.' Equally it is possible to

tell that there were sixty-six entries in which the debts
127

exceeded the goods in value but there is nothing to show

that: 'gif ony sic cais fall out, quhairin the persoun is

miserabill, or the debtis desperate' he was remitted,

according to instructions, to the Archbishop or Bishop:

'That the Archbishop or Bishop, be confirmit executour to

all sic persounis, (datives alwayis beand gevin thairto

18



dewlie befoir) not confirmand, that the Procurator-fiscal

persew in the Bishop's name for the defunct's gudis, to
119

quhom he sail be confirmit executour.'

When the goods were given up in the inventories they

were allotted a value. The instructions stated: 'Ye are

to advert that the prices of the gudis gevin up in testa¬

ment be valued conform to the commoun rate as thay are

sauld in the cuntrey, nather to heich nor to low, in pre-

127
judice of the quottis and bairnis of the defunct.' This

suggests that goods were given their market value as

opposed to an accounting value. Certainly the prices vary

which supports their interpretation as market prices but

there is no evidence of who did the pricing.

Lastly, although it is possible to see the watermarks

on the paper of the Register and to suspect from the word
128

'Ongar' that the paper was Flemish in origin there is no

mark in the Registers made by the seal which was, in 1610,

'according to the pattern to be sent be the Archbishoppis,
129

and Bishoppis ... conform to his Majesty's warrand'
130

although the seal is alluded to.

The Registers are an invaluable source of information

for a study of the economic and social life of the period

from 1600 to 1665. The 'goods, gear, debts and sums of

money' which belonged to the deceased are specified in

detail and given a price. Much can be learned about the '

economic life of a rural community and of a town; about

local and distant trade; about the part played by money;

about what duties were paid; about the numbers of people

R



with moveable estates who died in specific years; about

the costs of a funeral; about the measurements in use at

the time; about the food people ate and the clothes they

wore; about the household furniture, furnishings, tools

and luxuries that they possessed.

There is insight into the social life. Much can be

inferred about family life; about marriage, remarriage,

widowhood; about children, grandchildren, bastards; about

sex ratios. There is evidence about literacy and education

and an increasing anglicization can be traced in the entries

as the seventeenth century proceeds. The influence of

contemporary political events on the everyday lives of the

people and the efficiency of the administration can be

assessed. Legal actions are referred to in the debts so

that informed guesses can be made about enforcement of the

law. Surnames are useful in estimating the presence of non-

Scots and in determining the prevalance of nepotism.

Certain elements of the class structure can be deduced.

The actual wills amplify the information gleaned from

the inventories. The habit in the earlier part of the

period of designating the occupation of the executors,

intromitters, tutors and cautioners is helpful in assessing

the role played by ministers, merchants, burgesses and

craftsmen.

The docquets reflect the changing pattern of who

appointed the Commissaries. At the beginning of the period

studied, 1600, the right of nomination and appointment lay
131

with the Court of Session. The expression used is:

20



'We in our Sovereign Lords name and authority makes, con¬

stitutes ...' In 1609 the right of appointment returned
132 133

to the bishops and the right was withdrawn in 1640

The docquets mention 'the right reverend James Archbishop
134

of Glasgow until 1631 . There is then a blank in the

records and when they start again in 1637 the docquets

mention 'the right reverend Patrick Archbishop of Glasgow'

until 8 October By 25 November"*"^ the archbishop

is no longer mentioned. On 13 December 1639 the clerk

started to write 'Be the r...' and wrote over it 'for Con-

1 87 1 *38
firmation' . From then until July 1643 when the

records stop, the docquets briefly state: 'Adam Cunningham,

Commissary at Dumfries ...'. When the records begin again

on 15 July 1656 under Captain William Ross the docquet

states: 'I, in the name of Oliver Lord Protector of the

Commonwealth of England, Scotland and Ireland and the
139

Dominious thereto belonging, his authority discerns ...'
140

On 4 November 1657 the clerk wrote: 'I in name of his

highness Oliver Lord Protector ...'. In May 1657 Cromwell

finally declined the title of king which 'weighed with him
141

no more than a feather' . One suspects irony in the entry.

The death of Cromwell on 3 September 1658 is not reflected

in the docquets; they continue in the same abbreviated

form. There is a gap between June 1659 and June 1661 by

which time Mr. Adam Cunningham was reinstated Commissary.*
142

Episcopal right of appointment was restored in 1662 but

this is not reflected in the docquets which state: 'Mr.

Cunningham, Commissary of Dumfries, specially constitute

* APS, VII. 68b
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143
for confirmation of testaments

The nature of the evidence is such that the economic

life is more clearly defined than the social life. The

Registers, however, are unsatisfactory in so far as they

present an incomplete picture.

There are many years for which there are no registers,

probably because they are no longer extant, but perhaps

because in the late fifth and early sixth decades the

times were too troubled for their compilation in Dumfries.

Nevertheless some information is gained about these unrepre¬

sented years because entries throughout the period studied

refer to deaths which took place some years before the date

of confirmation, that is of registration. The fact that

many of the entries in the second half of the sixth decade

refer to deaths in the middle and later years of the fifth

decade has been discussed above. The inventories and debts

always refer to the date of death, never to the date of

confirmation.

The quality of the entries varies. From 1656 there

is evidence that not all executors presented themselves

before the Commissary to give up the inventories. These

are therefore likely to be less accurate than the invent¬

ories of earlier years which were meticulously recorded.

There is the further likelihood of inaccuracy in some

inventories being made years later. If a proportional

payment had to be made on a moveable estate memories would

be short and would err on the side of underestimation.

The Commissary Courts dealt with moveable succession
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only; the civil courts dealt with heritable property.

Nevertheless, the wills often refer to the disposition of
144

land and buildings and a study of arable and animal

husbandry implies renting or possession of relative amounts

of land. The debts due by the deceased reveal if he was a

tenant; the debts due to the deceased betray a landlord.

There are astonishing discrepancies in the arithmetic.

All have been checked and those which are approximately

correct have been marked 'app' in the appendix, those which

are wrong are marked with a cross and those which are

145
wildly inaccurate have been underlined .On)Furthermore

measurements were not entirely standardised. Grain was

146
usually measured in bolls of 'the measure of Dumfries'

■ 147
but it could be 'the measure of Annan' . Amounts of

grain were estimated in 'bolls' as a rule, but could be
, . 148

measured in acres

Certain moveable goods were not deemed worthy of

registration but must have existed. Hens and dogs are

absent for instance.

Social representation is uneven for several reasons.

Firstly, since the inventories deal with moveable goods,

wealth is assessed in terms of material possessions so that

it appears as if some merchants left a moveable estate which

was similar in value to that of some landowners. While some

merchants owned land, landowners were far wealthier than the

added value of their animals, grain and the debts owed to

them - mainly in the form of rent - would suggest. If the

value of land had been included, a different pattern of

23



wealth would have been formed. Secondly, the seventeenth

century Dumfries emerges as a colony of many merchants and

several craftsmen burgesses. Ordinary craftsmen, like

servants, appear mainly when money was owed to them. While

Dumfries was undoubtedly a trading centre of importance, the

fact that the nature of the evidence gives undue weight to

the presence of merchants must be borne in mind. Thirdly,

educated men like notaries public, who played an important

part in society, are under-represented. The testaments

testamentar show how many were working in Dumfries and

outlying areas but only four entries relate specifically to
149

them ; although several schoolmasters were associated with

other people's wills, there is only one testament dative
150

belonging to a schoolmaster ; similarly only two clerks
151

appear in their own right . Fourthly, although some are

152
found whose moveable estate was less than £10 and there

127
were others whose debts exceeded their goods in value ,

there was a substratum of which only a glimpse is caught.

These are the people with whom a cow or a sheep was grazed

in return, presumably, for milk or wool, since there is no

153
evidence of even a nominal sum being due to them . Below

them were those who owned almost nothing. There are hints
154

of their existence in the many bequests to the poor

Nevertheless, for a study of ministers, merchants, some

craftsmen burgesses and farmers, the entries provide a rich

store of evidence.
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DEMOGRAPHY

No satisfactory conclusions can be drawn about popu¬

lation numbers because the Registers only cover certain

years; the entries refer only to families in which a

death had occurred and only those with moveable property

were recorded. There are difficulties inherent in the

statistics themselves due to forisfamiliation. Children

who had been portioned were not usually recorded though

this was not invariable. Thus a surgeon provided that his

free goods were to be divided 'among his four bairns that

are unportioned' whereas another entry stated 'in respect

John and Margaret Robson is already provided and foris-
2

familiat' . Nevertheless, a few tentative comparisons

can be made.

Throughout the period from 1600 to 1665 reference is

made to 1,314 sons, 1,059 daughters, more than 43 grand¬

children (bequests which read 'to my oys'), in addition to

52 grandsons and 43 grand-daughters, 24 bastard sons, 25

bastard daughters, 3 bastard grandchildren and a further 3

bastard grandsons. There are occasional references to

uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces and step-children but these

have not been analysed. When the numbers of direct sons

and daughters are compared we learn that 255 more boys than

girls existed over the period. Caution must be exercised

in interpreting this as meaning a higher mortality rate

among girls since the legal nature of the testaments meant

that a boy was chosen as an executor in preference to a



girl and hence the evidence is weighted in favour of

representing boys.

Appendix I, column 6 shows the number of children and

grandchildren referred to in each entry. All that can be

concluded, however, is that the average number of children

in a household was about four. When the numbers were

3
higher the children came from two marriages . Children

of different marriages are also indicated in column 6.

Since one can assume that the fertility rate was high -

to be alive at all meant that one was healthy enough in

most cases to be reproductive - it is likely that a married

woman had an annual pregnancy. That the numbers of

children are relatively low suggests that child mortality

was very high. The evidence is circumstantial since

children who died are not mentioned.

Mortality statistics are slightly more helpful. The

entries indicate when an adult died leaving children who

were minors; the testator either appointed a tutor or a

tutrix and an adult made faith on his behalf at the con¬

firmation of the testament. These are indicated in

column 6. Entries until 1653 tend to show when children

were minors. They indicate that death frequently occurred

while there was still responsibility for minor offspring.

This would suggest that if childhood was survived, average

life expectancy was some forty years. This is not incon¬

sistent with the many bequests, usually of a lamb, made
4

to grandchildren , or with a married man leaving a pregnant
5

wife . An unborn child had legal rights and examples are
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found of a father ordaining that the 'bairn "postume" in

her womb' must be equally provided with the rest of the
0

bairns . A much earlier death however is indicated when

7
a married man died without children or mentioning an

unpaid tocher^.
For women the greatest hazard was childbirth. There

are over thirty examples of married women dying without a

9
child , Some, such as the one who left a legacy to her

grandchilcPmay have been old with all her children

portioned but it was quite likely that a woman leaving a

single child died as a result of childbirth"1""1". Incon¬

trovertible evidence is found in the will of a merchant's

wife. She left the nurse 10 marks of legacy beyond her

fee 'if she nurse the bairn', together with two white wylie
12

coats, one pair of blankets and two coverings . Death

in childbirth could have occurred after the birth of the

first child but there is no way of ascertaining this.

The years for which Registers are extant show mortality

rates to have been high in 1624 and 1627 and particularly

high in 1637. The numbers of deaths related to specific yea.r-&

are shown in the appendix. (f\PP. kvf)

There is evidence of infection when close relatives

died virtually at the same time so that the testaments are

13
double. These are usually of husband and wife but can

14 15
be of mother and daughter , of two wives or of a father

16
and a wife . They can be different but almost contemp¬

orary testaments such as those of a farmer's wife and
17

another of his daughter in law or of a farmer and his
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18
son in law . The evidence however, can lie in the death

of an appointed executor by the time of confirmation when
19

it occurred within a few months , or a merchant being
20

owed for a 'double dead kist' , or a dying man bequeathing
21

his dead wife's gown to the nurse or the debt owed by

a dying farmer 'for the dinner to the company that conveyed
22

the corpse of his wife to burial, £3 6s' . On the other

hand death could be by violence . a childless couple died

after their house had been 'spuilzied and reft be divers
23

persounis' or the man who died after the skirmish at
24

Glencairn in 1651 when his house was plundered
25

Double deaths left orphans as did the death of widowers
26

or widows when the children were minors. As the testa¬

ments repeatedly insist, 'nothing is more certain than

death nor nothing more uncertain than the time and place
27

and manner thereof' . Each testament echoes anxiety

about what was to happen to children. A man or woman

strove to make provision for them and time and time again

responsibility for them was passed to relatives or friends.

Thus a father desired his wife to entertain and clothe his

brother's daughter, 'whose parents are departed , the space
r 28

of eight years1 . The period studied emerges as one of

high mortality rates, low life expectancy and deeply felt

parental responsibility.

NAMES

Although it is impossible to relate numbers of entries

to parishes since parishes are only mentioned in the early

3>\



years of the period studied and names of farms on their own

could belong to any parish, it is possible to draw some

inferences from names. Farmers were sometimes known by the
29

name of their farm - John Johnston, called of Sawchtreis ;

30
George Johnston, called Righeades ; John Furde, called

31
Eastland's John . Others were known as their father's

32
son - John Rome, called Peatie's John ; George Armstrong,

33
called Rowei's Geordie . Others were given descriptive

34
names - Robert Miller called Reid Rob ; others humorous

3 3
ones - Robert Stott called 'Calfifitt'

Some Christian names were very common. Almost every

family had a John (but only one 'Jockie'), James (one

'Jimmie'), Robert (many 'Robs') or William (a few 'Willies').

Adam, Alexander, Andrew, Archibald, George, Herbert and

Thomas were common. Less usual were Albert, Arthur,

Charles, David, Edward, Francis, Gavin, Gilbert, Henry

('Harry'), Hugh, Ivan ('Ivie'), Jaffrey, Jasper, Jenkin,

Lancelot, Leonard, Lyon, Ralph, Richard, Roger, Steven,

Walter. Some favoured Biblical names like Abel, Daniel,

Joseph, Luke, Mark, Mathew, Paul, Peter, Samson, Simon;

others the names of saints like Aidan, Anthony, Bartholomew,

Bernard, Christopher, Clement, Cuthbert, Jerome, Lawrence,

Martin, Michael, Mungo, Ninian; others, names from the

classics like Achilles or Hector, even that of the Greek

poet Homer. Highland names like Donald, Hamish and Malcolm

were not at all common.

Almost every family had a daughter called Janet but

Agnes ('Nancy'), Catherine ('Kate'), Elizabeth ('Bessie')
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Helen and Marion were common. Mary was most unusual,

probably because it was associated with Roman Catholicism.

Margaret ('Meggie'), Blanche, Euphane ('Effie') and
more

Grizelda occur redAf requent lyiharx Alison , Anna , Annabel,

Barbara, Beatrice, Cicely, Constance, Dorothy, Emily,

Florence, Hazel, Isobel, Jane, Lucy, Madeline, Maisie, Rosie,

Roberta and Sybilla. Jean was surprisingly unusual.

Biblical names were Magdalene, Rachel, Rebecca, Ruth,

Susanna, Sarah. Names which are now associated with boys

were given to girls - Christian, Giles, Nicolas - and some

names which are not used nowadays were found quite often -

'Beigis' and 'Malie'. Highland names like Elspeth and

Kirsten were occasionally found.

Common surnames were Johnston, Greirson, Maxwell, Irving,

Herries, McBurnie, Waugh, and there were many McMaths,

McNaughts and Mulligans (presumably of Irish extraction).

1. 1003 19. 334
2. 594 20. 612
3. 584 21. 38
4. 20, 78, 536 22. 245
5. e.g. 62, 397, 502 23. 371
6. 402 24. 621
7. e.g. 135, 203, 440 25. e.g.
8. 464 26. e.g.
9. e.g. 13, 255, 341 27. 19
10. 423 28. 205
11. e.g. 73 29. 291
12. 445 30. 907
13. 53, 724 31. 128
14. 862 32. 272
15. 945 33. 237

16. 1028 34. 324

17. 497; 498 35. 1028.
18. 492; 493
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MINISTERS, THE CHURCH AND THE PEOPLE

The following entries refer directly to a minister,

to a spouse or to a widow of a minister or parson. Where

the entry was a 'testament testamentar', T.T. follows the

name of the deceased; where it was a 'testament dative',

T.D. is used; where goods were subsequently added, 'ad

omissa' appears after the appropriate type of testament.

The number of the entry precedes the name of the

deceased. The date of death is indicated by d.; the

date of registration by r.; the date of the writing of

the testament by t.

min. - minister

par. - parson

rel. sp. - relict spouse

sp. - spouse

25 MAXWELL, MARION, LADY GARNSELLOCH

rel. sp. of JOHNSTON, ROBERT, par. LOCHMABEN

T.T.; T.T. 'ad omissa'

t. 30.10.1601; 8.1.1602

d. 30.10.1601

r. 6.11.1601.

155 THOMSON, ALEXANDER

min. TINWALD

T.D.

d. 25.2.1624

r. 9.8.1624.



166 HOPE, SARAH

sp. of BROWN, JOHN, min. GLENCAIRN

T.T.

t. 1.4.1624

d.

r. 10.10.1624

176 'McILDOWNIE', ROBERT

min. CUMMERTREES

T.D.

d.

r. 4.11.1624

204 LIVINGSTONE, WILLIAM

min. SANQUHAR

T.T.

t. 18.9.1623

d.

r. 27.5.1625

294 HOGG, THOMAS

min. KIRKBEAN

T.T.

t. 20.11.1626

d.

r. 4.6.1627

438 BROWN, WILLIAM

min. GLENCAIRN

T.T.

t. 27.10.1636

d.

r. 25.10.1637



517 ROBERTSON, ALEXANDER

min. URR

T.T.

t. 13.1.1639

d.

r. 25.11.1639

539 BROWN, JAMES

min. KIRKPATRICK IRONGRAY

T.T.

t. 8.8.1639

d.

r. 26.5.1641

610 As above

T.D. 'ad omissa'

r. 26.5.1643

622 JOHNSTON, ELIZABETH

rel. sp. of RAMSAY, THOMAS, min. DUMFRIES

T.D.

d.

r. 10.2.1655

676 TRAIN, ALEXANDER

min. LOCHRUTTON

T.D.

d.

r. 8.12.1656

677 JOHNSTON, SIMON

min. ANNAN

T.D.

d.

r. 8.12.1656



690 CLELLAND, GEORGE

min. DURISDEER

T.T.

t. 18.9.1656

d.

r. 15.1.1657

735 HOOD, HUMPHREY

min. TORTHORWALD

T.T.

t. 8.1.1655

d.

r. 27.2.1657

938 DUNCAN, JANET

sp. of MELVIN, THOMAS, min. TERREGLES

T.D.

d.

r. 21.4.1658

999 ARCHIBALD, CHARLES

min. KIRKBEAN

T.D.

d.

r. 17.11.1658

1152 RAMSAY, ELIZABETH

sp. of McGOWAN, ALEXANDER, min. MOUSWALD

T.D.

d.

r.

XI



1170 Same as 999

r. 1662

1172 HERIOT, GEORGE

min. KIRKMAHOE

T.D.

d.

r. 9.6.1665

Twenty entries concern ministers or their wives. Of

these, although appearing as separate entries, one is almost

an exact repeat of another "'"and one is a testament dative
2

'ad omissa' to another. One has a testament testamentar

3
'ad omissa' added on to a testament testamentar, although

testament testamentar 'ad omissa' is probably a mistake

for testament dative 'ad omissa'. Three entries concern

4
a spouse of a parson or of a minister and two deal with

5
widows; thirteen refer to ministers. Over all there are

nine testaments dative, two (or three) testaments dative

'ad omissa' and nine testaments testamentar.

Ministers wrote 186 of the 466 testaments testamentar;

6
in two of these a notary was also present and in one the

7
will was written by a notary and the codicil by a minister.

Appendix VII lists the testaments testamentar written by

each minister. They wrote their own wills, where they
g

exist, or else they used the services of a fellow minister.

Although testaments could be written by notaries, there

are several possible reasons for preferring the services of

a minister. Firstly, in an age when the majority was:



illiterate, it may have seemed wise to put one's trust in

a minister. It must have been suspicion which caused the

testator to ask a minister to read over to him the will

which he had asked Adam Thomson, perhaps a notary public,
9

to write. Similarly, was it distrust which prompted the

testator to ask a minister to sign that the will written

by a schoolmaster was 'of verity'? ^ Another testament

written by a notary had to be 'read at the minister his

coming and to be subscribed which was immediately done at

the minister his coming'."^"'" Secondly, if one had been

closely attached to the parish church throughout one's

life, and the hardships endured and the omnipresence of

death make this likely, it would have seemed appropriate

to ask the minister to write one's will, this being just

one of many services he would perform. Thirdly, if the

wills were dictated by the dying, as the short time which

generally elapsed between the writing of the will and

death itself would indicate, the minister would have been

able to fulfil two purposes - he could both write the legal

document and give spiritual comfort. Fourthly, it might

have been a matter of expediency. The minister lived in

the locality whereas a notary might have had to be summoned

from a distance. Fifthly, in some cases, the reason could

have been economic. Notaries were business men who

charged fees. There is no intrinsic evidence to show that

ministers exacted a fee. Lastly, a testator could call

convincingly for divine retribution as a form of moral

suasion. Thus one Inventory was 'to be given up ...



after my decease upon their conscience before the judge
12

ordinary as they shall answer to God'; in another entry

an heir was 'to pay my debts and legacies as he will
13

answer to God'; in another, a wife asked her spouse

'to do good to the bairns procreat betwixt us and to bring

them up in God's fear and do a fatherly duty to them as

14
he will answer to God'.

Many testaments begin with a confession of faith.

The exact words used are either given or reported in the

third person. Thus the most common forms: 'I leave my

15
soul to the mercy of God' or 'I commend my soul' can be

found as 'commits (or 'commends' or "recommends' ) his soul
16 17

to God'. Variants are: 'to the eternal God'; 'commits
18

his soul and spirit in the hands of almighty God';
19

'leave my soul to God in Christ' ; 'leave my soul to my

20 21
Saviour'; 'recommend my soul in God's protection';

22
'resigns his soul to God'; 'commits his soul in the mercy

23
and favour of Jesus Christ'; 'I leave my soul to God my

24
Redeemer'. Occasionally the opening is more elaborate,

as in: 'Knowing nothing more certain than death nor

nothing more uncertain than the time and hour thereof' or

25
'ignorant of the hour thereof'. The openings seem to

have been a matter of personal preference either on the

testator's or on the minister's part. No minister kept

rigidly to one style.

At times the minister included words designed to give

comfort to the dying. Thus we find: 'sick and diseased

in body and whole and perfect in mind and remembrance

U-0



commits his soul in the hands of the almighty God hoping
2 6

to be saved by the free mercy of Jesus Christ his Savour';

'commends his soul to God and commits his body to the Grail
27

looking for a resurrection to glory through Jesus Christ';

'hoping through the only mercy of Jesus Christ his Saviour
2 8

to be partaker of the kingdom of heaven'; 'commends his

soul to the grave from which he hopes it shall rise at
29

the third day to life everlasting'; 'hoping in the mercy

of the Lord Jesus Christ and through his blood and passion

to be saved and thereby to receive eternal life and
30

felicity'; 'believes to be saved in the only merit of

Jesus Chr'st'^ and 'expecting a glorious resurrection'

One assumes that the testaments, when completed, were

read over aloud to the testator. To the dying, the words

offered hope.

Ministers made frequent allusions to God's power.

33
We read: 'if it shall please God she shall live so long';

34
'when it shall please God to call upon him'; 'I leave

35
so many of them as it shall please God to spare alive'

and the words: 'I ordain the whole goods and gear ...

35
it shall please God to make to remain' state that this

power extended to moveable goods. Only one testament

contains anything of a moralizing nature. Mr. Robert

Herries was sounding a warning in: 'apprehending death

and not knowing the precise hour thereof which God has
36

kept closed that we may be always on our watch and guard'.

Nevertheless, surprisingly many of the testaments written
3 7

by ministers contain nothing at all of religious import.

W



This was not entirely a matter of the minister's taste.

3 8
Although Mr. James Brown mentioned God only once in the

eighteen testaments he wrote, Mr. John Brown omitted refer¬

ences in some but not all of his. Thus the majority of

the testaments written by ministers were simply legal

documents.

It is perhaps surprising in the light of the respect

which must have been owed in general to the minister, to

find how seldom one was designated as an overseer to a

wife and bairns. Instances do occur, however, where a

minister is to watch over the affairs of the widow of a

39 40
farmer or of a merchant. In one example two ministers

43
join the Earls of Lauderdale and Queensberry as overseers.

Perhaps ministers were reluctant to take on this respons¬

ibility; perhaps the appointment of a relative was

thought more appropriate.

It is more usual to find a minister witnessing a

4 2
testament written by a notary public. Three ministers

were called upon by Thomas Richardson, merchant of Dumfries,
43

to witness his testament which was written by a notary.

His moveable estate amounted to £510 so his anxiety is

inexplicable in terms of having to dispose of a vast

accumulation of goods.

Ministers appear as cautioners both for executors
44 45

dative and executors testamentar. Some both wrote the

46
testament and appeared as cautioner at its confirmation.

In two cases ministers were appointed as executors.

In neither example is there evidence of testator and

U-X



executor being related. John Thomson, who had neither

wife nor legitimate children, appointed Mr. Thomas Melville
47

of Terregles as his only executor testamentar. On the

other hand, David Irving, who had a daughter and a grand¬

daughter, appointed Mr. William Graham of Kirkpatrick-
48

Fleming as executor testamentar.

In several testaments, the testators requested that

they should be buried in a specific kirkyard. This

happened in testaments written by notaries too, but kirk-
49

yards mentioned in wills written by ministers were Tynron ,

50 51
Glencairn and Staplegorton. It is possible that some

financial benefit accrued to the parish church designated

because only some testaments written by Mr. John Brown,
52

Minister at Glencairn, contain this request. It was

more usual to couch it in general terms such as: 'to be
5 3

buried amongst the faithful'; 'in a Christian manner'
54

or 'Christianly interred'; 'in the grave amongst the
55 56

bodies of the saints' or 'among God's children'. In

one the testator was more specific but did not mention the

actual burial place. He asked that he might be interred
57

'among the saints in the burial place of my predecessors'.

Interestingly, in one example a woman asked the minister

of Glencairn to write the request that she should be buried
5 8

in the kirkyard of Tynron. Perhaps her childhood had

been spent in that parish.

One cannot tell if gifts to the poor were prompted by

genuine humanity or by a less worthy desire to do something

charitable at a critical stage in life. Perhaps such

bequests were made in response to a request by a minister



who had been called to perform a duty at the bedside.

The woman who wished her children to be brought up in the

fear of God probably donated £10 to be dealt among the poor

59
in a spirit of true Christian charity. Gifts to the

poor show a range of 2 marks,^ 5 marks^ 10 marks,^
on , 63 , „ 64 , 65 _ 66 „ 67 , 68 rpU +- u20 marks, 12s., £1, £2, £3, and £4. That such

bequests were usually made for the benefit of one's own

parish is clear from general statements like: 'I leave to
69

the poor of the parish' and from more specific ones like:
70

'I leave to the poor of Kirkgunzeon one dollar' and 'to
71

the poor of Closeburn 40s.'. William Irving, a merchant

in Dumfries, left to the parish of Dumfries '100 marks to

be distributed and disposed upon the advice of the minister
72

and session'. Where a parish was specified, the testa¬

ment was written in that parish by the minister of that

parish. In only one will was money left to the poor of

another parish. John Hunter, a farmer living in Tynron,

left 10 marks to the poor within the parish of Sanquhar to

be divided 'by the sight of the minister and two of the
73

elders and of William Crichton and Paul Russell'. The

same farmer also left a further 10 marks to the poor of
73

Kirkconnel. The rare occurrence of interest in a parish

other than the one in which the testator lived, anph the

unique . example of a request to be buried in a kirk-
74

yard other than the local one, is perhaps evidence for lack

of mobility even between parishes. It is likely that most

people lived and died in the parish of their birth.

An actual box for contributions existed. This is

U-U-



seen from the bequest: 'I leave to the box of my own

75
parish kirk of Kirkbryde for the poor £3 Scots' and Mr.

William Livingstone listed the contents of the poor box
7 6

in Sanquhar.

Ministers also made bequests to the poor. The most

generous benefactor was Mr. William Livingstone who contri¬

buted £20 to the poor box of Sanquhar and a further 240

marks in legacy. This was 'to be received in stock and

the yearly annual rent taken up for their use'. If, how¬

ever, his wife and bairns did not 'get duty done to them

by my lord and session of Sanquhar' then the money was to

be given to the poor box of Lanrik. Furthermore he

allotted a third of his third of the value of his moveable

estate to the poor of Lanrik in 'stock to them to be laid

upon land to their utility' provided that his executors

had bestowed his third 'in any necessary use to the well
7 6

and utility of my bairns'. This would have amounted to

£375 14s. lid. and could only have been used if the stipends

owed had been paid. Certainly neither of these forward-

looking investments intended to provide perpetual income

for the poor is mentioned in the first but much later
77

report on Sanquhar parish made by Mr. William Ranken.

Mr. William Brown left 50 marks to the poor and 100 marks

for 'the maintenance of a school at the kirk'.

At times ministers themselves were given bequests.

Mr. William Brown of Glencairn left £100 to his predecessor,
7 8

William Edgar, though that gentleman is not mentioned in
79

Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae. Mr. George Gledstanes was



given a ewe and a lamb by the farmer for whom he was

80
writing the testament and Mr. John Nimmo was left a sheep

81
under similar circumstances. The £10 left to the

minister, Mr. John Brown of Glencairn, may have been the

gift of a grateful parishioner to the inscriber of his
82

will but the 10 marks left to Mr. George Black and his

daughter Catherine may have had nothing to do with Mr.

Black's being a minister since Catherine was the testator's
83

daughter-in-law.

Legacies were left to the church also. Most were small.

Isobel Henderson, who had no husband or children, left 20s.
84

'to the kirkwork'; Ninian Elliot, a farmer left £24 Scots
85

to the kirk session of Ewes; John Costine, who died

intestate, was recorded as owing 'a collection for the love
8 6

of the kirk that he had when he deceased £4.10s; James

Wilson, merchant burgess of Dumfries, left 'the sum of 50

marks money which I ordain them to give off the fore-end

of my goods to be distributed amongst the five kirks of

Dumfries, Lochmaben, Applegarth, Dryfesdale and Tunder-
87

garth'. The most sizeable bequest was from a merchant,

Edward Johnston, who left 'to the kirk of Moffat £100 money

of Scotland of the which there is contained in an assigna¬

tion given in the parson of Moffat his name the sum of three

score eleven pounds twelve shillings' and he ordained his
8 8

son 'to pay out the rest of the £100'. The Laird of Lag

was unwittingly, but doubtless deliberately involved in a

legacy. The sum of £8 was left 'to the kirk of Dunscore

for the repairing of it'; of this 8 marks were 'in

the Laird of Lag's hands and the other 4 to be



disbursed by the testator's executors'.

Ministers had glebes and their farming interests can

be seen in the table below. The Registers of Testaments

do not give the sizes of glebes. The only indication of

possible size comes from The Statistical Account of Scotland,

from which the relevant information is shown in Appendix

VIII. It must be treated with caution since glebes may

have altered in size between the seventeenth and the end

of the eighteenth centuries. Certainly none of the quoted

stipends correspond with the stipends owed to ministers in

the Registers of Testaments though what was owed may have

been an unpaid part of a stipend.

There is evidence that some ministers had land other

than glebes. In several entries 'maill' or 'rent' is
90

owed. Thus Lady Garneselloch was owed maill; Mr. James

Brown was owed the Martinmas term's rent for Lands of

91
Hallhill and Lands of Crochmore; Mr. Alexander Train

had had recourse to law in pursuit of the rent of Riding
92

and he was owed rent for Nether Barnecleuch and Mr.

Simon Johnston was owed rent for the lands of Quhinrige
93

and •Battelhill'. (Mr. Charles Archibald was 'due out

of Annandale's rent yearly this four years last the sum

94
of fourteen pounds'. In the other version of this entry

95
it says: 'due out of the Earl of Annandale's rent £16'.

Thus this rent was probably a proportion out of rent due

to the Earl which was payable to the minister as part of

the stipend and as such 'Annandale's rent' cannot be used

as evidence of having land as well as a glebe.)

1+7



This land for which rent was owed to ministers could

have been land which belonged to the parish church or it

could have been owned by the minister in his own right.

Ministers formed an educated class. Some could have been

the younger sons of landed gentlemen. Mr. Simon Johnston,

minister of Annan could have been one, for example. Of

all the ministers, it was he who ran the most magnificent

establishment, judging by the inventory of his household
93

goods. He may have combined farming with brewing and
96

mercantile interests. He owned an impressive array of

farming implements and eight nolt 'not in his custody' were

in the hands of Mr. George Johnston. Where the animals

and grain owned by other ministers is quantified, his,

with the exception of the allusion to the nolt, are

expressed as: 'the benefit of his glebe £120'. This

could mean that he rented it out along with the lands of

Quhinrige and Battelhill .

The entry for Mr. George Heriot bears no evidence of
97

farming interests. The inventory was given up by

Lieutenant Colonel George Heriot in 1662, although his

father had died in 1646, and it was not entered into the

Edinburgh Register until 1665. It is thus exceptional.

Did his son not know how many animals and how much grain

he possessed at the time of his death or was it thought

unimportant after the lapse of some sixteen years?

Most ministers, like farmers, preferred mixed farming

to specialization as the table below shows.

UAV



FARMING
INTEREST
OF

MINISTERS

|

No.

Parish

YearofDeath

Cattle
Oxen

Sheep

Horses
Oats

Barley

Wheat

Peas

Relict25Spouse166

KirkmahoeGlencairn
16011624

39+10+

51

2

80

bolls
9

bolls
9

bolls
1

boll

1

boll

155

Tinwald
1624

4

1

crop
-

es
t.

to

£60

176

Cummertrees
1623

6+

3

1

3

bolls
1

firlot

204

Sanquhar
1623

19

1

14

6

bolls

I

294

Kirkbean
1626

6+

18

2

438

Glencairn
1636

8

48

12

bolls
1

boll

517

Urr

1639

39

190

7

99

bolls
24

bolls

539
+

610

KirkpatrickIrongray
1640

15+

53

19

bolls
4^

bolls
2

pecks
12

pecks

Relict622

Reg.
Edin.

of

Dumfries
1654

676

Lochrutton
1656

7+

100

1

crop
-

20

bolls

677

Annan

1

690

Durisdeer
1656

68

1+

4

bolls

735Spouse938(1170)999Spouse1152

TorthorwaldTerreglesKirkbeanMouswald
165316581661

4+45+10

1

2+11+

20

bolls
2

bolls

1172

Reg.
Edin.Kirkmahoe

1646



Mixed farming spread risk and guaranteed, as far as

possible, self-sufficiency. All, with the exception "f

the two discussed above, pursued animal husbandry. Of
98

these, all but one kept cattle which would have provided

milk, butter, cheese, manure, meat, hides and skins. Most

kept sheep. One who understandably did not, was a widow
99

in Dumfries. Sheep provided wool, manure, mutton, tallow

horn, skins and fleeces. More than a few cattle or sheep

indicate a cash crop, augmenting the vast numbers of hides,

skins and fleeces exported from Scot land. Most ministers

kept horses, essential as a means of transport in a rural

parish and useful as a source of horse hair for masons'

mortar. Three appear not to have, kept a horse. Mr.

William Livingstone of Sanquhar kept an ox, perhaps indicat¬

ing that he used an ox and cart in preference to riding.

Mr. William Brown of Glencairn may simply not have owned a

horse at the time of his death. The lack of evidence for

Mr. James Brown's possession of a horse may well be con¬

nected with the case against his son, Mr. Adam Brown, which

came before the court in Edinburgh on 25th January, 1643.

He was charged with stealing 600 marks from his father and

'steilling and awaytaking of twa horse furthe of his said
102

fatheris stable'. The date of the alleged theft has

not been recorded. The case fell from want of prosecution.

The Justice deserted the criminal Letters and discharged

'all outgeveing of any letters againes the pannell'.

Thereupon that minister, cautious by nature or by training,

'askit instrumentis'.

SO



The following ministers, including a minister's widow,
103

did not pursue arable farming at all. Mr. Thomas Hogg's

stipend was partly paid in the form of at least one chaider

of meal and another of barley ('bere') thus it would not
104

have been necessary to provide his own. The widow of

Mr. Thomas Ramsay of Dumfries went to live in Edinburgh

with, or near her children by a different marriage, so one

105
would not expect evidence of farming activity. The

possibility of Mr. Simon Johnston of Annan renting out

his glebe and the lack of evidence for Mr. George Heriot

of Kirkmahoe have been discussed above. Mr. Humphrey Hood

of Torthorwald was a candidate for the Chair of Humanity in
106

the University of Edinburgh in 1630 suggesting that his

interests were academic rather than agricultural. There

is, however, no hint of an explanation for Mr. Alexander

Macgowan of Mouswald's lack of interest in arable farming.

All other ministers farmed oats and some farmed barley as

107
well. Only two farmed pease and only Mr. James Brown

108
adventured in an experimental way into wheat farming.

The scale of Mr. Alexander Robertson's arable farming in

Urr suggests that he was primarily a land-owning farmer who

added an intellectual interest to his life by working as a

. . . 109
minister.

Farming on such a scale implied help, either as part

of a duty owed to a minister or hired. There is evidence

of ministers having had servants;''^ some of these may have

been farm servants as opposed to domestic servants. Lack

of punctuation in the entries makes it impossible to know



if fees were due to one or to several servants and several

of the unspecified small debts owed to women or to men may

have been made in payment for some service. It is likely

that the two servitors who witnessed Lady Garneselloch's•

will were of a higher class since the word could be used in

the sense of secretary. Similarly, John Howat, servitor

to the minister of Morton, to whom Catherine Hunter and her

spouse owed £20,^"^ is likely to have performed secretarial

functions.

Ministers were paid stipends in money, or in money and

kind, by the titulars or by the town council, as in the

case of Mr. Simon Johnston of Annan. Theoretically, these

provided a secure income but they were not always paid.

Mr. William Livingstone was forced in 1623: 'to tak up

moneys for annual-rent when his L.' (Lordship of Sanquhar)

'did not pey me at termis appoynted quhilk losses may be
112

borne further be his L ... tikettis of ressaitt'. Mr.

George Clelland of Durisdeer was owed three years' sti-
113

pends. Mr. Humphrey Hood appears to have been owed

four stipends for 1654 by different men, the Earl of Queens-

berry, Sir John Grierson of Lag, Knight, James Carlisle of

Boytach and William Carlisle. The latter two had defaulted
114

in their payments for 1653 also. Mr. Alexander Mac-

gowan of Mouswald was owed stipends for 1659 and 1660 by

William Douglas and his tennants and by the Laird of Lag

and his tenants. Since the amounts owed vary between the

two years it is likely that part of the stipend, at least,
115

had been paid. Mr. Alexander Train of Lochrutton was



owed stipends by James, Earl of Queensberry for 1649 and
I 16

1650 but he was deposed in 1650 so the withholding of

stipends may have been justified. Clearly the minister

himself questioned its justice since the parish of Loch-

rutton owed him £266 13s. 4d. for his manse together with
r

£100, 'conform to filed comptis maid befor the Com appoyntit
117

be the presbetrie'. There is evidence, however, of

acknowledged responsibility for the paying of a stipend in

the entry for William Maxwell of Kirkhous in 1643. He

owed Mr. Charles Archibald of Kirkbean 600 marks for his

118
stipend of 1642 and £20 for the elements. He had no

legitimate offspring but his brother who was made executor

testamentar probably honoured the debt since it is not

mentioned in the admittedly much later entry for Mr. Charles

Archibald in 1658.

The evidence in the entries indicates that teinds

were payable by the farmers either to the master of the

ground or to the minister. The landlord is specifically
120

named in the earlier entries and they were paid to his
121

factor where one existed. In many later cases the land¬

lord is not named; he is simply referred to as 'master of
122

the ground'. In entries where teinds were paid directly
123

to the minister, he was either named or referred to in
124

general terms as 'the minister'. Sometimes one entry

includes a teind due both to a master of the ground and to

a minister. Thus vicarage teinds of £8 6s. 8d. were due

to Conhaith and parsonage teinds of 13 marks were due to
125

the minister. Similarly 'small teinds' were due to



126
Conhaith and £12 to the minister. In another entry

£7 10s. were due as teinds to the Earl of Nithsdale's

chamberlain while 54s. were owed as 'small teinds' to Mr.

127
Herbert Gledstanes. Occasionally throughout the period

covered, and particularly in the 1650s, the record is
1 ? 8

imprecise so that the entry merely says 'for teinds' .

Thus the evidence seems to point to teinds having been paid

principally, but not entirely, to the master of the ground

in the early part of the century but generally to the

minister later. In an entry in 1609 one finds evidence

of a landowner owing to a parson the teinds which had pre¬

sumably been paid to him: 'Owing by ... Sir James Johnston

of Dunskellie, Knight, to John Colquhoun, parson of Kil-

patrick Juxta, for the duty of the teinds of the said kirk
1 29

in anno 1608 years, £45'.

Teinds could be more specifically referred to as

130
'parsonage' or 'vicarage' or they could be 'stocket'

131 132
teinds. Occasionally they are called 'tithes'.

Initially they were generally payable in kind but

their value was always expressed in monetary terms. Thus
133 134

they were paid in meal, in grain, in barley (or
,, , ,135 . , 136 . , 137 . , , 138 .bere') m sheaves, in cheese, in lambs, in

' coddochs' or in silver, which presumably means in

money. After 1633 (entry 436) teinds became a fixed

burden on the land. Instead of having to yield the tenth

sheaf of his crop, a farmer was allowed to retain his entire

crop and pay instead a proportion which was fixed according

to his rent. The 1633 Act states that: 'Thair sail be

54-



no teind scheaves or other teinds personage or viccarage

led and drawin within the kingdome Bot that each heretor

and lyferentar of lands sail have the leiding and drawing

of thair awin teind The same being first trewlie and

lawfullie valued And they paying thairfor the pryce eftir-

specifiet ... to be estimat by his Majestie's commissioners

alreadie appointit or to be appointit to that effect'.

Furthermore farmers could buy their valued teinds:

'estimat according to nine years' purchase ... Except soe

much as sail be locallie assigned to the minister serving
141

the cure of the kirk for his maintenance'. The

evidence from the entries in the Registers suggests that

such ministers' teinds were largely commuted to money pay¬

ments after the teind question had been settled in this

way in 1633. Those which were paid in kind could be sold
142

to a merchant in Dumfries.

It is not surprising to find unpaid teinds referred
143

to in the entries of ministers and of landlords and

farmers. Some of these must reflect the time of year

when the farmer died, the teind being unpaid, not neces¬

sarily by default, but because the date for payment had not

been reached. Nevertheless, there are examples of unpaid
144

teinds accumulating over the years. The tenants of the

parish of Kirkbean were owing teinds in kind for sixteen
145

years to William Maxwell of Kirkhous, while he, in turn,
146

was dilatory in paying Mr. Thomas Hogg's stipend.

Teinds could be granted in tack. Thus Archibald

Maxwell left to Robert Maxwell his younger son: 'a tack



set to me and my assignees of the teinds of the two mark-

land and a half of Killilung set to me by Mr. Robert John¬

ston, Commendator of Ilolywood, together with my whole right,

title, kindness and property of the lands of Killilung I
147

had, has or otherwise may have' and Gilbert Grierson of

Fleuchlarg left to his wife the tack of the teind of the

148
Pleasland of Fleuchlarg. The right to teinds is seen

to have changed hands in the entry where Roger McNaught

owed: 'to William Glendinning Provost of Kirkcudbright for

byrun teinds belonging to the Bishop of Edinburgh and now

149
pertaining to the use of the public, 500 marks and £15'.

Ministers used macers or officers at arms to collect

unpaid dues. Thus we find in the debts owed to John

McKno, 'messer', the following discreet references:

'By Mr. Charles Archibald, minister at Kirkbean, the sum

of seven pounds ten shillings for certain service done by

me to him conform to his promise of payment.

By Mr. John Welsh, minister at Irongray, the sum of four

pounds for certain service done to him.

By Mr. Robert Archibald, minister at Dunscore, the sum of

forty-eight shillings Scots.

By Mr. William Hay, minister at Holywood, the sum of

twenty seven pounds four shillings for several services

and employments conform to my account book.

By Mr. Patrick Brown of Crochmore for service 30s.

By Mr. Adam Brown late minister at Kirkpatrick £6 for

service done by me to him'. One reference is more

specific: 'By William Maxwell of Killilung for services



done by me to him, viz., for poinding of Gr.ibtoun and
150

charging the people of Keir parish, the sum of ten pounds'.

For several reasons an artificial picture of the
151

wealth of ministers is given by the 'Table of Wealth'.

Only their moveable goods were recorded (though the scale

of farming shown in the 'Farming Interests of Ministers'

table above implies access to land which they could have

owned as well as possession of a glebe) and what appeared

as 'free goods' could be almost entirely in credit. Thus

although Mr. William Livingstone appears to have been the
152

wealthiest in terms of money, his wealth largely com¬

prised 3,000 marks owed to him by bond together with unpaid

stipends. On the other hand, Mr. William Brown would have

been bankrupt when he died even if the money owed to him
153

had been paid. Only five ministers or their spouses

154
owed no debts and two of these appear to have come from

155
the landed classes. Tangible wealth in the form of

156 157
animals and crops, books (varying in value from £30

158
to 300 marks ), clothes and household goods and the

159
employment of servants gives an altered picture. The

widow of the parson of Kirkmahoe and Mr. Alexander Robertson
1 00

of Urr were the wealthiest farmer-ministers, Mr. Simon
101

Johnston ran the best equipped establishment, followed
162

by Mr. William Livingstone of Sanquhar, Mr. James Brown
163

of Kirkpatrick - Irongray and Mr. Humphrey Hood of
164

Torthorwald, each having household goods worth 100 marks

or more.

165
Many small debts were owed by ministers to merchants.
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Though often unexplained they are likely lo have been for
166

wares. That such debts could amount to £37 9s. or

167
£38 13s. 4d. suggests that merchants regarded ministers

as credit-worthy. That trust was extended to their
168 , , . . o 169 , „.

wives. Money was also owed to farmers and five
170

ministers owed money to their tailor in Dumfries.

More significance, however, must be attached to the

borrowing of money, either 'lent' by someone or 'borrowed'

by a minister, to a debt of 100 marks or over or to a

sophisticated transaction designated as a 'bond' or

'obligation', sometimes mentioning a principal and

cautioner or indicating a date when repayment was due or

171
specifying an annual-rent. The majority of these can

be taken to mean actual money borrowed by a minister and

all indicate lack of liquidity on the minister's part.

Not all ministers or their wives or widows, however,

were short of liquid capital. Unspecified debts to them
172 173

range from 9s. to £40. Larger debts of 100 marks

or more owed to a minister or some sophisticated financial

transaction indicate that some were in a position to lend
174

money. Caution must be used, however, in the inter¬

pretation of these debts. While some must mean the lend¬

ing of actual money, others, such as the 100 marks owed by

Barbara and John Herries, a maltman burgess in Dumfries, to
175

Mr. James Brown could have been for barley, since that

minister could have sold the surplus of his crop.

Many examples are less ambiguous. Mr. William

Austin, minister of Penpont lent 100 marks to Mr. William

£3



176
Livingston, minister of Sanquhar; 200 marks to Craig-

177
darroch with 32 marks of annual-rent; 8 dollars to

177
Mr. William Brown; 1,050 marks 'by obligation' to Jane

178
Greirson and her spouse and 100 marks 'by obligation' to

179
Andrew Hunter. Mr. Samuel Austin, also a minister at

Penpont and perhaps a relative of William, was owed 1,100
180

marks 'by obligation' by Robert Maitland. Mr. Adam
181

Kae was owed 100 marks by the spouse of John Gibson and
182

300 marks 'by obligation' by Robert Herries. Parti¬

cularly interesting is a debt owed to Mr. James Brown:

'By George Rome of Kirkpatrick - Irongray, 265 marks con¬

form to a full account between him and the said defunct in

anno 1638 with the annual-rent of a thousand marks since

that time, being the space of two years, extending to 160
183

marks'. It was George Rome of Kirkpatrick - Irongray

and Thomas Rome, his son, who informed the Court and brought

the charge of stealing against Mr. William Brown's son,

184
Mr. Adam Brown. One can speculate about whether the

charge was brought maliciously after Mr. James Brown's

death because the debt was called up.

Wives of ministers also lent money. After Mr. Adam

Kae's death, his widow followed the example set by her

late husband and lent money to David Kelly. We read that:

'The said David Kelly, by his other bond and obligation

subscribed with his hand of the date the eighth day of June,

1643 years, granted him to have borrowed, received from

Marion Richardson, relict of unwhile Mr. Adam Kae, minister

at Holywood, all and whole the sum of two hundred marks



Scots money',The transaction specified a date for

repayment, a charge for liquidate expenses if not repaid,

an annual-rent to be charged by way of interest and it was

apparently registered in the 'Court Books' of the Sheriff¬

dom of Dumfries. She also entered into a sophisticated

financial arrangement with John Maxwell of Cowhill^^ and

John Kirk, a farmer owed 'to Marion Richardson, relict of

umwhile Mr. Adam Kae, minister at Holywood, 100 marks con-

X 86
tained in a band'. (This is not the Mr. Adam Kae who

187
appears in the Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae1). Eliza¬

beth Johnston, widow of Mr. Thomas Ramsay of Dumfries,

showed similar enterprise in lending 'by bond' £20 and

200 marks respectively to two Edinburgh merchants and

2,000 marks to Thomas Rome of Irongray at £40 for half a

188
year's annual-rent. In this way these widows tried to

secure an income for themselves but such a course would not

have been open to them, without initial capital. There is

also one example of a minister's unmarried daughter having

the 20 marks annual-rent on a bond for 200 marks as her

sole source of income, but she lived to enjoy this
189

usual rate of 10% for only a year. Unfortunately

no details are recorded about the 300 marks owed to Eliza¬

beth McMorran, spouse to Mr. Francis McGill, minister at
190

Kirkmichael, by Thomas Glencorse, merchant of Edinburgh.

She was either in a position to sell something of value or

to lend money.

It is possible that not all ministers were provided

with an actual manse. Some may have been given an

<c0



allowance to rent a house. Mr. James Hamilton, minister

in Dumfries, owed £8 in house maill to John Taylor, deacon
191

of the wrights. The house, of course, could have been

rented in his name for someone else and may not have been

used as a manse. Similarly, Mr. Simon Johnston of Annan

owed £10 for a half year's rent of a house in the town but

he would have needed a house larger than a conventional
192

manse to contain his possessions. Elizabeth Johnston

was owed: 'by Mr. Robert Brown, late minister of Irongray,
193

of house maill, £32'. Thus the evidence about renting

a manse is inconclusive.

We may see the approximate cost of a house considered

appropriate to a man of a minister's standing in the

£333 6s. 8d. owed by John Johnston of Wamphray 'for a

194
manse'; in the item 'ad omissa' to Mr. James Brown's

195
testament: 'for his manse, 350 marks' and in the debt

owed to Mr. Alexander Thain: 'by the parish of Lochrutton,
196

.for his manse, £266 13s. 4d.' The upkeep of the manse

seems to have been the responsibility of the minister. Mr.

William Livingstone left the repairing of the 'maist' (pole
197

or scaffolding) to his executors; Mr. William Brown

198
owed money to a slater, a wright, a mason and a smith

199
and Mr. George Clelland left a debt to a slater.

There is evidence of the rebuilding of the kirk at

Dunscore. James Richardson and Margaret Finnan in Dal-

gonner were owed: 'by the defuncts of the parish of Duns-

core, £44, for the year 1650, conform to the presbytery's

recommendation for making of the iron work of the new kirk

(ol



of Dunscore and for meat and drink to the masons1.Here

the costs were defrayed by a levy on the dead, presumably

in return for a funeral service or for the right to be

buried within Dunscore Kirkyard.

All ministers for whom testaments are extant were married

and all entries, except that of Mr. Charles Archibald, have

evidence of children. Other evidence, however, shows that
201

he did have. There was intermarriage between ministers'

families. Mr. John Nimmo, minister of Torthorwald, son-in-

law of the minister of Glencairn, was owed 100 marks by his

wife's parents: 'provided he fulfil the contract of marriage
202

between him and my daughter' and Mr. George Clelland

asked his sons to be: 'always kind and dutiful to my wife
203

after my decease', implying that she was not their

mother. She was, in fact, his second wife and she was the
204

widow of the minister of Sanquhar. Ministers were also

linked, through marriage, with farmers. Thus Mr. James

Brown was owed £20 as part of the executry of Jean Brown,
205

wife of John Ewart and Ninian Elliot owed Mr. John

Lithgow, minister at Kirk of Ewes: '1000 marks payable at

Michaelmas, 1660, with one year's annual-rent, inde
206

£706 13s. 4d.'. Since Mr. Lithgow's daughter married
207

Nicol Elliot of Unthank, the money may have represented

a marriage portion. Ministers could marry into the landed
208

class though they may only have done so if they them¬

selves came from that class. Mr. William Livingstone came

from a wealthy, though not necessarily a landed background.

He was owed 1000 marks by his uncle on his mother's side

(oZ



suggesting that she had inherited money which she had not
209

received. Mr. George Heriot of Kirkmahoe may well have

been connected with the wealthy goldsmith family of Edin-
210

burgh. He was owed 33 marks ground annual-rent and duty

from 1626 to 1646: 'payable yearly out of the Backlands,

commonly called the Crosshouse tenement, within the chapel

of Virgin Mary within the kirk of the Monastery of Iloly-

roodhouse lying within the burgh of the Canongate, and

sometime pertaining to the deceased Earls of Roxburgh and

Lord Kers and now to Heriot's Hospital and their trustees

the good town of Edinburgh and council thereof, appointed

for that effect, extending in the whole to the sum of
211

£466'. An Edinburgh minister was a fitting spouse for

the daughter of Mr. Adam Cunningham, the Commissary of
212

Dumfries and matches between the families of ministers

and the burgess class were acceptable. Thus Mr. Humphrey
213

Hood's wife was related to a late bailie of Dumfries

and the desirability of an alliance with a merchant is

suggested by the size of the tocher owed by Mr. James Brown:

'to John Richardson, merchant burgess of Dumfries, 400

marks resting of the sum of 1,000 marks promised by him ...

214
in name of tocher with Barbara Irving his oy'.

Of the eighteen ministers or their wives for whom

there are entries in the Registers of Testaments, three
215

were sons of Edinburgh burgesses; one was the son of
2X6

a maltman burgess of the C nongate; one, the son of a

217
baxter in the Canongate, married the daughter of a gold¬

smith in right of whom he entered burgess and guild brother



of Edinburgh. The father of another was a Doctor in
218 219

Glasgow. Many sons became ministers themselves and
220

in some cases took over a father's parish. The 'annat1

of £700 was owed to Mr. Simon Johnston of Annan. Since

this was 'the half-year's stipend payable to the nearest

of kin of a minister after his death, under the Act 1672,
222

c.13.', the implication, though the year was 1656, is

that he too, was the son of the previous incumbent. It

seems that ministers could do not better for their sons than

to make them follow in their footsteps, helped perhaps by a

marriage alliance with a wealthy merchant. As seen above,

Edinburgh burgesses also sent their clever sons to University

so that they could pursue a career in the ministry. The

financial rewards of a manse, a glebe and a stipend were

attractive and offered security but it is likely that it was

the social status which they sought for their sons. It was

a career open to the younger sons of the landed classes.
223

Two received rent for land, one of these in the form of
224

service; another farmed on such a scale that he must
225

have inherited land but no information about their

origins can be found. The conclusion that the social

standing of ministers was very high is confirmed by one

226
having married into the titled class.

Only four of the eighteen may have been 'lads o'
227

pairts', clever boys who became ministers through hard

work and the help of some who nurtured their ability.
228

Three had free goods worth less than £555 and the other's

was largely made up of an unexplained debt by a fellow
229

minister and his father and of unpaid stipends. Only
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one farmed on a scale which provided a surplus beyond what
230

was needed to provide for his family. No information

can be found about the backgrounds of these four.

Predictably, ministers behaved as members of a profes¬

sional brotherhood. If unable to write his own testament,

a minister preferred to use the services of a fellow
231 232

minister, though one used a notary public. They

i ^ • v, + . 233 . , 233asked their brethren to act as overseers, as witnesses

and they appear as cautioners at the confirmation of the
234 235

testament. They borrowed among themselves, though

some debts may have represented marriage portions.

The sons of ministers were educated and it may be that

in exceptional cases daughters were too, since a witness
236

to Lady Garnselloch's will was: 'teacher to the bairns'.

Even if they had been given a rudimentary education, wives

and daughters were in difficulties if left without financial

supports. Some widows sought economic security through
237

remarriage, others tried to live off capital, as has

been discussed above.

As educated men they incurred respect and those who

wrote testaments had also, with a few exceptions, won the

trust of the people. They readily adapted to legal tasks,

recording the exact words of the testator and often offer¬

ing him spiritual comfort. The numbers of testaments

written by ministers has been compared with those written

by notaries public in Appendix XI. While bearing in mind

that the record is not full, what emerges is that until the

1650s ministers were used frequently, if less than notaries,



with the exception of the third decade when the numbers

of ministers used exceeded the numbers of notaries. Doubt¬

less due to the troubles of the time, people preferred to

have the services of a notary in the sixth decade. This

secularization may have been due to uncertainties about

the future status of ministers after the abolition of lay

patronage in 1649. It is an indication of a diminution

in the power and influence of ministers.

Throughout the period, at least until 1650, each

individual minister was socially important whereas not

many ministers were economically significant. Only a few
239

can be said with certainty to have farmed a cash crop;

240
one was more innovating than his brethren; one may have

had mercantile interests; two tried to temper philanthropy
242

with a sound business sense and one frequently lent
243

money.

The entries in the Registers of Testaments provide

excellent source material for the social and economic life

of ministers over the period from 1600 to 1665 but, apart

from testators preferring to use notaries public rather

than ministers in the 1650s, they do not in themselves

reflect the political and religious upheavals of the time.

This is all the more suprising since the troubles must have

affected ministers in particular.
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MERCHANTS AND BURGESSES IN FARMING, TRADING AND COMMERCE

Out of 1,168 entries, 83 refer specifically to merchants

and two to chapmen. Of these, 73 originate from Dumfries

and one refers to a Dumfries chapman."'" There are twenty
2 3

two estates relating to wives , four to widows and two to
4

sons of merchants. There are four examples of separate
5

entries for both husband and wife and one example of
0

entries for a husband and two wives . The entries accord¬

ingly deal with 65 individual Dumfries merchant estates and

one chapman's. There are also entries for four merchants
7 8 9

in Sanquhar , one in Carse of Kinnells , one in Glencairn ,

one in Killhill"^^, two in Moffat"'""'", and one in Langholm"'"''"3'.
12

The remaining chapman came from Dalswinton

There are 56 entries for burgesses as distinct from

merchants. Of these 47 belong to Dumfries burgesses or to

the wife, widow or child of a Dumfries burgess: eleven
I3 14 , . . 15 . 16

wives , two widows , one daughter , and one son

There is one example of entries for both a burgess and his
17

wife . The entries accordingly deal with 46 individual

Dumfries burgess estates: two bailies""^, one surgeon^,
20 21 . .22 ,

one cooper , three cordiners , one 'customer' , three
23 24a

Tleshers' and a deacon of the wrights , deacon of the

' f leshers ' ^ , three maltmen^, three notaries^, one

i • 27 _ . 28 . ,,29 30 , .skinner , one slater , one smith , one weaver and two
31

tailors . The others are simply described as 'burgesses'.

There are eight entries relating to Sanquhar, five to the
32 33

burgesses themselves , two to wives and one to a son of

17.



a burgess*^. The burgesses were a notary, a cordiner"^,
36 37

and a smith . The only other bailie was from Lochmaben

The overall picture is as follows:

INDIVIDUAL ESTATES

Men Wives Widows Sons Daughters Total

MERCHANTS
Dumfries
Carse of
Kinnells

Langholm
Glencairn
Killhill
Moffat

Sanquhar

45 14(+6)

1
1
1
1
2
4

65(*6)

1
1
1
1
2

_4
75(+6)

CHAPMEN
Dumfries
Dalswinton

1
1

1
1

BURGESSES
Dumfries
Lochmaben

Sanquhar

33
1
5

9(+l)

2

1

1

46(+l)
1

_8
55(+l)

Of the 83 entries for merchants, there were 38 testa¬

ments dative and 47 testaments testamentar. Two of these

38 39
were written by ministers , one by a writer , one by a

40 41
servitor , two do not state who wrote the will but the

other 41 were written by notaries public.

Of the 56 entries for burgesses, 16 were testaments

dative and 40 testaments testamentar. Of these, one was

42 43
written by a minister , one by the burgess himself and

the other 38 were written by notaries public. The summary

is as follows:

13



TYPES OF TESTAMENTS

TD TT N.P. Min. Other Total

Merchants 38 47 41 2 4 85

Burgesses 16 40 38 1 1 56

Clearly both merchants and burgesses preferred to use the

services of a notary public throughout the period. This

contrasts with the shift by farmers towards using a notary

public instead of a minister as the century progressed.

Notaries must have been their 'men of business'. For

example, a bailie burgess ordained 'the block and agreement

between Bailie Corsane and me to stand in effect conform to

the minute in the hands of Herbert Cunningham notary against
44

Thomas Newall's goods'

The entries state clearly when the deceased was a

merchant burgess and when he was a craftsman burgess but

many simply refer to a burgess or to the wife of a burgess.

This division has been followed but some designated as

burgesses may in fact have been acting as merchants. Thus

James Coupland, burgess certainly functioned as a general

merchant, being owed debts for hides, malt, sweetmeats,

prunes, iron, lead, horses, peas and barked leather as well

as for many unspecified goods. These debts were by

dwellers in Dumfries as well as Sanquhar, Lochrutton,

Mitchelslakis, Kirkmichael and Selkirk. He was owed

£18 13s 4d by John Mitchelsoun in Lasswade 'resting of a

45
house fee' . Similarly, one burgess sold linen cloth to

46
merchants and to a chapman , and eight burgesses sold

47
malt . Some may have been craftsmen who had asserted

their right to sell direct to the customer instead of

1W



48
through the merchant guild . Thus one sold 'barked'

49
leather and hides , another sold 'bark' at 10s for two

SO 50a
pecks and lime at £1 6s 8d per boll; one sold herring

There is some indication that it may have been the

prerogative of the craft burgess to sell to the members of
51

his guild. Only a maltman burgess sold malt to a maltman

and a cordiner burgess sold bark and barked hides to eight
52

different people, two of whom were cordiners . The prices

of hides vary so it is impossible to tell if any buyer was

given a discount.

Thus a study of merchants cannot ignore the activities

of the burgesses. Most of the information relating to

merchants is shown in Appendix XtV and to the burgesses in

Appendix ><v

When the free gear and 'insichts' of merchants and

burgesses are compared it is evident that the merchant class

was generally the wealthier.

FREE GEAR 'INSICHTS'

Merchants Burgesses Merchants Burgesses
£9,000 1 £500 1

£8,000 £400 1

£6,000 1 £300

£5,000 £200 2 1

£4,000 1 £100 3 2

£3,000 2 1 £90 8 3

£2,000 3 1 £80 1

£1,000 13 3 £70
£900 4 1 £60
£800 2 1 £50 2 1
£700 3 1 £40 9 8
£600 6 2 £30 6
£500 4 1 £20 13 10
£400 5 2 £10 13 6
£300 10 8 £5+ 4 5
£200 7 9 £5- 2 4
£100 7 11
£50 3 6
£50- 7 2

D.E.B. 6 3
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The wealthiest merchant estate, worth £9,324 10s 4d,

involved trade abroad; the wealthiest burgess estate, worth
54

£3,358 13s 7d belonged to the possible merchant and the

wealthiest craftsman burgess estate, worth £2,582 10s 4d.,
55

belonged to a flesher burgess

The values of the 'insichts' show that the wealthiest

53
merchant also had the most opulent household , followed by

a merchant with a local trade whose financial transactions

resulted in insolvency although his household goods were

56
worth 500 marks . His debts exceeded his free goods by

£1,621 10s. The most valuable 'insicht', worth 200 marks,
57

belonged to a tailor burgess ; next in value was a notary's

at £102 17s 4d^® followed by a tailor's^, a surgeon's^,
61

and a bailie's - each being worth 100 marks.

The tables indicate that if the rewards for mercantile

activity could be high, the risks of bankruptcy were equally

great for merchant and burgess.

FARMING

The growing of unconventional crops is one facet of

the enterprise shown by merchants and burgesses. It

reflects minds broadened by contact with a world whose

horizons were much wider than those which bound the peasant

farmers but the merchants and burgesses had a measure of

economic independence which allowed them to experiment.

Their livelihoods depended on their mercantile activities

or their crafts, though most of these depended ultimately on

the produce of the farms. They could afford to risk a

lb



little capital. The peasant farmer could not.

There is evidence that 41 merchants out of the 77

individual estates farmed. It is thought that ownership

of one or more horses should be interpreted as possessing
62

a means of transport not as evidence of animal husbandry

Grain in the barn cannot be relied upon as evidence of arable

farming because although it could have been grown by the

merchant it could equally well represent either a store

bought for feeding his family or a stock from which he sold

to the public. The sixteen bolls of 'Freuch' (corn that had

been dried off after a wet harvest) in an undated year in

the late years of the sixth decade must have been such a

G 3
stock . Indisputable evidence of farming is the possession

of animals, or of grain 'sown' or 'lying upon the ground'.

Of the ten merchants who worked outside Dumfries, only

one in Langholm and two in Sanquhar farmed themselves. One

had in his possession 38 sheep. His other cattle, oxen and

sheep were looked after by other farmers. He also had
64

'mene' cattle and oxen . This part-ownership probably

represented a shared inherited asset. It is unlikely that

it represented a deliberate partnership. The Glencairn
65

merchant owned cattle which other farmers looked after

but all other merchants in rural areas appear to have lived

off the proceeds of their mercantile activities.

Of the 66 individual merchants' estates within the

town of Dumfries, 36 showed evidence of farming; 30 had no

G G
agricultural interests . This implies that they were

buying their food. Supplies of grain were available in the

11



stock of several merchants. A widow's 'crop of corns such

as corn, beir, pease and wheat sown upon seven and a half

acres' was sold by her executors 'to John McLean and George

Rome, merchant burgesses of Dumfries, for the sum of 500
0 rj

marks' and Thomas McBrair, late bailie merchant burgess

of Dumfries had 'in the barn the teind of the Kirkland of

Dumfries' bought by him 'from Mr. James Hamilton, minister
6 8

at Dumfries, for the sum of 300 marks' . Food could be
69

bought from merchants who had 'victuals' in their booths
70

or who 'furnished meat and drink' - though this may have

implied caterers. It is likely that milk was bought from

indwellers who kept cows.

Some merchants clearly farmed within what was consid¬

ered as the town of Dumfries. Thus entries specify 'with
71

himself in this town, three 'ky' with followers and a nag' ;

72
'in his possession in Dumfries, one cow' ; and 'with the

73
defunct's spouse one cow with calf, one stot' . When the

inventories list a few animals but do not specify where they

were kept, it is reasonable to assume that these were either

within the town or on the outskirts. Some merchants only

looked after animals. Thus one had two cows, two stirks
74 75

and two sheep ; another had seven nolt and a nag ;

7 6
another had three cows with followers and two horses ;

77
another twelve sheep and a mare . A cow provided milk,

butter and cheese for domestic consumption or for selling

and later, meat and a hide; a sheep provided wool for

domestic spinning or for selling and later meat, tallow and

a skin. More merchants kept cows than kept sheep. None

1%



kept a bull in town.

A few merchants concentrated on cultivation to the

exclusion of animal husbandry. One had 'two acres sown

78
in beir and pease' while another had sown eleven pecks of

79
beir and seven pecks of pease . Others preferred mixed

farming. Thus the merchant with the three cows with

followers and a nag 'with himself in this town' also had

20 pecks of beir and 24 pecks of corn sown upon the
80

ground ; another had three cows, six pecks of beir, two
81

pecks of oats, six pecks of pease and a nag

Farming on a small scale probably took place in the
82

'yards' which are mentioned in wills or for which maill
83

was owed . Those who farmed on a greater scale, owning
84

16 nolt and 20 sheep , or owning a cow, a calf, 24 sheep,

a nag and the crop of five acres must have been farming on

8 5
the outskirts . John Maxwell of Middlebie was owed by a

merchant burgess for 'the maill and duty of certain acres

86
of land lying within the burgh of Dumfries' . Twenty eight

of the 36 merchants with farming interests in Dumfries

pursued some at least of these interests within or just

outside the town.

Many had a few animals in town but also others else¬

where. A merchant with cows in Dumfries had sheep in
8 7

Dalsteptoune 'with Thomas Grindley there' ; another kept

two cows and a horse in Dumfries but had 57 cattle and five

oxen in the care of 23 different farmers and 40 sheep with
88

two other farmers ; another had three cows with followers,

presumably with himself, and also a cow in Stabiltoun and

Ti



89
six sheep in Urrkerthe

Others farmed entirely outside Dumfries on a far greater

scale. One had 24 cattle and six oxen 'pasturing with' 18
90

farmers and 13 sheep with two ; another had 17 cattle 'in

the hands of' nine farmers and 77 sheep, two hogs and 24
91

lambs with six farmers and one woman . The most enter¬

prising was William Irving, who had formed a partnership with

Simon Graham and Thomas and John Little so that he owned

'the fourth part of 425 beasts pasturing on the Borders as

well as a half share of two cows, two oxen, a horse and a

92
mare in Rabiequhat and Mosbands

Some merchants who farmed at some distance from Dumfries

specialised in grain. Thus one merchant who grew oats,

barley and peas owed 110 marks in rent in 1652 to the Laird
93

of Crawfurdtoun . Others were 'mixed' farmers. James

Wilson grazed animals with farmers but owed duty in 1630 for
94

four acres of land on which he grew oats and barley ;

William Lawrie owed 110 marks in 1640 for the maill of The

Haughe where he kept cattle, sheep and horses and grew oats,

barley, wheat and pease^.
In all 15 merchants had farming interests outside

Dumfries.

Where the peasant farmers were conservative generally

growing oats and beir and keeping cows and sheep, the

merchant-farmers were enterprising. Ten merchants culti-
96 97

vated pease and of these three grew wheat . With the

exception of the merchant's crop in the Haughe which was

expected to yield one boll two pecks of pease and 18 bolls



98
of wheat all these crops were grown either inside Dumfries

or so near to it that the place was not designated. As a

leguminous plant, pease, with the nitrogen fixing 'bacillus
99

radicicola' in its root nodules would have grown well and

been seen to be beneficial to the soil as well as lending

itself to cultivation in a 'yard'. One merchant even kept

a goat1.
2

Eighteen burgesses did no farming . These included

the notaries'1, the 'customer'1, the smith*1, the slater*1, two

flesher^, and the deacon of the wrights^. The pattern

was similar to that of the merchants with some only keeping
9

animals in Dumfries , others concentrating on arable.

Thus one burgess had 'standing shorn upon the defunct's part

of land of Baxter's Close, 30 thraves of oats, estimated to

one boll oats'1*1. Others preferred mixed farming such as

owning one cow, one stirk and growing one acre of beir, one

of corn (oats) and one of pease - possibly on the outskirts11.
Like the merchants, some burgesses kept animals in Dumfries

'in the defunct's own hands but others were elsewhere with

12
different farmers . The surgeon burgess of Dumfries con¬

centrated on arable farming growing oats, beir and pease and

keeping two work horses. He owed feu ferme duty to Sir
13

John Maxwell of Conhaith which implies that he farmed rural

land in Conhaith. Burgesses were equally enterprising in
14

the crops they grew 'upon the ground'. Four grew pease ,

15 "| 0
two grew wheat and one grew rye . Wheat 'in the barn in

17 18
Dumfries' and milled pease , could however have been

bought.
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TRADE

Trading activities of merchants and burgesses are more

easily deduced from the early entries. Those in the Edin¬

burgh Registers list and price the inventories of merchant

stock whereas those in the Dumfries Registers generally

estimate the value of the merchant ware in the booth and only

some of the goods being traded can be ascertained from

analysing debts. Here again most are referred to as

'wares' or 'merchandise'. The lists were taken from the

19
merchants' account books and it is in the nature of such

evidence that more significance was attached to the name,

occupation and amount owed than to the good which was sold.

Thus unspecified debts were owed to Thomas McBurnie by

farmers, merchants, a tailor, chapman, sadler, mason,

20
potter, horner, flesher, the Commissary and a smith ;

and to James Maxwell by a cordiner, minister, tinker, chap-
21

man, flesher and tailor . Nevertheless, among the

unexplained debts there are some which provide an indica¬

tion of what was traded. Thus the contents of a booth were

estimated as worth 200 marks but the debts were for soap,

22
frieze and plaids . Of the S3' entries for merchants and

two for chapmen, only 20 provide no indication of what was

sold.

23
Thirty two of the merchants operating in Dumfries

24
andthreeof those in Sanquhar ran booths . In only ten

25
cases is there no evidence of what was sold . From the

2 6
remaining 22 booths and one 'shop' , one can see that most

functioned as general merchants selling raw materials like

3Z



iron, hemp, lint, wood, manufactures like belts, jewellery,
27

haberdashery and spoons and commodities like salt ; iron,
28

salt, alum, haberdashery and bonnets ; brimstone, dyes,
29

linen, bonnets, haberdashery, leather sheaths for knives ;

iron, honey, sack, cloth, weaving cards, scythes, hooks,
30

spoons ; hemp, lint, paper, parchment, files, twine, arrows,

31
fabrics, bonnets, gloves, needles and thread ; timber,

32
wood, linen and skins . Some sold 'cramrie' or small

33
wares like cards, tobacco and needles . Sixteen merchants

sold cloth and seven sold iron in their booths. A few sold

'victual"^ or, more specifically, butter and cheese"^.
There was some evidence of specialisation in the 700

3 6
skins in the stock of a Sanquhar merchant and in the skins

to the value of £1,000 and hides to the value of £200 in a

37
Dumfries merchant's stock and in the enormous quantity

of linen, (amounting to some £720 in value) which Mathew

Forsythe dealt in, although not to the exclusion of other
3 8

wares . These clearly formed the basis of an external
39

trade but the merchant who dealt in grain must have been

providing for the indwellers of the town who did not grow

their own.

When stocks or debts for goods are discussed below the

prices are included since there was no inflation in the

period as the following analysis shows.

Cow /
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Cow

1600 £8

1609 £10

1624 £15-£8

1630 £l2-£8

1638 25m-2Qn

1643 £12

1656 £13.l/3-£8
1659 £12-£10

1662 £16-£12

These prices show the variations found within a year

and fluctuations doubtless reflect the quality of the

harvest. They indicate a slight upwards creep in the price

of cattle but they do not show inflation. It. is difficult

to find goods for which quantity and price are both given
40 41 49

but linen cost 13s 4d an ell in 1601 , 1607 and 1658 ;

43 44
blue bonnets cost 13s 4d in 1605 and 16s in 1657 ; a

45 46 47 48
scythe cost 28s in 1626 , 1630 , 1638 and 1640 ; iron

49 50
cost 30s a stone in 1607 and 36s in 1627 , the price

variation perhaps reflecting quality.

Inventories of the booths and debts owed show that the

merchants provided for rural needs, stocking reaping hooks
51 52

at 5s each ; scythes at 28s ; soap at £3 4s a stone and
53

tar at 16s the pint for cleaning the 'laid' wool, that is

the sheep's wool which had been smeared with tar and butter
54

as a winter protection ; stirrup irons at 5s the pair,

stirrup leathers at 8s 8d the pair, bridles at 6s, bridle

bits at 2s 6d and girthing straps at 6s 8d the ell, and
55

twine at 10s the ounce

Ox Sheep Horse
Oats

per boll
Beir

per boll

£10 £1.1/3 £20 £6 £10

2Qn £2 2Qii £10-£6 £12-£10

2Qn £2-£l.l/3 20n-lGn £6-lQn £13-£10

2Qn £2-£l.2/3 2Gn-lGn £5 £13-£10

16ta-lQn £2 £30-2Qn 2Qn-£10 £16-2Qn

£16-2Qn £2-£l.2/3 £40-£20 £16-12n 2Cm

£10 £3.l/3-£l.1/2 £30-2Qn 2Qn-£7 £16-£12

£18-£10 2n 4Qn-2Qri £12-£8 £10-£8

£14 £2-£l.1/2 £40-£20 £10-£8 £20-£10



56 57
They sold cloth for everyday wear - linen , tweed ,

London cloth^, Holland cloth5^, Yorkshire cloth and Kelt

.harden^1, Dundee 'gray'^, frieze*^, plaiding^, 'walked'

cloth^, 'droggat'^, fustian^; finer fabrics like

dornick6^, stemming^5®, English shirting^, English cotton"^
72 72

and lawn ; stiffening like buckram ; luxury fabrics like
73 74 75

Spanish taffeta , 'bombasine' , Ypres grossgrain ,

76 77
velvet , raw silk . These were only specified in the

earlier entries. Later entries rarely mention specific
78

fabrics other than linen . Thus only the prices of linen
79

can be compared. In 1611 an ell cost 13s 4d ; in 1657
OQ

the stock of 400 ells was worth £266 13s 4d i.e. still

one mark per ell - though one example in 1654 quotes the
81

price as 10s per ell . There are no examples of clothes

as such being sold which implies that people made their own

or employed a tailor as Margaret Beck was doing when she

left a relative 'my new red wylie coat which is presently
82

in the hands of John Clerk, tailor'

Most dealers in cloth sold haberdashery - selling

buttons*^; silk buttons at 16s the gross^^, tartan silk
85 86

buttons ; needles at 4s the dozen and pins on paper at

6s 8d each^; thread^, white stitching**^, embroidery silks
89 90

at 26s the ounce ; laces ; decorating 'pasements' of

.,,91 , . 92 , 93 , . 94 _ +94 . , .silk , pearling , lace , satin , velvet and fringes
95

of gold sold by weight
96 97 98

Belts , boots at £4 and gloves using up spare

strips of leather were available as were 'knittings', which
99

may mean knitted stockings . 'St. Johnston' gloves cost no

35



more than other gloves at 2s the pair"*" and a ' capmuche' or

2
nightcap was an expensive item at 26s 8d . Blue bonnets

3 4
were sold at a mark each in 1605 and at 16s in 1654 (one

merchant owed a debt in Kilmarnock for bonnets so they may

5
have come from there) ; inferior black bonnets were avail-

0 7
able at 5s each in 1604 and at 4s in 1608 ; hats were

costly at £4 in 1607^ or 33s 4d in 1608^, doubtless reflect¬

ing quality or design.

Salt was sold at £6 for a hogshead"^ for the preserva¬

tion of meat and fish or in barrels at SOs1"*"; oil cost
12

5 marks a gallon and vinegar was available at £12 a

13 14
barrel ; mace cost 10s an ounce ; ginger was 12s for a

14
pound . Herring was sold but all references are to partly

15
paid debts so it cannot be priced . Sugar cost 32s a

10 17
pound , an unspecified amount of honey cost £5 5s and an

17
unknown amount of prunes, 20s . Curiously there is only

18
one reference to wine. A minister owed 14s for sack

19
Grain was widely available at varying prices

Writing materials could be bought - parchment skins at
20 21

5s each ; wax for seals at 20s the pound ; pens and ink-
22 23

horns at 2s 6d each and paper at 25s the pound

Goods were sold for domestic industries - lint at

24
prices varying between £6 the stone and £3 for 'worst

25
lint' ; Flanders hemp at 40s for a dozen (implying that it

26 27
was packed in bundles) or at £3 the stone ; weaving

28
cards at 18s the pair . Dyes like red-violet 'orchardlit'

29 29
cost £3 the stone ; red madder, 40s the stone ; an unknown

30
amount of 'medhop', 35s . Leather laces and points were



available, though it is not clear how much was sold for

31 32
20s . Files cost 3s 4d each and nails, 12s for a hundred

2 *3 24
Malt sold at £20 the boll . Fir 'deals' sold at 20s or

35
10s each

, depending on size or quality. Alum could be
36 37

bought at 4s 2d the pound ; brimstone at 30p the pound
38 38 a

Tallow cost 40s the stone . Lead prices are unknown

Prices for iron varied. Swedish and Danish iron could

39
each cost 30s a stone although some Swedish iron was

40 41 42
cheaper at 24s the stone ; pewter was 10s or 12s for a

42
pound; copper, curiously was £3 for a dozen , implying that

it was transported in bars or blocks and lead sold at 24s
42 42

the stone . 'Broken' silver was valued at 52s the ounce

Household goods like candlesticks were sold by weight
43

at 6s 8d per pound - though the metal was not specified ;

44 44
a knife could cost 20s ; a 'hanging' lock 24s; a pan 55s

44
and a roasting jack, £10 . An unknown number of green

44 45
horn spoons cost £12 but silver spoons were sold by weight

Articles of conspicuous expenditure were available.

Thus stocks included silver belts, bracelets and a tooth-
45

pick, sold by weight and gold tablets and rings - although

only one burgess's wife actually possessed a gold ring and
46

she left it to her son

47 48 49 50
Other goods like linen , skins , hides , furs and

51
wool were destined for a wider trade.

The estimated value of stock in booths in Dumfries

2? 28 54 55
ranged from 800 marks ; £500 ; 500 marks ; 400 marks ;

350 marks56; 300 marks57; £20058; 200 marks59; £17260;
£92 12s ^; 100 marks62 to £4063. A Sanquhar booth had

<?'7



64
had stock valued at 300 marks . Only one merchant owned

65
two booths in Dumfries

As the son of a 'workman' the chapman who lived in

Dumfries may not have afforded the heavy entry fee to become

a member of the merchant guild. Undeterred by this, his

stock included linen cloth, belts, girths, saddles, buckles,
0 0

thread, thimbles worth £80 . The other chapman worked in

England*^.
Not all merchants, however, operated from booths.

Forty one carried on their commercial activities presumably

from their homes since only two had chambers, one in Edin-
68 69

burgh , the other in Dumfries . Several clearly were

70 71
dealers in skins and hides . All worked in Dumfries

72
except the dealer in Kilhill

Others were cattle and sheep dealers. Thus the 24

cattle and 6 oxen pasturing with 18 farmers and the 13
73

sheep with two farmers ; the 17 cattle with 9 farmers
74

and 79 sheep and 24 lambs with six farmers and a woman ;

and the 57 cattle and 5 oxen with 23 different farmers and

75
40 sheep with two farmers ; and the 28 cattle with eight

76
farmers and the 86 sheep with two farmers has been taken

as evidence of merchants having farming interests outside

Dumfries. The farmers with whom the animals grazed do not

appear as creditors to the merchants so clearly they were

not paid to look after his animals. Very occasionally they

appear as debtors. Thus three of the 25 farmers with whom
77

William Fareis grazed his animals were owing him money ,

one for the steelbow maill of sheep. Clearly he was



leasing the sheep on the understanding that the sheep should

be returned to the merchant at the end of the lease. The

other two farmers' debts are unexplained. Perhaps they

were looking after the animals as a form of paying interest

on an unpaid debt due to the merchant. If the farmer had

no liquid capital, the merchant would at least be getting

some return, as well as spreading his assets to avoid such

risks as exposing all his stock to raiders. Further possi¬

bilities exist but admit of no proof. The farmer may have

pledged the animal in return for some good purchased but
78

not paid. One animal dealer also dealt in 'gray' cloth

Alternatively the farmer may have looked after the animal

in return for a guarantee that the merchant would buy his

animal skins. There are many debts, one specifically for
79

skins, to William Fareis by other merchants - of £283 13s 4d,

£212 16s, 800 marks, 112 marks, 220 marks, £112, 112 marks

as well as smaller debts - and by cordiners for 100 marks

and £10. This appears to have been a primitive form of

vertical integration with these merchants controlling the

supply of animals and thus of skins and acting as whole¬

salers to other merchants in Dumfries, even buying up a

80
dead merchant's stock of skins for 400 marks

Others without booths were functioning as general
81 82

merchants , concentrating mainly on cloth or dealing in
83 84

malt or in tanning . Mathew Forsyth seems to have acted

as a wholesaler in linen to other merchants, being owed

£572 8s 2d specifically for that fabric by five Dumfries

merchants*^.



The many examples of indebtedness between merchants for

wares may be indicative of a sense of guild brotherhood.

A merchant seeking maximum profit is unlikely to sell a

good to another merchant so that he can reap the benefit of

a transaction. Nevertheless there are countless examples

which cannot be interpreted as a wholesaler dealing with a

retailer. Thus John Black merchant was owed for scythes
86

by Martin Parker merchant ; Cuthbert Mulligan owed four

merchants for 'merchandise', another for linen and another
87

for soap ; James Tait merchant owed one merchant for cards,
88

tobacco and needles and four others for 'merchandise'

Unfortunately there is not enough information to compare

general prices paid by the public with prices paid by

fellow merchants but Thomas Richardson merchant paid £17 for
89

a boll of malt whereas a widow of a merchant bought it
90

from a maltman at the rate of £18 a boll but the normal

91
retailing price was £20 a boll

Smout points out how 'thrusting competitiveness' was

discouraged by the guiliPand the evidence bears this out.

Chapmen too, bought their stock in trade from merchants.

In all 32 chapmen, two tinkers and one traveller owed debts
93 94

for wares to ten different merchants , buying lint ,

95 96
linen , 'medhop' dye , belts, girths, saddles, buckles,

97 98 99
thread, thimbles , gloves and plaids . Two creditor

chapmen peddled their wares in England"'".
All merchants traded locally, selling to indwellers

in Dumfries and the nearby villages. Some ventured further

afield to Edinburgh and thence to the Low Countries and

%



France, west to Ireland and south to England.

Most of the evidence for trade with Edinburgh occurs

in the very early period before 1610. It was connected

with the trade abroad in skins and cloth. There are few

technical details of how it operated but certainly cows were

driven up. Thus Michael Dougal, merchant in Sanquhar was

owed by Lyon Thomson in Musselburgh for 'slaughter ky' and
2

he was owed debts by two 'nolt drivers' . There is further

evidence of animals on the move in the inventory which

included 'ten score of beasts, younger and older, going to
3

St. Faithes' . Packing skins were sold in Dumfries at
4

8d each and Ninian Russell, merchant in Sanquhar, owned a

nag and had a 'pack' worth 300 marks, which suggests goods
5

being transported by pack horse . There is no evidence of

which routes were followed.

In 1600, John Kirkpatrick had 'in the hands of William

Wallace, factor in Campveere, 1,050 exported sheep skins

valued at £15 2s 8d per score and a further 400 at £6 5s

per score. In his chamber in Edinburgh there lay 300

sheep skins at £13 the score and in his loft in Dumfries 540

sheep skins at £16 the score. Doubtless the different

pricing largely reflects the quality but the 'mark up' in

price between the Edinburgh and Campveere skins may reflect

the costs of transport. In his booth in Dumfries were

found the articles imported - fabrics like Ypres grosgrain,

fustian, bombasine, taffeta, silk, Holland cloth, silk

threads and buttons, tallow, wax, brimstone, alum, Swedish

iron and spices like ginger and mace^.



At the time of his wife's death in 1607, William

Ir ving had in his loft in Edinburgh 760 sheep skins 'of the

best sort' at £100 per 100; 650 skins of poorer quality

destined for France at £40 the 100; 260 goat skins at £10

the score; two webs of walked cloth and 20 ounces of

'broken' silver at 52s the ounce. In his cellar were

piled ten daker (groups of ten) of hides at £40 the daker,

seven otter skins at £3 10s each, five tod (fox) skins at

40s each and 21 fowmart (polecat) worth £6. In Dieppe,

in the hands of the factor Thomas Foulis, there were 1,900

francs, 1,000 of which had been 'sold' to Harry Hope an

Edinburgh merchant. In the hands of James Maill, factor

to Mathew Puill burgess of Edinburgh, there were 1,354 ells

of kersey cloth at 16s 8d the ell. Half belonged to
7

William Irving, the other half to Mathew Puill .

By the time of his own death two months later it is

clear that he had omitted to declare his interests in Camp-

veere at the time of his wife's death. His transactions

in Dieppe were expressed as 'in the hands of Thomas Foulis

factor in Dieppe £1,500 ready money' but he also had 'in

the hands of William Wollis factor in Campveere £1,000

ready money'. Goods imported from the Low Countries were

in his loft in Dumfries - 47 stones of hemp at £3 the stone

and 14 stone of lint 'of the best sort' at £5 the stone and

five and a half stones of lint 'of the worst sort' at £3 the

stone and goods from both the Low Countries and France were

for sale in his booth, raw materials like hemp and lint,

Danish and Swedish iron, each costing 30s a stone, fir

92



'deals' at 20s each; manufactured goods like fabrics -

gros grain, figured velvet, fine dornick, lawn, buckram -

silver belts, bracelets, spoons and a toothpick, gold tablets

and rings; foods like great salt, presumably from La

Rochelle at £6 for a hogshead and sugar at two marks for a

pound**.
William Irving, however, did not have a monopoly of the

trade which passed through Edinburgh. William Williamson,

who also died in 1607, had in his cellar in Dumfries

articles imported from the Low Countries like tallow at

40s the stone and lint along with cloth imported from

England - English cloth and stemming - as well as skins

ready for exporting. In the hands of the same factor as

William Irving used, were 522 sheep skins at a converted
9

value of £78 Scots per hundred . (John Kirkpatrick sold

them at £75 13s per hundred in 16001(1) .

The extent of the trade which passed through Edinburgh

merchants' hands can be seen in the debts owed by Edinburgh

burgesses to Dumfries merchants. At the time of his wife's

death, William Irving was owed £800 by Patrick Primrose,

£375 by Harry Hope and 80 marks by James Rae, all burgesses

of Edinburgh1"1"; two months later £160 of Patrick Primrose's

debt had been paid, James Rae's account had been settled,

though Harry Hope's still stood. He himself owed Patrick
£-llia 12
Lie-is, burgess in Edinburgh, £36 for iron . Furthermore,

William Williamson was owed £290 by Patrick Primrose while

he himself owed James Thomson, merchant in Edinburgh £180

for lint and Nicol Edgar, merchant in Edinburgh, £600



13
'of borrowed money' . Three Edinburgh burgesses owed

14
debts to Mathew Forsyth merchant in Dumfries . Thus

Edinburgh burgesses were acting as middlemen in the over¬

seas trade of Dumfries merchants. This network of trade

extended from England to the Low Countries and France. It

involved the exporting of the raw materials, skins, in

which Scotland had comparative advantage, and manufactured

cloth like English Kersey, and the importing of fine fabrics
15 16 17

like Spanish taffeta , foods like salt , oil, vinegar ,

spices^; chemicals like alum"1"^, brimstone and dyes2<^;
21

raw materials like iron and pewter ; and large quantities
22

of hemp and lint . The pattern is echoed in the trade of

Michael Dougal, merchant in Sanquhar. He had a store of

700 skins in Sanquhar and owed William Carruthers, burgess

of Edinburgh, £29 for hemp, lint and iron and Gavin Car-
23

michael, merchant burgess of Edinburgh, £9.16s for iron

It is surprising that there is little evidence of a

trade in wine. Perhaps one merchant specialised in it

and his death occurred at a time for which we have no

record. There is only the one reference to a debt for
24

sack mentioned above

Though the evidence for trade with the Low Countries

is less detailed after 1610, it clearly continued. Thomas

McMullen had sheep skins in Flanders worth 600 marks in
24a

1627 and James Maxwell also had sheep skins in Flanders
25

at an estimated worth of 1,000 marks in 1629 ; in 1638

Thomas Goldie, merchant in Dumfries, was owed 'by Robert

Grierson, factor in Flanders, conform to his missive,

Sib



2 0
£117 16s Flemish, extending in Scots to 1,178 marks ;

also in 1638 Hugh Costeine, merchant in Dumfries, had an

27
unspecified amount of Flemish money in his booth . There¬

after, the foreign trade was disrupted by the civil war.

There was an upsurge in unpaid and unspecified debts

owed by Dumfries merchants to Edinburgh ones between 1637

and 1641. Thus John McKnishe in Edinburgh was owed £73

by a merchant's son; John Fullarton, another Edinburgh

merchant, was owed a further £167. 16s by him - possibly
28

as inherited debts ; Thomas Armstrong, merchant in
29

Edinburgh, was owed by different Dumfries merchants - £50 ,

30 31
400 marks and £58 and £17 ; John Denholme, merchant in

32
Edinburgh was owed 200 marks ; James Johnston, also in

33
Edinburgh was owed £62 by Robert Ferguson ; in 1640,

William Smetoune, merchant in Leith was owed 300 marks by
34

bond ; in 1641, James Ramsay, merchant in Edinburgh was

35
owed £200 by David Frissell of Dumfries . There is no

corresponding indebtedness to merchants in Dumfries by

merchants in Edinburgh. This suggests that the Dumfries

merchants were continuing to get goods from Edinburgh but

were doing so as a simple transaction not as part of a two-

way trade passing through Edinburgh as an entrepot. The

trade in skins may have been following a different pattern.

Certainly James Maxwell, who had skins to the value of

1,000 marks in Flanders in 1629 owned the third part of a

boat, though this does not necessarily mean that it sailed
3 0

from Dumfries

%



There is evidence of trade with England in 1600 with

a chapman traveller in England being owed £248 by John
37

Kirkpatrick merchant in Dumfries for unspecified wares

3 8
and in 1603 Mathew McBurnie had Yorkshire cloth in stock

In 1607 William Irving was trading English kersay in Dieppe;

he was owed 16s in sterling (clearly by an Englishman); he

owed £48 sterling to William Mathew, Englishman and £3

sterling to John Rume for sheep skins bought from them

'of which one part received and another part in their

hands'; he was selling English cloth locally as debts to

him in Scots currency show, and soap to Englishmen and

unspecified goods to John Riddick in Preston as debts

expressed in sterling prove; he was using a merchant in

Cockermouth as a middleman, owing him £10 sterling for

English wares; his trade extended to Lancashire where he

owed debts to two merchants in sterling and he owed two

'clothears' in Wakefield £9 and £12 sterling; he even had
39

a stock of ready money of £50 sterling

In 1608 Mathew Forsyth was owed for English cloth and
40

his inventory included English cotton and stemming ;

William Fareis was owed 4os Scots by William Knaithill
41

Englishman in Cokie . In 1629 two Englishmen bought corn

42
to the value of £120 Scots from John Carlisle and another

William Irving owed a debt of £45 sterling which implies
43

that it was in England though it could have been in

Ireland. Further evidence of trade in 1630s is found in

the debt undertaken at Doncaster in 1630 for £12 borrowed

silver from Mungo Geddes merchant in Dumfries. He also

%



owed 'compts and reckonings' amounting to £41 sterling as

well as having £59 sterling in the hands of a farmer and
44

Mr. James Hamilton, a minister . In 1636 George Rig,
45

merchant in Dumfries owed £62 sterling with £5 annual rent

and in 1638 James Barton another merchant was owed £40

46
sterling . One widow in 1639 claimed 'her proper part and

portion' of the debts owed to her dead husband in England

-and Scotland. These included debts for oxen and mares

owed by farmers near Dumfries as well as those by Englishmen

in Derby, Peterborough and Norfolk. He had a nephew living

in England and owed legal fees of £5 sterling to an English
47

attorney . Further evidence of a relative of a Dumfries

merchant living in England and being involved in trade is

found in the debt for 100 marks owed by John Blackstock to

Herbert Williamson in Preston. The merchant's mother was

a Williamson. Curiously this debt was expressed in Scots
48

currency

Unfortunately, though the trade with England is marked,

the information is seldom specific. It seems to have been

in skins and cloth, for which there is ample evidence in the

early part of the period and it included animals in 1640.

The trade halted in the civil war and of Lythe's 'shot-gun
48a

common market of 1654 to 1660' there is no evidence,

perhaps because so few merchants left testaments at that

time and the testaments dative are so badly recorded. In

1659 Peter Stewart chapman was peddling his wares in England.

He died in Nottingham. An Englishman was made his
49

'cessionar' and his will was lodged in Edinburgh

<\1



Surprisingly, there is little evidence of trade with

Ireland. References are made to bad debts by people 'now

in Ireland' - presumably in Ulster. Thus Hugh Costeine was

owed 'by William Mure, sometime in Cumbria, now in Ireland,
50

£32' Mungo Geddes was owed by a merchant in Mosryne, now

in Ireland, for green (horn) spoons, £12 and there was an

unexplained debt amounting to £4 sterling owed by Robert
51

Croydie in Ireland . Several unspecified debts expressed

in sterling throughout the period could have reflected

trade with Ireland.

The entries refer to the currencies in the countries

with which the merchants traded. £1 sterling was equal
52

to £12 Scots throughout the period ; a Flemish pound, or

53
'great pound' was worth £6 Scots ; a French franc was

54
equal to £1 Scots . In Scotland the currency was expressed

in £.s.d., in marks (each being worth 13s 4d) in dollars
55 56

(each being worth 58s) and in groats (worth 4d) . In

England currency was in £.s.d. sterling, although reference

is made to nobles, which are given no equivalent value.

The wealth of merchants who dealt in external trade far

surpassed that of merchants with local trade. The wealthiest

merchant with an overseas trade had free gear worth

£9,324 10s 4d in 1607^7; the wealthiest one with an English
CO

trade had free gear worth £8,651 18s 8d in 1639 . The

merchant who dealt in 'cramrie ware' had free geir worth

£141 7s 8d .

Burgesses who traded as distinct from merchant

burgesses, had moveable estates which varied in value between

%



60
the £1,024 of a maltman burgess to the estate of an

unspecified type of burgess who had an estate which was in
r* -|

debt to the sum of £120 . The burgess who sold linen had
62

free gear worth £157 2s and the burgess who may have been

a merchant selling general wares including animals, grain,

malt, leather, iron, lead, prunes and sweetmeats but no

6 3
cloth, had free gear worth £3,358 13s 7d . There'is no

evidence of a burgess having traded with England.

Some merchants formed partnerships in an attempt to

increase the initial capital available and to spread risks.

There is evidence of such partnerships in animal farming as

well as in trading ventures, though in seventeenth century

south-west Scotland the two were so inextricably linked

that partnerships involving the possession of animals were

clearly formed with trade in view. Thus Michael Dougal,

a merchant in Sanquhar and a dealer in Skins and wool,

owned a 'mene', or jointly possessed ox, two 'mene' cows

and a 'mene' nag; he also owned 30 out of 60 sheep as well

as having a cow and 38 sheep which were entirely his own.

In 'the house of the Dyke' there lay twelve stones of wool

and 'in the booth of the Sanquhar', 700 skins; he shared

these on a one to one basis with his sister's son, Ninian

Fleming, who was 'lawfeir with him in his traffigne of

merchandyir'. Half of the debts to and by them were his.

His partner was made his executor and given in legacy what

was left out of his estate of £774 7s 6d after other

legacies of animals and money totalling £400 had been paid

to relatives. He was unmarried and could dispose of his

estate as he wished*^.



William Irving was in a partnership of four, owning a

quarter of '425 beasts pasturing upon the Borders'. The

other members of the partnership were not obvious relatives,

though two were either father and son, or brothers. Within

this partnership there was a further partnership of two so

that William Irving owned half of a horse, a mare, two cows

and two oxen. Although not necessarily permanent his

partnership of two lasted from 1636 to the time of his death

in 1639. It seems to have been a formal agreement since

his widow claimed half of the debts owed to her husband and

his partner 'conform to a subscribed account made between

them'. A partnership involving four had been made con¬

currently in 1636, involving three in 1637 and four in 1638.

The members of the partnerships varied. It made for com¬

plicated accounting but the clerk declared that 'after just

and due calculations' the debts owed to him 'de claro' came

6^
to £3,977 19s 4d .

The temporary nature of partnerships is further con¬

firmed by the debt to Mungo Geddes, merchant burgess of

Dumfries by James Horner, also a merchant 'resting of an

66
account when they were lawfeirs, 100 marks' and by the

debt by John Blackstock, merchant in Dumfries 'to John

Lawson, deacon burgess in Dumfries, £100, conform to a bond

which he allows him to uplift at the term of Whitsunday next,

in the fore-end of the victual that the said defunct and he

-p.67is partners of'

These partnerships were simple joint ventures; if

there were four partners credits and debits were divided in
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four. There were no examples in which one partner would

appear to have contributed less than another and been pro-

portionably liable.

It was in ventures upon the high seas that partnerships

were particularly advisable. The capital outlay on and

maintenance of a boat must have been prohibitively high and

the risks of a cargo at sea great. James Maxwell, who had

skins in Flanders worth 1,000 marks in 1629, owned 'the

third part of a bark and furniture thereof estimated to
6 8

300 marks' . This implies that an estimate - conservative

since quot was to be paid on it - of the value of a used

trading vessel was 900 marks.

However the partnerships could involve only the good

which was being traded. Thus William Irving, merchant in

Dumfries, was in partnership with Mathew Puill, merchant

in Edinburgh, over two consignments of kersey cloth which

amounted to 1,354 ells exported to Dieppe. William

Irving's estate took account of his share which was 677
69

ells . A debt refers to £4 10s owed by Mathew Puill which

William Irving paid for him 'for the custom of the Keithlaw
70

claith' . This is likely to have been Keighley a woollen

manufacturing town in Yorkshire. If so William Irving was

bringing to the partnership the benefit of his trading con¬

tacts in Northern England; he had others in Wakefield. He

in turn was able to use the services of a factor in Dieppe

who was specifically referred to as 'Mathew Puill's factor'.

There were no examples of a burgess in a business

partnership but certain arrangements were made such as that

lot



whereby James Rig, a bailie burgess of Dumfries, ordained

'the 'blok' and agreement betwixt Bailie Corsane and me to

stand in effect conform to the minute in the hands of Herbert

71
Cunningham notary against Thomas Newall's goods'

Inevitably merchants became involved in lawsuits.

There are several examples of recourse to law in the pursuit

of debts. Thus John Jardine and his heirs owed Herbert

Morrison, merchant in Dumfries 'conform to his bond and

horning and caption raised thereupon, principal and

expenses, £224, and Edward Maxwell owed him 'according to

his bond and letters of horning thereupon and expenses,

72
£80 . James Russell, merchant in Dumfries sued two women,

two husbands for debts undertaken by their wives and seven

men. These actions were heard before the Commissary of

Dumfries or else before 'the six bailies' of Dumfries in

1646, though they were not recorded until 1656. Expenses

of plea were roughly 6s 8d for debts up to £10 and 13s 4d

for those over £10, but there was some flexibility in the
73

fees exacted . One legal action took place 'before the

bailies of the regality of Drumlanrig'. It was brought by

George Rig merchant in Dumfries against David French in
74

Moffat

Burgesses too were involved in legal actions. Thus

Thomas Gourlay was owed £5 6s 8d by Herbert Williamson in
75

Dumfries 'conform to a decree before the town' and John

Wallace was owed 'by George Fareis, son to the deceased

John Fareis maltman, the sum of £1,000 Scots money conform
7 6

to a decree obtained at my instance against him' ; John
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Rig was owed 200 marks and £4 of expenses for a successful

but unsettled action against 'umwhile Edward Moresone and

his heirs ... conform to a decree obtained before the

77
Commissary of Dumfries'

COMMERCE

From the beginning of the century until about 1627

many peasant farmers paid their dues in kind, (see

appendix). The monetary value is always given so it must

be borne in mind that the records may simply reflect the

traditional way of expressing the dues. After 1627, the

majority paid in money. The trend suggests a transition

taking place from a traditional agricultural economy in

which money was far less important than land, to an economy

in which money transactions played a more significant part.

The initial stimulus came from the activities of the

merchants. Trade abroad had obviously flourished in the

later years of the sixteenth century since the records

studied deal with confirmations from 1600 onwards. The

Edinburgh Registers cover the first nine years of the

century. They afford ample proof of the existence of enter¬

prising men in Dumfries and Sanquhar who were prepared to

take risks - preferably shared - in the pursuit of profit,

using the surplus products of the rural economy. They were

prepared to supply the raw materials (skins) and manufactured

materials (cloth) for which there was a demand in the Low

Countries and in France. They could not have done this
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without the general improvement in Scottish agriculture

suggested by the fall in grain imports from the Baltic.

These averaged 563 lasts a year in the 1590s but fell to
78

211 a year between 1601 and 1610 . Higher productivity

brought a surplus. Nor could they have traded without the

stability given by the Anglo-Scottish peace and the personal

union which meant that the Borders became a peaceful route

for trading traffic. Accordingly under conditions very

like a customs union, English woollen cloth was brought

north and Scottish linen and animals were traded south.

Equally important, Scottish vessels on the high seas were

free from attack by English ships. One more disputable

precondition for success was the Protestant 'work ethic'

which saw the changes wrought by trade as both desirable
79

and worthy

It was the merchants who made money through their trade

in the Low Countries and France who injected liquid capital

into the Dumfries economy. When they died their moveable

estates passed to the nearest of kin in Dumfries. Even if

a son took over his father's business, some at least of the

profits would be withdrawn in the division of the estate.

When only a wife and daughter -were left it is more likely

that all the profits returned to Dumfries. This happened

when John Kirkpatrick nominated his brother in law and an

Edinburgh burgess as tutors to his pupil daughter. They

were to find burgesses of either Edinburgh or Dumfries who

were to be 'sufficient and responsible' cautioners and it

was to be their duty to make payment to his daughter of all
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her gear and its profits 'at her perfect age of twelve

years'Merchants also left specific legacies^.
One example clearly shows how assets abroad like skins

and cloth were converted into money on death. When his

wife died, William Irving had in Dieppe, ten pieces of gold

of different countries together with 1,900 francs, 1,000 of

which had been sold to Harry Hope, merchant in Edinburgh.

This left 900 francs free for conversion into £900 less

90
20s as the cost of the transaction . When he himself died

two months later, some at least of his assets had been

realized since he had 'in the hands of Thomas Foulis,

factor in Dieppe, of ready money, £1,500' and 'in the hands

of William Wollis, factor in Campveere, of ready money the
91

sum of £1,000' . Whether this was in Scots currency or,

as is more likely, expressed in Scots currency, is

immaterial since clearly, for a sum, the money could be

exchanged by Harry Hope.

Thus there was liquid capital available in Dumfries,

concentrated in the hands of merchants or their families.

Some of this was invested. John Kirkpatrick stipulated

that 'a responsible modification of the profit off of hir
92

gear' was 'to sustain the bairn with all necessities' and

William Williamson ordained that his daughter's part, by

the sight of overseers, 'should be put to good avail with

the profit thereof for her 'weill' until she be 'staikit'
9 3

on a husband' . Whatever form the investment of the

daughter's capital took, whether it was used to buy cattle,

a house which could be rented out, or land, or a wadset on

105



land, or a straight forward loan at the legal rate of
94

interest of 10% , money was entering into circulation.

It was also circulating in another way. Manufactured

goods like the luxury fabrics and groceries like spices

and prunes, salt, oil and vinegar were bought by anyone

with enough liquid capital to afford them, probably mainly

by merchants' families, (although also on credit by many

lairds) and the owner of the booth reaped the profit. At

that point their economic value ended because they were

consumer goods. Raw materials like iron and lint from the

Low Countries and fir 'deals' from the Baltic, however, were

95
used more productively. Prosperous merchants built houses

and this employed craftsmen who would be paid. It is an

example of the peripeteias of life that one of these
96

merchants had over expanded and died bankrupt . The

basic proposition remains unaltered. Slowly more liquid

capital would have become available throughout the economy.

Interestingly, the countless debts to merchants by farmers

for iron suggests that the smith did not buy supplies himself.

Doubtless he lacked the necessary initial capital. Instead

the smith must have wrought goods using iron provided by

the customer. What he earned was a return for labour and

did not include a cost for or profit on the raw material.

Nevertheless the smith too must have prospered gradually so

that by 1607 one smith died with a moveable estate worth
97

£134 .

Gradually there would have been some multiplier effects

with craftsmen spending their gains on goods but the process
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will have worked itself out very quickly because the

luxury fabrics for sale were suitable for lairds' wives or

the wives of merchants or wealthy burgesses although they

were doubtless just as attractive to farmers' or poor crafts¬

men's wives.

The multiplier effects of the capital injected from the

profits of an external trade and the profits of a local

retail trade were limited, however, for a far more important

reason. The goods for sale were not producer goods and

though the merchants were enterprising in experimenting with

growing different crops there is no evidence of general

agricultural Improvement. Nor is there any evidence of the

industrial production of linen from all the lint which was

imported from the Low Countries. Its production may have

been systematic enough probably through cottage industries.

Certainly Mathew Forsyth specialised to a great extent in

its ;trade but the records show who sold it and who bought it,

not how it was made.

Thus though the merchants with external trade initiated

the change over from a traditional agricultural economy to

one which was based on money there was a limit to growth in

the economy set by lack of investment either in producer

goods or in improvements in agriculture to increase the

surplus. The merchants could have done this. The

distribution of wealth was uneven; it was almost entirely

in the hands of the merchants as the appendix shows but they

sought and found profit in the short run in trade and money

transactions; there is no evidence that they thought in terms
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of the long run.

If merchants were not progressing in the commercialisa¬

tion of agriculture, they were using their surplus capital

to provide money and perhaps credit. The rise in trade

brought the need for financial institutions. The debts owed

to and by merchants have been analysed in Appendix II. They

show how far merchants acted as 'bankers'.

Many debts to merchants are straightforward debts for

specific or unexplained wares, for example, 'by David Gordon
98

for four 'buists of confeittis, 40s' . Others are clear

examples of someone borrowing money, for example 'by John

Scot beltmaker £21 8s partly of borrowed money and partly
99

for the price of certain wares' . More sophisticated

arrangements are suggested when there were bonds, for

example 'to Herbert Johnston merchant by Edward Kirkpatrick

100 marks by bond'"'"; or obligations, for example 'by the
2

Laird of Kilquhenadie £40 conform to his obligation' ; or

when cautioners were called for as in the example 'by Thomas

Wallace burgess of Dumfries principal and John Cunningham

merchant burgess there his cautioner conform to their bond,
3

200 marks' ; or when annual rent was owed, particularly over

a period of years, for example 'by the goodmen of Cliftoune

younger and older £100 conform to their obligation with five
4

years' annual rent thereof estimated to £50' . Although

some of these may represent sophisticated ways of recording

a debt for a good, many of them must have represented a

document written out in confirmation of money lent. This is

most likely when the sum of money were in 'round' figures,
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for example, 'by John Gledstannes, notary burgess of Dumfries,

300 marks' or by the Laird Dalbaithie elder, 800 marks con-

4
form to his obligation' .

Money was lent in large amounts by merchants to mer¬

chants or to burgesses, or by burgesses to merchants.

Membership of a merchant guild or of a craftsman guild, or

even repeated business transations between lender and

borrowers would have provided a certain guarantee against the

risks involved. Hugh Costeine merchant was owed by differ¬

ent merchants, 400 marks, 200 marks and two separate debts

of 100 marks; he himself owed 400 marks to an Edinburgh
5

merchant . William Fareis, merchant, was owed two separate
0

debts of 800 marks by two Dumfries burgesses . William

Williamson, merchant, owed to John Amuligane, burgess of

Dumfries, 'of borrowed money by obligation, 300 marks' and

'to Nicol Edgar, Merchant burgess of Edinburgh, of borrowed
7

money, £600' . Such transactions, recorded in bonds, are

8
found in 'testaments dative creditor' . When unpaid debts

were pursued in law and the creditor had died for instance,

someone else was 'discerned as creditor' and the original

bond and its date was recorded in the Commissary Court books
9

of Dumfries .

There is no evidence of how far if at all bills of

exchange were used in the settlement of debts between

Edinburgh and Dumfries merchants but Thomas McMullen of

Dumfries owed Thomas Watson merchant £200 for iron 'conform

9 a
to my merchant ticket made to him there anent'

Although it is likely that loans made by merchants to
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the public were always paid 'in specie' it is possible that

some of the transactions between merchants in Dumfries were

settled by means of written obligations which could have

been 'cleared' within the merchant guild by a specified date.

Only 'uncleared' debts or final amounts owed would have

been recorded. A further sophistication would have been

'credit creation' but there is no evidence that this was

practised. Indeed the absence of inflation argues that it

was not.

Relatively few merchants left 'ready money', perhaps

because many retailers of goods saw fit to remove their

supply before it was assessed for quot. Only two merchants

had large reserves of ready money and were clearly in a

position to lend sizeable amounts. Robert Glencorse had

3,000 marks^ and William Irving had 'in his own possession

6,000 marks, whereof lent by the defunct himself to George

Rome, £11 sterling, to William Rae in Mouswald £5 sterling,

to Edward Irving, merchant 20s sterling so rests in the

defunct's own possession of the said sum of 6,000 marks

5,676 marks money of Scotland'"'""'". He was obviously lending

to Scotsmen as well as to people heading south and to local

people trading with Englishmen. William Williamson was also
12

dealing in sterling, having £50 sterling in ready money

13
James Wilson had £253 in Scots currency; George Sharp

14 15
had 300 marks George Neilson had £100 ; Mathew Forsyth

16 17 18
had £60 ; Herbert Johnston and John Black each had £40.

Thus, with the exception of Robert Glencorse and William

Irving, few merchants were in a position to lend out large

sums of cash, perhaps because they had already lent out all

surplus cash.
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In 1625 it was felt in the Scottish Parliament that

merchants who had made vast profits in trade were tempted to

withdraw their capital and put it out to usury. Parliament

considered 'how the merchant estate might be enforced to

continue their trade of merchandise and not be suffered to

19
quit the same and turn usurers' . This was remitted

twice for further consideration but then the matter fell

into abeyance. There is circumstantial evidence of money

lending well beyond 1625 in Dumfries.

Many merchants appear to have both dealt in goods and

lent money but there is evidence of some specialisation

where a merchant functioned less as a trader and increas¬

ingly as a money lender. Hugh Costeine had two wives so

differences in the inventories of his goods and debts show

a change from owning a stock of skins to the value of

£1,000 and being owed debts for wares to the sum of 1,000
20

marks in 1629 to having an account book showing debts for

wares to the value of £800 and separately listed debts in

'round' sums'to the value of £2,513 6s 8d in 1637^"'"; and

then in 1638 to having an account book showing debts for

wares amounting to 1,200 marks and different 'round' debts
22

to the value of £1,666 13s 4d . The drop in 'round' sums

in 1638 reflects a loss in capital due to the division of

the estate after his wife's death in the previous year and

to her legacies which amounted to 660 marks. The rapid

turn over in his lending activities is shown in the complete

change in the names of debtors between August 1637 and

December 1638. William Fareis, who dealt mainly as a

lil



wholesaler in skins was owed 'round' sums like 800 marks,

which suggests money lending as a facet of his business
.. ... 23

activities

Several merchants seem to have functioned mainly as

money lenders. This activity is suggested when debts for

wares were small but debts by obligation as great as 1,600
24

marks in 1626 or where the value of the goods in a booth

was £40 but the debts owed to the merchant included 'round'

25
sums and amounted to £1,640 12s in 1630 . It is even more

convincing when there is no evidence at all of what was

traded. Thus Robert Glencorse in 1626 had 3,000 marks in

reserve and debts owed to him by bond and of 'borrowed

money' of £714. He himself owed Homer Maxwell of

Speddoches, 500 marks to John Cowdene of Smytholme and 300

marks to the wife of a minister. They may have advanced

■+ n + u• 26capital to him

William Lawrie in 1630 was owed 2,700 marks by two

merchant burgesses while he himself owed £751 8s 4d to

another two. • Thus, though only these financial transactions

are recorded and there is no mention of goods or a booth, he

may have been acting as a middleman in trade and not pur-
27

suing money lending activities . On the other hand

practically every debt owed to James Wilson in 1630 was for

'borrowed money'. If he was acting as a money lender, as

the evidence suggests, he was dealing in small amounts like

£3. He had a stock of £253 ready money 'in the hands of

William Williamson' and the debts of borrowed money owed to
28

him amounted to £405 13s 4d
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In 1633 the Scottish Parliament showed further aware¬

ness of the prevalence of money lending by reducing the
29

legal rate of interest from 10% to 8%

John Spens who died in 1638 had no booth. He clearly

lent money because Thomas Maxwell, portioner of Keltoune

owed him £400 principal with penalty 'paid by the said

defunct for him to Jean Maxwell lawfull daughter to Robert

Maxwell of Portrack, conform to their bond; more by him,

250 marks for two and a half years' annual rent of the
30

principal sum of 1,000 marks' . (This shows that the rate

of interest had risen again to 10%).

The records do not cover the whole period of the war

but clearly merchants were called upon for finance in times

of crisis. Thus Thomas McBrair merchant was owed in 1642

by two bailies of Dumfries '500 marks advanced by the defunct

to them and certain other persons with them to the use of
31

the public and well of the country' . There is also

evidence of the total disruption in trade caused by the civil

war in eight actions raised in the Commissariot Court by

James Russell, for unpaid debts. Several of these were

32
raised in 1646, though not recorded until 1656 . However,

33
by 1650 a merchant in Moffat was able to lend 2,500 marks

and in 1659 William Greirson, a merchant in Dumfries, was

owed by the provost and bailies £400 with two years' annual
.34

rent

Merchants, however, were not the only money lenders
35

throughout the period. Landowners and indwellers in
35a

Dumfries also fulfilled this function and burgesses lent



3 6
smaller sums such as £39 15s 'borrowed money' or £4 'lent

37
money' ; but a surgeon burgess operated on a larger scale

lending 'round'sums of 400 marks, £100 and two of 100
38 39

marks ; a notary burgess lent £100 by bond and a flesher

burgess operated on a magnificent scale in 1659, being owed

500 marks, 400 marks, 200 marks, two separate debts of 100

marks and a further debt of 1,000 marks which was to be

repaid at Martinmas 1663. He had also successfully pursued

a debt for £1,000 in the Commissary Court but it had not

been paid^.
Merchants reaped profit from renting out houses,

chambers and booths. James Russell, merchant in Sanquhar,

rented out two houses for £10 and £12 a year and sold another
41

for 200 marks ; John Spens, in Dumfries collected maill

from five different houses, one of them outside the town, at
42

yearly rents varying between £30 and £9 ; George Sharp
43

drew in £120 in house maill from Lord Herries ; George

Neilson was owed £113 6s by the deacon of the tailors 'in
44

wodset' of a house in Rigsyde ; Hugh Costeine let a chamber
45

to Robert Ferguson, merchant for £6 a year ; Herbert
45

Morrison rented out a booth and a peathouse for £18 a year

46
and Gilbert Maclean was owed 24s for a booth maill . Some

merchants let out land in Dumfries. Thus Mungo Geddes was

owed 20 marks and three pecks of pease as the unpaid part of
47

the duty of ten roods of land and Thomas Goldie charged
48

5 marks for the maill of a yard

Burgesses too, let out houses. Thus James Rig

collected rent from two tenements to the value of £7 10s
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and £12 12s. He was also owed £24 as maill of four acres

49
of land . Thomas Gourlay rented out two houses at yearly

ro
maill of £5 and £6

Not all merchants, however, were taking in money from

property. Generally speaking those with less capital

rented their houses and booths from others. John Black,

whose free gear was worth £441 4s 6d, rented a house for
51

£18 maill, a booth for £16 and a yard for 5 marks ;

Robert Paterson, whose free gear amounted to £367, rented
52

a booth and quarter of a yard for £13 ; Robert Ferguson,

whose free gear came to £153 8s owed £24 in maill for a

53
chamber, a booth and a peathouse . Mathew Forsyth, at

the time of his wife's death owed £10 for the maill of a

chamber and £8 for a booth; his free gear amounted to
54

£180 8s . After three very successful years in trading

mainly linen his free gear was worth £2,235 18s 3d but he

was still renting a booth, although no chamber, from the
55

same notary at an increased cost of £25
56 57

Some burgesses rented their houses at £7 , and 40s

A cordiner burgess owed two separate maills for 51s 8d
58

(which he partly paid with a pair of shoes) and 45s
59

Another burgess owed maill of £3 for a room ; another,
00

10 marks for maill of a kiln and another, £4 for maill of
0 1

an acre of land, presumably in Dumfries

SOCIAL ASPECTS

It was part of a merchant's economic success that he

could afford a doctor and nurse in time of sickness and an
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expensive funeral when he died. George Rig owed 'to James

Young, Surgeon, £20 for his pains' and 'to the French doctor

and his man that was with Amisfield 5 dollars', and 'to each
62

of his nurses 10 marks' . John Adamson, the son of a

merchant, ordained in his will that his executor 'must pay

David Nairn physician for his pains and medicaments bestowed

upon me the time of my sickness'. This along with his
6 3

funeral was to cost 100 marks . A successful merchant

like William Irving, who had free gear worth £8,651 18s 8d,

had 300 marks bestowed on him 'time of his sickness and

64
upon his funeral' . Christian Morrison had £100 'bestowed

upon her funeral expenses, which was borrowed by her

executors from George Sharp for defraying of the charges of
65

the same £100' . George Sharp had 100 marks spent on his
66

own funeral . However £40 seems to have been a respectable
07 08

if not a lavish sum to spend but it could be £20 or

69
20 marks . Even the 'workman' father of an unmarried

chapman son felt justified in spending £6 13s 4d out of his

son's free gear of £617 6s 8d 'in lykewake, winding sheet,
70

kist, belman and other small disbursments' . Burgesses

were less able or less willing to spend on funerals. A

maltman burgess, Robert Furmont, left £20 to pay for the
71

expenses of his sickness and his funeral ; the funeral of

an unmarried son of a Sanquhar burgess cost 10 marks out of
72

a free gear worth £91 Is 8d ; another burgess of Sanquhar

left £12 to his executor 'to be bestowed upon his burial and

for payment of the drink and other victuals bestowed upon

73
him the by past time of his sickness' . The deacon of
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73a
the wrights was the 'undertaker' in Dumfries , making the

coffin, supplying the 'winding sheet' and providing the ale

for the funeral feast.

Many merchants could afford to employ servants of

either sex. They often appear because legacies were made
74 75

to them but sometimes because fees were owed to them

7 6
Men servants appeared as witnesses to merchants' testaments

Several merchants could afford more than one. Thus Hugh
77

Costeme had a man servant and a woman servant ; William

Irving's wife left legacies to one man servant and to two
78

women servants as well as to a past woman servant . George
79

Rig had two men servants . Some prestige may have been

attached to being the woman servant of a town dignitary or

merchant. John Adamson, the son of a merchant left legacies

to three female relatives one of whom was a servant to a

80
bailie and another to a merchant . Burgesses also had

servants; a cordiner burgess had three menservants and a

81 82
woman servant ; another had two women servants ; most

83
appear to have had only one . Several men servants of

craftsman may have been employed in the craft as opposed to

being domestic servants. Thus one 'servant' of a skinner

burgess was left his master's 'aluming' tub and leather in

the lime vat provided that he 'remove himself from his
. , 84house'

It is likely that many merchants who were patently

numerate were also literate although some entries state

that the testament was signed by the testator 'at the pen

led by the notary because I can not write myself'. This
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was occasionally repeated in Latin using the words 'scribere

nesciens'^. This makes it clear that the testator was

illiterate rather than too ill to write. However, the

Latin may be common style from an earlier time since one

entry states: 'This testament is made within my dwelling

house in Dumfries and subscribed by Robert Gibson at my

command because I cannot write in respect of my weakness and

sickness' and underneath, in Latin, 'Ita est Robertus Gibsone

notarius publicus ad premissa requisitus mandato dicti
86

Joannis Blackstock scribere nesciens (ut apperuit)...'

The evidence of literacy among burgesses is equally incon¬

clusive but John Wallis, flesher burgess, left his daughter

a house 'she always educating Thomas Wallis her brother at
87

school, board and bed as becometh' which implies his

learning to read and write. The social importance of

merchants and burgesses can be gauged from the frequency
8 8

with which they appeared as witnesses to wills and as

89
cautioners at the confirmation of testaments . These are

90
shown in Appendix I. Provosts were merchants ; bailies

91 92
were either merchants or burgesses . Some merchants

had family ties with the landed classes. Thus John Rome

of Dalswinton, to whom many farmers owed maill, and Agnes

Rome, Lady Monswald, were the grandchildren of John Puill,
93 94

merchant . Others were related by marriage to ministers
95

There were dynasties of merchants, Mcburnies ,

96 97 98
Goldies , Corbets , Sharps , just as there were of

99
burgesses. Several Youngs were surgeon burgesses

There were some families such as Rigs who were both

\\%



1 2
merchants and burgesses . There was much intermarriage.

3
John Corbet was a merchant ; one sister was the wife of

4
James Wilson merchant , another was the wife of Hugh

5 6
Costeine merchant . John Spens was a merchant ; one

7
sister was married to John Puill merchant , another to

g
Herbert Morrison merchant (and his sister was married to

9
Gilbert Maclean merchant ). These marriage relationships

were stated in the entries; the evidence does not depend

on surnames. The father of John Copland merchant1^ was

James Copland, a burgess1"1"; the father of Herbert Morrison
12

was John Morrison, also a burgess . This suggests that it

was the ambition of a successful burgess to make his son a

merchant.

One way of becoming a merchant was to marry a

13
merchant's daughter or widow . This may have happened

through Marion Mcburnie, daughter of Thomas Mcburnie,
14

merchant. She married George Irving and one year after
15

his death she herself died, as the widow of Thomas Goldie

Both these gentlemen could have been merchants in their own

16
right, since there was a Goldie merchant in 1625 and

Irving was a common name.

17 18
Merchants and burgesses paid unexplained dues to

the town treasurer and craftsmen paid contributions, perhaps

fees, to their craft guild. Thus a tailor paid £11 12s
19

'to the tailors' trade' and a burgess owed £10 to the late

deacon of the fleshers and £5 'to William McKinnell con-

20
vener' . Merchants and burgesses paid customs too. Thus

21
Hugh Costeine merchant owed Peter Stewart, customer, £18 ,
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though this may have been a simple debt; Robert Furmont,
22

maltman burgess was 'owing of the custom' 300 marks

Merchants and burgesses had social consciences as the

many bequests to the poor testify. There was one bequest

of 100 marks by a merchant 'to the poor within the barony
23

of Sanquhar' , and several to the poor of Dumfries. They
v

24 25 26
included legacies of 100 marks ; 50 marks ; £24 ;

27
£20 ; £20 'to be given to the kirk session for the supply

of the poor and other pious uses and £10 to be distributed

among the ' bedrills' ' ; £10^; £8^; 5 marks^\ Only

one legacy smacks of craftiness. David Frissell left 'to

the poor of the parish 100 marks which I lent to the public
32

and have the town's bond therefor' . Burgesses were less
33

affluent but sympathetic. One left £20 , another two left
34

5 marks and another left 40s 'to the poor 'misterful'
r. , , , 35folk'

The difference in standard of living between the wealthy

merchants or burgesses and the poor of Dumfries must have

been striking. A wealthy merchant's wife had gowns, cloaks,
' 3 6

ruffs, kerchiefs, wylie coats, coats ; a cordiner's wife
37

had gowns, petticoats, wyliecoats, a pair of black tails

A merchant's household could have ten coverings, two feather

beds, four bolsters, three cods, five pairs of blankets,

five pairs of sheets, four stands of curtains, two pots, one

pan, a mashing vat, two ale bowls, three pint^one choppin
and one mutchkin stoup, eight pewter plates and two chamber

38 39
pots . One had nine silver spoons ; another had 13

40
silver spoons and other silver pieces . Such silver spoons
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may have been a form of investment. There were several

examples. William Irving had 21 in his stock stored in
41

his loft in Dumfries . A burgess household could contain

three pairs of worsted blankets, three pairs of round linen

sheets, four coverings, three feather bolsters, one dresser

'almrie' an iron pot, two pans, two pewter plates, a girdle,

a kettle cauldron, a mashing tub, two kists, a table, a

bench, a pail, two tubs, a chair, a pair of clasps, two

pewter pint stoups, a choppin stoup, a crook, a pair of
42

tongs - though these could have belonged to a small

catering establishment. A notary burgess had similar

furnishings but he also had books - 'The Practicks of

Piety', 'The Immitation of Christ' (Thomas a Kempis), 'The

Description of the World', 'The Harmony of Sacred Writers';

'The Life of the Roman Empires'; 'Moses Unveiled'; and
49

a Bible .

Thus the merchants and burgesses had a profound economic

and social significance. They show that Dumfries in the

period studied was more than a little market town. It was

a centre of commerce. The upheavals of the civil war must

have affected its trade. The records for the critical

period are not extant. In 1641, David Frissell had free

gear of £957 13s 4d but left legacies totalling £1,036 13s 4d,

mostly between his wife and cousin. Since his wife would

have inherited half of his estate anyway such a testament

was unnecessary. It may however simply betray financial

anxieties about the future. He had already suffered an

unpaid debt of 300 marks by Andrew Stuart, late Commissary
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43
of the South Regiment . By 1659 few merchants were

functioning although one was active enough in Dumfries to

have free gear worth £2,583 6s 8d and to be owed by the

provost, bailies and town council of Dumfries £400 with two
44

years' annual rent . The contents of his booth were

worth £40 so he was operating mainly as a money lender.

It is however only from such mainly negative evidence

that wider historical events are reflected in these

Registers.
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2. 82 49 . 1161 6 . 133

3. 390 50. 370 7 . 124
4 . 132 51 . 430 8. e.g. 882, 924 ,

5 . 397 52 . 478, 516, 1161 1015
6. 8 53. 8, 124 9 . 924 • 9a.. 303
7. 106 54 . 106 10. 267

8. 122 55 . 477, 516 11. 516

9 . 124 56 . 516 12 . 124

10. 8 57. 106 13. 421

11. .
106 58. 516 14. 523

12 . 122 59 . 379 15. 588

13. 124 60. 131 16. 132

14 . 132 61 . 15 17. 239
15. 35 62. 450 18. 533
16 . 50 63 . 78 19. A.P.S.V., 1625,
17 . 132 64 . 82 176b, 184a,
18. 8 65 . 516 187a

19. 50 66. 4 30 20. 370

20. 73 67. 535 21. 445

21. 42 68 . 380 22. 511

22. 124 69 . 106 23. 133

23. 82 70. 122 24. 265

24. 533 71 . 38 25. 402
24a. 308 72 . 189 26. 267

25. 380 73. 624 27. 401
26. 460 74 . 437 28. 421

27. 511 75 . 385 29. A.P.S.V, 39

28. 494 76 . 1117 30. 483

29. 445 77 . 38 31. 590

30. 511 78 . Donaldson, G., 32 . 624

31. 446 Scot land, 33. 646
32 . 445 James V-VII, 34. 1057

33. 502 242 35. 882,1056
34. 533 79 . Rostow, W., 36 . 39, 78
35. 561 Stages of 37 . 33

36 . 380 Economic 38. 352
37 . 8 Growth, 26 39. 693
38. 50 80. 8 40. 1117

39 . 124 89 . e.g. 8, 122 41 . 1067
40. 132 90. 106 42. 483

41 . 133 91 . 122 43. 52 3
42 . 380 92 . 8 44 . 588
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45. 502 96. 216, 460
46 . 231 97. 402, 1050
47. 4 30 98. 430, 477, 523
48. 533 99 . 352, 519
49 . 38 pages 119 to ! 2.2
50. 341 1. 437
51. 533 2. 38
52. 229 3. 402
53. 502 4. 42

54 . 73 5 . 445
55. 132 6 . 483

56 . 406 7. 477
57. 1121 8. 189
58 . 44 9 . 231

59. 56 10. 379
60. 19 11 . 78
61. 352 12 . 56
62. 437 13. Smout, T.C. ,

63. 850 The Glasgow
64 . 516 Merchant
65 . 477 Community in
66 . 523 the Seven¬
67. 460, 479, 494 teenth
68 . 561 Century
69 . 229 S.H.R. XLVII
70. 455 14. 446
71. 451 15. 479
72 . 1122 16. 216
73. 1121 17 . 518
74 . e.g. 106, 132, 18. 352

307, 400 19. 1030
75. 494, 1057 20. 1132
76 . e.g. 42 21. 511
77. 511 22 . 451
78. 106 23. 82
79 . 437 24 . 516
80. 850 25 . 421
81 . 44 26. 523
82 . 27 27. 122, 850
83. 33, 131 28. 370
84 . 33 29. 132, 189
85. 50, 82, 106, 30. 380

239 31 . 239
86 . 535 32. 561
87. 1117 33. 131
88. e.g. 29, 30, 34. 27, 54

33 35 . 44
89 . e.g. 6, 7, 14, 36 . 588

15 37. 678
90. e.g. 515, 265 38. 996
91 . 437, 445, 599 39. 477
92 . 38, 863 40. 325
93. 477 41 . 106
94 . 213, 214 42 . 359
95 . 50, 228 43. 561
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FARMERS

Of the 1,028 entries shown in the appendix under 'Farmers

and Miscellaneous People', only 68 pursued no farming

activities at all. These included a glover"*", two indwellers

in Dumfries2, a macer2, a mason^, a notary2, a schoolmaster2,
a servitor2, a sheriff clerk of Dumfries^, a weaver1^, a

11 12
widow and a writer . The remaining 960 all showed

evidence of farming. Several referred to people who
13

primarily pursued other activities - a carpenter or wright ,

14 15 16
a clerk , a cordiner , two indwellers in Dumfries , five

17 18 19
millers and a probable miller , two servitors and a

servitrix22*, a sheriff clerk of Dumfries2^, four smiths22
and a probable smith22, a surgeon2^, three tailors22, a

26 27
walker and a workman in Dumfries . The kirk officer of

28
St. Mungo was probably a farmer with honorary duties

SOCIAL GROUPS

There were several social groups. Of the 44 entries
29

for landlords, eight were titled members of the nobility

Most of the others were lairds owning several lands - men

30
like Charles Murray of Cockpule and Archibald Maxwell of

31
Cowhill , or being owed dues by tenants - men like William

32 33
Maxwell of Kirkhous , Roger McKnaught of Kilquhadie and

Homer Maxwell of Speddoches2^. There were two portioners22.
There were farmers with sub-tenants of their own - men like

3 0
Robert Rerik who was owed ferme but owed teinds and ferme

and James McKnaught who was owed duty for a croft by a

37
weaver but owed maill himself . There were also
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wadsetters and tacksmen.

A wadsetter was a creditor of the landowner enjoying

use and free tenure of his estate as long as the debt

remained unpaid. For example William Crocket was owed by

Edward Maxwell '300 marks laid in wadset by me of certain
38

lands of his of Terraughtie1 and Thomas Thomson in
39

Quarrellwood was owed for three separate wadsets . These
40

could involve as much as 2,500 marks or as little as £11
41

for a rood of land . There was direct evidence of only
42

nine wadsets

Tacksmen leased land from the landowners for rent.

43
There were twelve references to tacks . Tacks could be

left by legacy as when Cuthbert Carsane left 'my tack of my

44
mill and mill-lands to my wife and to my son Giordie' or

when Alexander Paterson left 'to my son the tack of my

45
'room'' . Some if not all were registered as in the debt

to Robert McBrair by John Aitken of Auchinhay for 'one

year's duty of the two-merkland of Little Clook, £60, con-

46
form to a registered tack' and they were of limited and

specified duration. Mr. Samuel Kirkpatrick owed Helen

Stewart, Lady Stenhouse, 1,200 marks lying upon the lands of

Margmonie and Claughmannoche, which should be paid at the

'oshe' and expiry of a tack set to 'umwhile' John Douglas

of Stenhouse her husband' and he left 'the tack of the

47
Braidshaw to his brother so far as it is to run' . Gilbert

Greirson left the tack of the teinds of the Pleaseland of

48
Fleuchlarge to his wife.
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The noblemen and lairds were hereditary landowners and

the wadsetters and tacksmen enjoyed the full use of land as

'quasi-landowners' but there were also 'kindly' tenants -

peasants with unwritten hereditary ownership. John

Fleming left his 'right and kindness of his merkland of
49

Glengip' to his eldest son ; William Murray left his
50

'lands and kindness to his eldest son' ; William Johnston

left his eldest son 'his kindly teinds, title and right of

his whole possessions after the death of Robert Johnston his
51

father' and presumably because his wife was pregnant

Harbert Greir left 'the right, title, kindness, property and

possession of his half of the lands of Forrest ... to Nicolas
52

Jardine his spouse and the bairn procreat between them'

It was also possible to leave the kindness of land associ¬

ated with dwellings since Robert Fareis left his son 'my
53

kindness of my room' (farm or portion of land) and John

Brown left his wife (since his son was a pupil) 'the whole
54

rental, right and kindness of the tenement beyond the gate'

The majority of farmers were peasants - tenants who paid
55

dues as shown in Appendix III. These were fermes , feu
56

duties , rents (this term being first used in testaments
57 58

in this area in 1656 and most commonly maills ). At the

beginning of the period these were generally paid in kind -

,59 . . 60 ... 61 . . , , 62 .

in meal , in oats , in beir , in grain and straw , in

8 3 8 4 85
animals , in fowls , in fish , and uniquely as 'a swine'

06 67
for the duty of a mill and occasionally in silver , but

by 1625 it was more common to pay in money. The peasant
68 69

farmer also paid teinds in meal or more usually in money
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and multures to the miller for the grinding of grain, some-

70
times as lambs but normally in the form of meal in the

71 72
early years , more commonly in money later . There were

73
also periodic taxations to be met and many paid herezelds -

the best animal belonging to the tenant which the landlord

could claim on the tenant's death. These were usually
74

horses but could be in the form of money such as

£13 6s 8d7^, £207®, 40 marks77, £407^. There were only

two references to one sasine - one in the entry for the

79
landlord involved and the other in the entry for the

80
tenant who owed part of a sasine cow.

LITERACY

There is little clear evidence of literacy among farmers,
81

though some entries state 'subscribed with my hand'

Robert Kyle, a farmer, was probably literate since the

entry states: 'because the said Robert was not able to sub¬

scribe himself for infirmity or sickness he has caused the

said Richard Brown minister at Kirkconnel to subscribe this

82
his latter will and testament' ; the entry for John

83
Ferguson, a farmer, implies that he could write as does

84
the fact that Thomas Brown farmer kept account books

Testaments occasionally show concern over the education of

children. A landowner appointed a tutor 'to have the care

85
and education' of his son ; a farmer's nephew was 'to have

the care of the education and upbringing of the said Janet
86

his daughter' - though this need not mean teaching her
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to read and write a farmer owed a schoolmaster fees and

8 7
'quarter-lodges', presumably for his son . It is likely,

however, that most peasant farmers were illiterate.

Illiteracy meant that notaries recorded the exact words

spoken by the dying. Documents which would otherwise be

formal sometimes echo the feelings of the testator.

Thomas McClellan protested: 'I depone upon my conscience

that William Johnston in Hesilbrae is justly addebted to me

the foresaid 100 marks and that I am nowise bound or

obliged to him either for myself nor surety nor caution for
88

no other whatsoever he alleged in the contrary' ; another

struggled with his memory, being owed '40 marks or 50 marks
89

I am not certain which of them'

FARMING ACTIVITIES

Most farmers pursued mixed farming. Nearly everyone

kept at least one cow for milk, butter and cheese. Oats

was the food crop, beir the drink crop. The growing of

oats was more prevalent than the growing of beir but many

90
bought their grain - most debts were for beir , but there

91 92
were many for oats or corn and several for meal

Specialisation in arable was less common than specialisation

in pastoral. This was dictated by the nature of the land

so that there was concentration on sheep by farmers in the
93

Sanquhar area

The following table shows an analysis of the statistical

material.

Mixed /
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Mixed Farming

Cattle, Sheep, Oats, Beir 494
Cattle, Sheep, Oats only 125
Cattle, Sheep, Beir only 2

Cattle, Oats, Beir 95
Cattle, Oats only 37
Cattle, Beir only

Sheep, Oats, Beir 5
Sheep, Oats only 3
Sheep, Beir only

Arable

Oats, Beir only 10
Oats only 2
Beir only

Pastoral

Cattle, Sheep only 118
Cattle only 46
Sheep only 23

No Farming Activity

No evidence of farming 68

642 farmers kept at least one horse; 194 kept at least

one ox. Although oxen were used throughout the period they

figure lest frequently in the later years suggesting that

horses were used increasingly as draught animals. Peasants

must have contributed one or more animals to a communal

plough team.

There was little enterprise in the growing of crops.

Generally speaking only a landowner or a relatively wealthy

farmer could afford to risk capital in growing pease, rye

or wheat and only six farmers kept goats. The following

table shows the numbers who farmed in an enterprising way.

An asterisk denotes a landowner.
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Brashloch (Oats and rye or beir and rye) 208, 456

Hay 107*, 126, 363, 434, 600, 792, 1164.

Pease 23*, 48*, 94, 125*, 173, 299, 346, 434, 461,
579, 617*, 623, 877, 903, 912, 1138.

Rye 52, 80, 434, 448*, 515*, 530*

Wheat 48*, 70, 125*, 151*, 434, 448*, 530*, 617*,
623, 684, 887, 926, 1137.

Goats 79, 104, 170, 410, 691, 1163.

Nevertheless it was possible for a peasant to get

'working capital' from his landlord. There were several

examples of steelbow goods. The landlord provided the

tenant with stock under contract that the equivalent should

be returned to him at the end of the lease. The contract

could involve cattle*^ or sheep^ or horses and sheep^
97 98

but steelbow oats or steelbow oats and beir were more

common than steelbow animals. The system enabled a tenant

without initial capital to farm.

Some creatures never appear in inventories. Dogs are

never mentioned although some are almost certain to have been

used in the rounding-up of large flocks of sheep. Perhaps

a dog's value was negligible once its master had died.

Other creatures only appear in rents or in debts. For
99

example a 'swine' was paid as the half duty of a mill and

a farmer owed 40s for another"1" but these were the only refer¬

ences to pigs. Similarly, although poultry must have been
2

kept, they only appear as dues being owed, either as 'fowls'

or as 'kane fowls' - which could refer to guinea fowls - or

4 5 6
more specifically as capons or poultry fowls or hens .
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7
There were two varieties of oats - great corn and small
8 9

corn and there was one reference to 'black' corn . The

usual return expected for oats was three to one, for beir

four to one, for pease"*"^, rye"'""'" and wheatfour to one, but
13

this could alter with oats yielding only two to one in 1637 ,

14 15
1640 and 1657 and beir yeilding only three to one in

162416, in 162617, in 163018, 163619, 163720, 164021, 164322
23 n L 24

and 1656 . Pease yeilded only three to one in 1628 and
'

25
rye and wheat also gave three to one in 1637 . These

were isolated examples and do not represent widespread bad

harvests. Particularly good crops occasionally occurred
2 0

as in the four to one yeild for oats in 1657 but again

these were sporadic.

Although grain was usually measured or estimated in terms

of bolls, firlots and pecks, several actual measures were

used. Measures were not the same throughout the Commis-

sariot since it was important to state which was used. One

was never expressed in terms of another but relative prices
27 28

indicate that Annandale measure and Eskdale measure were

smaller than the almost universally used measure of Nith.

One victual stipend for a minister was expressed as chalders.
29

of meal, measure of Linlithgow . A stook was estimated at
3D 31

10 bolls of oats and 12 bolls of beir or wheat ; 12

thraves was the equivalent of 2£bolls of oats and of a boll
32 33

of beir ; a rook had 5 bolls of oats or a boll of beir
34

or 6 bolls of pease . These measurements g.re approximate

since rooks for instance referred to shape rather than to

quantity. An acre of oats was thought the equivalent of
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35 36
li bolls of oats and of \ a boll of beir but again this

showed variation with an acre being estimated at \ a boll of

,37 „ , 38
oats or 2 bolls

Grain was stored in barns, either by burying it presum-

39 40
ably to protect it from vermin or by storing it in a sack

The fact that some was specifically noted as 'unburied'

suggests that burial of grain may have been common practice.
41

Some beir was 'blown' which may imply the use of bellows.

Although there is no evidence of the systematic planting
42 43

of grass there were stooks of hay and haystacks on some

of the bigger farms and smaller amounts like 1£ bolls on the
44

smaller farms . There was no evidence of farmers buying

lime, but there was interest in manuring techniques. John

Shortrig left his crop to his relatives 'providing the whole

fodder of the crop ... remain on the ground to manure the
45

land with and the legators to get but the corns' ; another
46

farmer wanted a horse kept 'for manuring of the ground'

and 'certain fulze and elding about the house' was valued at
47

20 marks

48
Kale was either bought or grown. One farmer left

49
his wife 'the best of the knots for the setting of kale'

50
Honey appears in debts to farmers and bee skips are found

51
in inventories. A skip was worth £4 . One farmer owned

five skips with honey, wax and bees, each worth £10. Some
52

were kept in Morringtoun, others in Speddoches . One
53

farmer had fowling nets . He may have caught wild birds

for food or perhaps for feathers.

The need to conserve woods was appreciated. Robert
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Maxwell desired his friends 'to be careful for my wood and

timber both cutted and uncutted that it be not wasted nor

destroyed until my son come to perfect age and that none be

neither gifted nor destroyed more nor serves the present
.. ,54necessity'

Only 57 farmers throughout the period kept a bull. All

other male cattle must have been castrated. One bull could

have served many cows. There were numerous examples of
55

farmers owning a cow 'set for first calf and milk' or

56
'set for first profit' which was being looked after by

another farmer (who did not possess a bull). These preg-

57
nant cows may have been being looked after by a tenant or

the owner may not have been able to support all his cattle

on his own land or the cow may have had individual care over

the winter. There were certainly many debts owed specifi-
58 59

cally for 'wintering of cattle' or of an ox . Sheep
6(

too, were looked after by farmers who were not their owners

Again this may have been because the flock was too numerous

for the land to support. It may have been an established

way of defeating the diminishing returns of increasing

numbers of animals grazing a fixed quantity of land. It

was common in the early years of the century when a farmer

like John Corsane owned more than 86 cattle looked after by
61

others in this way

A few farmers were wealthy enough to own a team of 8
62 63 64

oxen . Several owned four or two . These must have

been contributed to form a jointly owned plough team. There

were also examples up till 1640 of the hiring out of oxen,
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65 66
the owner being paid 12 pecks of corn or 3 pecks of beir

67 68
or 11 pecks of meal or £4 . The condition of the animals

was scrutinized on their return as in the example where John

Porter had 'in the hands of William Carmichael 6 oxen to be

delivered by him at Martinmas next as good as he received
69

the same by the judgement of....four men' . It was also
70

possible to pay another farmer to do one's tilling . Cows
71

could be rented out , though this was unusual, and horses
72

could also be hired

Very occasionally one glimpses the method of cultivation

in the countryside, though infield and outfield are never

mentioned. William Greirson left his son '5 bolls of corn

and 5 acres of land to sow it on in the ten-shilling land,

his part on the ley (the land left untitled and allowed to

remain under grass), another part on the avald (lying in the

second year without being ploughed) and part in the third
73

furrow, another on the crofts pro rato'

TRADING AND DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES

It was difficult to keep animals alive over the winter

so many were slaughtered about Martinmas. These were sold
74

at the 'Lardenare Mart' and their carcases salted. Salt

75
could be bought from merchants in Dumfries or from other

farmers^^.

Farmers, however, dealt more commonly in the produce of

their holdings, buying and selling among themselves seed
,77 ... 78 , 79 ,. 80 , .81 ,82 ,.84

oats
, seed beir , oats , beir , wheat , meal malt ,
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, 85 ,. 86 , . . . . 87 88 89 , 90
hay , lint , bark for tanning , cows , oxen , sheep ,

, 91 , ' 92 ... 93 . . . 94 , -.95
goats , horses , hides , sheep skins and wool

The farm produce which was traded also appears in
96 97

inventories - all animals and grain, butter , malt ,

98 99 1
hides , wool , even as much as 25 stones of wool - or in

legacies - oats^, beir"^, lint and hemp^, cattle^, oxen^,
7 8

sheep (particularly legacies of lambs to grand-children ),

wool^.

Sheep were marked 'with the owner's mark'"*"^, perhaps

with tar. In winter they were smeared with a mixture of

tar and butter as a protection against the weather. Tar

could be bought from a burgess in Dumfries"'""'" but there was

12
much buying and selling of it among themselves

13
Several farmers owned a plough and plough irons worth

14 15
between £6 and £3 but there were no examples of buying

them. On the other hand there were numerous examples of
16

the buying of iron from each other , one specifically for
17 18

'iron to be plough irons' , or from merchants in Dumfries

Some farmers owned millstones"*"^, a grape^, a harrow^"*", a

.22 . . , 23 24 25 , 26spade , a wimble , an axe , a saw , a barrow , a

27 28
barrel or a ladder . Others bought a scythe from a

29 30
Dumfries merchant or millstones from fellow farmers, at

£13 6s 8d for two^"*".
32 33 34

Farmers bought herring and cheese and butter when

they did not make it themselves. Beir was made into ale in
35

the farms. Malt is found in inventories and there are

30 37
countless example of it being bought or sold . Invent-

3 8
ories include brewing equipment and a farmer owned a kiln

39
with beir in it



Many farmers kept cloth but it is not always clear if

this was a stock for selling or if it was kept for making

into clothes. Thomas Mackie's blue web of 7 ells and linen

40
web of 12 ells could have been kept for either purpose;

Adam Turner was clearly selling his 46 ells of 'catter'
41

cloth and linen cloth worth £40 to John McKie, chapman

and though there were no examples of selling cloth to a

Dumfries merchant, farmers bought and sold cloth among

42
themselves . The possession of wool, yard or lint (or a

combination of these) together with woven cloth suggests
43

the domestic manufacture of cloth , particularly when the
44

owner also had a supply of £12 ready money . Convincing
45 46

too, is the purchase of supplies of lint or of wool or

47
the bequeathing of wool to a woman or the possession of

48
'unwalked and unshaped cloth' . Lint, yard or wool in

inventories could have been destined for a merchant's stock

but small amounts are more likely to have been for home con-

49 50
sumption . Debts to a woman for cloth litting or

51
bleaching are further evidence of rural manufacture of

cloth.

Spinning wheels are never mentioned but looms are found
52

in farmers' hands , but there is always the possibility

that they belonged to undesignated weavers who farmed.
53

Certainly, as the many debts to weavers testify , not all

cloth was woven in the home. Some farmers like James

Turner had 'in the hands of John Greir, weaver, 15 ells
54 55

linen' . Similarly, as the debts to tailors testify , not

all clothes were made in the farm.



CLOTHES AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Women were entitled to leave clothes without their

husband's consent. Relatively few did, except merchants'

wives. The clothes mentioned must have been typical of

the better clothes owned by a few. A red wylie coat was

left by the wife of a farmer with free goods worth
56

£915 3s 4d ; a wylie coat with safeguard and bodice by

a wife of a farmer with free goods to the value of
57

£128 3s ; plaids, a waistcoat and a wylie coat by a wife
58

of a farmer with goods worth £62 9s 4d ; a black grey

cloak by the wife of a farmer with free gear worth
59

£43 6s 8d and an atypical sheep farmer's wife had a gown,

a doublet with fustian sleeves which must have belonged to
60

a male relative, a wylie coat and a pair of tailsc . One

farmer's wife left clothes to her mother-in-law. These

were to be returned to her daughter on the mother-in-law's
0

decease . Men too, left clothes - a coat, breeches and

shanks*^; a grey coat and doublet with grey breeches*^;
64

a stand of grey clothes . It was desirable to be smart,

not flamboyant. Some owned riding gear - a saddle and
65 66

bridle ; some bequeathed it . Others owned weapons.

6 7
One sold a gun to the laird for 10 marks ; another owned

68
a sword and pistol ; another 'an Eskdale sword of arm'

worth £469.
One learns nothing about the houses but many must have

been thatched. Certainly 'reed land' was valuable at £10
70

the acre . Generally the furnishings were assessed

together in one sum. 'Insichts' of great landowners could
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71 72
be worth 1,000 marks ; a farmer's could be worth £20 or

73 74 75
20 marks but most were estimated at 10 marks or 5 marks

Cooking utensils were not usually worth assessing separately
7 6

though iron pots often appear in inventories as do a pot
77 78

and a pan , or a cauldron . Legacies were made of an

79 80 81
iron pot ; a kettle cauldron ; a girdle . Anything

of iron was of value. Innumerable kists are alluded to

82 83
in inventories - 'band' kists of various prices or made

84
of wood . They too were left in legacies - a 'band'

kist^, a black oak kist^^, even a coffer^. Baskets were

88
mentioned too

89
Almries were listed in inventories or left in

90
legacies . A crook and a pair of tongs were listed in

91 92
possessions but none were bequeathed. A bed , bed¬

clothes^, a chair9^ or a stool9^, pewter plates and
96 97 98

trenchers , pewter vessels , flagons and brewing
99

vessels were unusual enough to be recorded as was timber
1 2

work and timber work and iron work about the house .

3 4 5
Beds , feather beds in particular , bedclothes , household

0 7
linen and crockery were also bequeathed.

Although most farmers and their wives left such legacies

in kind, several also left money. This happened when there
g

were children of a prior marriage . Sometimes executors

were expressly ordained 'to sell the goods and gear and put

the same in prices thereof in honest men's hands for the
9

well, utility and profit of my child' or 400 marks were to

be 'set in a responsible man's hand' and his wife was to

have the annual rent"*"*9. As the century progressed legacies
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of money became more common but never as usual as leaving

goods, animals in particular"^.

MONEY

Financial transactions between farmers occurred

13
frequently, many debts clearly stating 'lent money' or

14
'borrowed money' . Bonds, obligations, the existence of

cautioners or penalties could refer to debts or to lending

or borrowing activities but when the sums are 'round',
15

usually in hundreds, one suspects the latter . Homer

Maxwell of Speddoches dealt in huge sums. He was owed

three separate sums of 1,000 marks by lairds, 1,000 marks

by a merchant, 500 marks by a saddler in Dumfries, 200 marks
16

by a burgess there. Debts to him totalled £7,505 6s 8d

William Maxwell of Kirkhous was owed vast sums by the

nobility, 9,000 marks and 4,725 marks, lesser sums by the

provost of Dumfries and by a Dumfries merchant, 1,800 marks

by Edinburgh merchants. Debts to him amounted to
17

£22,964 10s . These were great landowners who were doubt¬

less associated with the trade in skins and hides. John

Johnston of Wamfray, another landowner, was owed £1,333 6s 8d
18

by the Earl of Queensberry . Some wealthy men who may

19
have been landowners or their younger brothers or sons and

who had no farming assets, seem to have lived off the
20

proceeds of their financial transactions, as could a widow

Others who seem to have been simply wealthy farmers, such as

Patrick Young - perhaps related to the surgeon dynasty in

Dumfries - would appear to have lent money to an Earl, a
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Laird and a provost of Dumfries and to another farmer to the

21
sum of £2,823 2s 8d . Even farmers with far less capital

22
lent smaller sums like £40 or £20 or £8 . One dealt in

23
sterling. .

Many who borrowed large sums in hundred of marks died
24

insolvent . Throughout the period 60 died with their

debts exceeding in value their free goods and gear.

The picture which emerges is one of landowners lending

and borrowing among themselves in preference to dealing with

money-lending merchants. Some of the transactions, however,

may represent undeclared wadsets. Nevertheless some lairds

borrowed from John Corsane, 'late provost' of Dumfries and
25

father of the merchant though not apparently one himself

and some farmers were indebted to men like Francis Irving,
26

provost of Dumfries

Ordinary peasant farmers, however, owed small amounts
27

like 20 marks 'borrowed money' . Few peasants had surplus
QO OQ 30

ready money - £60 , £36 , £10 , though nobles like Sir
31

James Johnston had £5,000 in ready gold and silver , the
32

Commissary of Dumfries had 1,220 marks , and wealthy land-
33

owners like Robert Maxwell of Dynwodie had 3,500 marks ,

34
Robert Johnston of Thorniquhat, 400 marks and John Irving

35
of Bonshaw, £216 . Otherwise only a farmer like Mathew

Little who was clearly trading nolt in England in 1661

could amass £96 of small gold and £1,600 'of gold lying
3 6

beside the defunct' though John Burgess who formed a

partnership to trade beasts in the south of England had
37

none
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Lairds employed macers to collect debts owed to them.

William Maxwell of Killilung owed John McKno, macer 'for

poinding of Gribtoun and charging the people of Keir parish

£10' and the Laird of Orchardtoun owed him '£6 for service

. , 38done'

When debts were not paid and the pursuer could risk

having to pay the costs of pursuing an unsuccessful action,

recourse was made to the law or arbitration. It was only

worth bringing a case against a man of some substance so

most of the 28 separate references to legal actions involve

lairds or wealthier peasant farmers. Adam Johnston, tutor

of Elshiesheilds, owed a merchant 1,000 marks 'conform to a

39
decree' ; Robert Maxwell of Dynwodie was owed by Robert

Scott '£80 conform to his bond and horning passed there-
40 -

upon' ; a flesher had to pay a farmer '£18 conform to a

41
decree' . Some disputes involved as much as 2,000 marks -

Robert McBrair successfully obtained decree against the

heirs of Homer Maxwell of Speddoches for this sum and 'the

decree arbitral was registered in the Books of Council and
42

Session' . Most, if small, were brought in the inferior

courts. A farmer was awarded £5 by a decree obtained 'in a

43
barony court of Closeburn' and John Beattie was sued 'in

my lord's court' for 8 pecks of meal received by his wife.
44

He had to pay £10 13s 4d with 20s for expenses of plea

Most actions, however, were brought in the Commissary Court

of Dumfries. John Dickson was sued for and had to pay

maill and duty, being 3 bolls of meal or £16 'conform to a

decree obtained before the Commissary of Dumfries and his
45

deputes, 10 November, 1629
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Not all actions involved unpaid rents or debts. Ninian

Halliday had to pay his son-in-law £376 'conform to a decree
46

obtained before the Lords of Session' . This may have

been an unpaid tocher. Helen Thomson unsuccessfully pursued
47

for the slaughter of her husband and Thomas Bell ordered

his executors 'to pursue for the sum of 400 marks, which sum

I allege was taken out of my kist by John Beattie in Dun-

fedling, forth of my own house which sum I declare upon my

oath and constraint was taken from me and I suspect none but

the said John Beattie as for any trial in prosecution
48

thereof . One farmer left to his executors an action over

a brown horse worth £50 'spoilzied by Archibald Maxwell of

Cowhill, William Maxwell of Cowhill his son-in-law and

their servants at their command, reset, assistance and
49

ratihabition' ; another left 'an action of violence
50

obtained by me' for the violent possession of lands

SERVANTS

Many farmers had servants as shown in Appendix III,
51 52 53

some as many as 15 but more usually one or two

Farmers who could afford servants normally had free gear

above £100, but examples do occur of a farmer with free gear

54
of less than £100 having a man and a woman servant

55
A ploughman was owed 2 bolls oats for his 'hind' boll ;

56
another was owed 40s ; another was employed throughout the

57
year and was owed £20 for his year's fee . Harvest

58
shearers could earn £6 each and Bessie Jollie was owed £3

59
'for harvest work' . A herd boy was paid 5 marks and
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bounty and clothes whereas a man servant got 10 marks -

60
both presumably for a year's service . One landowner owed

£50 in fees and bounties to servants 'such as barnmen, byre-
61

men, byrewomen, hiremen, hirewomen, day's herds and others'

General men servants were paid sums like 40s together with
6 2

2 ells of gray, shanks and two pairs of shoes ; women

servants could get 5 marks with 2 ells of gray and 3 ells
6 3

of harden but payment varied and could be for instance in

the form of money and grain - £5 with a peck of beir and a

i -P 64peck of corn

FUNERALS

Funerals involved a coffin, a shroud, a feast and very

occasionally, a grave stone. John Kerr, peasant farmer,

owed William Fraser 'for the dinner to the company that
6 5

conveyed the corpse of his wife to burial, £3 6s ; another

ordained that £30 should be spent on his barcall (probably

a support for his coffin) and 10 marks on his sheet and
6 6

kist and a farming indweller in Annan owed a burgess in

that town 'for dead kist, for candle and drink at the lyke-

wake, £5' and a different burgess 44s 'for 4 ells of linen
67

to be a winding sheet' . One farmer owed a mason £4 for
68

a throch stone (a flat gravestone lying on 4 pedestals)

Some funeral feasts were held in the local inn with the inn¬

keeper's wife doing the catering. Jean (sic) Grierson,
69

'ostler' was owed £7 for a funeral . The funeral of a

great landowner like Robert Maxwell of Dynwodie cost 1,000
70 71

marks ; that of Homer Maxwell of Speddoches, £200 ;



72
that of a wealthy farmer £100 but most funerals of peasant

fanners cost £10^ or 10 marks^ or £6^, or 4 marks^.
It was the peasant farmer, however, who left money to

the poor, often to the poor of a specific parish. For

example one, out of free gear of £968 12s, left £3 'to the
77

poor of my own parish kirk of Kirkbryde' ; another, out

of free gear of £466 left 10 marks to the poor of Kirk-
78

connel ; another, out of free gear of £62 9s 4d left 40s
79

to the poor of Closeburn . Relatively poor peasant

farmers with a deep sympathy for the plight of others left
OQ

sums like 20s out of free gear of £37 14s 8d or 12s out

of free gear of £95^"*".

WEALTH AND POLITICAL BACKGROUND

The average free gear belonging to peasant farmers was

calculated for selected years for which Dumfries Registers

exist. The date of death, not confirmation, was used and

the following results were obtained.

Year of Death Average Free Gear of Peasant Farmers

1623 £ 290.14
1624 £ 275.45
1628 £ 353.17
1638 £ 288.5
1642 £ 373.18
1656 £ 214.09
1658 £ 211.05
1661 £ 300.77

These figures show a rise in average free gear to 1628 and a

fall in 1638. The highest point was reached at the beginning

of the civil war in 1642. Prosperity was at its lowest when

Cromwell died in 1658 but was rising again in 1661 - but it

im



must be recalled that the entries after 1642 were inaccurate

so the picture suggested by the statistics could be mis¬

leading .

Apart from these flunctuations, there was very little

evidence of political events. Robert Maitland was owed

£48 by Andrew Stewart, Commissary to Lieutenant Home's
82

Regiment now lying at Dumfries' ; an inventory included

'a grey nag which has been at the army this twelve month;
83

worth £40' and John Herries owed his Master 'duty, stents

and taxation for soldiers conform to the rate of barony,
84

£24' . The Cromwellian occupation was reflected in the
85

debt to John Burgess by Lieutenant John Crichton for £25

Even religious events are but faintly echoed. Though there

was an increasing tendency to use the services of a notary

for the writing of a will as the century progressed, many

farmers insisted on the inclusion of a confession of faith,

whether the will was written by a minister or by a notary.

198 testaments testamentar had no confession of faith;

134 had. These were not clustered at any specific time

but occurred throughout the whole period studied.

Smout points out how the peasant farmer was tied to

traditional methods of farming by the system of rig farming,

unenclosed fields and contributing animals to the commun-

86
ity's plough, all of which implied co-operation . This

was the more easily enforced when dictated by tradition.

Linguistic evidence suggests how far into antiquity this

tradition reached. Interspersed among the almost universal

references to Christian festivals for the paying of rent or



the slaughter of animals - references to Candlemas ,

Martinmas and Whitsunday*^ and Allhallowmass*^ are refer-
90

ences to the Celtic festival of Beltane . One entry mixes

the traditions mentioning St. Andrew's Day, Martinmas and
91

Beltane . The peasant farmer was even more tied to

traditional methods of farming by lack of capital. Improve¬

ments could only come from the possession of wealth and both

landowners and merchants were interested in growing pease,

wheat and rye.
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THE POSITION OF WOMEN, CHILDREN AND FEMALE SERVANTS

When a woman married all her moveable property including

the rents of her heritable property, the produce of annu¬

ities and interest on money loaned on personal bond passed,

with the exception of her paraphernalia, to her husband.

All her actings in regard to her separate estate required

his consent; she was unable to contract personal obliga¬

tions and she acted as his agent when she bought furnish¬

ings for the household. Her husband became her curator.^
At first sight the entries suggest otherwise. A

single or married man's entry reads: 'pertaining to him',

a widow's: 'pertaining to her as her own proper goods'

and a married woman's: 'the defunct and her said spouse

had, pertaining to them, time of her decease ...'. This

is not, however, evidence of a community of goods in

marriage. It appears to have been simply the style used

for assessing quot, which was paid on the death of either

partner.

The married woman of the seventeenth century, as she

is discerned from legal textbooks, was downtrodden.

Nevertheless the evidence of the entries suggests that her

actual position was in many cases stronger than her legal

position suggests.

Many made testaments as the following analysis of the

entries shows.
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Individual
Entries

T.Ts. By By By
Minister NP. Other

T.Ds.

Men 766 340 132

Women 402 126 54

160 48

71 1

426

276

Total 1168 466 186 231 49 702 (Includes 18 double
T.Ds.)

About one third of the testaments testamentar were written

by women. Although it required a husband's consent, it

was clearly accepted practice and not spelt out in the

document. A woman was allowed to leave her clothes and

jewellery (except heirlooms) so the many examples are not

significant - though useful for knowing what they wore.

Legally, a woman could not dispose of furniture or linen
2

but there are many examples of having done so ; nor was

she entitled to leave money but there are many instances of
3

such legacies . Thus a farmer's wife left 100 marks to
4

her brother and another 100 to her sister ; a merchant's

wife left 2,400 marks to be divided among her three
5

daughters . Each testament in which a wife left a legacy

in money implies a husband's prior consent. There were

several possible reasons for giving consent. Many legacies
6

were to children by an earlier marriage . Children were

entitled to one third of their father's estate and this may

not have been paid. There could have been more oblique

motives. The childless wife of a merchant of Dumfries

left £1,190 to relatives out of a moveable estate of
7

£4,352 . She did so 'in contentation of all ... portion

natural which they can seek ask or crave of the said Hugh
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Costeine (her husband) ... through my decease'. This

could be due to her having brought substantial sums of

money to the marriage. Again, when the wife of the

servitor to Robert Maxwell left £1,000 to a son she may

have been trying to obtain payment of a debt of 2,000

marks owed to them by a relative of her husband since she

willed that her husband 'make the same forthcoming to him'.

They only had debts owed to them of £2,500 and an 'insicht'
g

worth £100 . The most cogent reason for a husband giving

his consent lay in a marriage contract specifying this

freedom. Thus the wife of a farmer stated: 'I leave,

assign, dispone and ordain to be given (by her

husband) and distributed the sum of 600 marks money of

this realm to be disposed as follows pertaining to me and

for my use to be left to whom I please by virtue of the

contract matrimonial between the said Charles and me con¬

form to the clause of the provision therein for the which

the said Charles my husband is obliged as the said contract,
9

the date (blank) at length bears' .

Many relatively small legacies of animals were made to

mothers or other relatives. They are evidence of both

husband and wife feeling responsibility for and sympathy

towards members of both the nuclear and extended family.

There are examples of a wife giving her goods and gear to

1()
her mother 'to use at her pleasure' , of leaving a ewe

11 12
and a lamb to an aunt or a quoy to each sister

13
Frequently wives left animals to grandchildren or money

14
to the poor of their parish
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There are numerous examples of a husband administering

his wife's estate so when a daughter inherited moveables
15

her husband acted on her behalf . Single women - widows

and spinsters - on the other hand were much freer in a

legal sense.

When a woman married the use of her land passed to

her husband so that one finds a farmer leaving his wife

'300 marks for his title and entres of her annual £60

16
which she is infeft in' . No examples occur of a wife

leaving land but a widow could leave 'her possession of the
17

ground of the Laught to her sister's oy' or a spinster

could leave 'the title, kindness and right of the half-

merk-land called Princeswod and half-merk-land called

Puirchylds within the lands of Gribtoun to her mother
18

during her lifetime'

The status of wives, widows and spinners was equal in
19

one sense however. They only appear twice as cautioners

and never as witnesses and in this they were in law held

in lower esteem than male servants who frequently witnessed
.,, 20

a will

A wife could not contract a personal obligation
21 22

although a widow could lend money as could a spinster

A wife could buy household goods because she was understood

to be pledging her husband's credit. The account lists of

merchants were full of such entries referring to debts by

..., spouse of ... (husband's name). Debts by ... (a

woman's name) must mainly refer to those incurred by single

women. When a man married he even took on the ante-nuptial
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23
debt of 14 marks which his wife owed . Although wives

could not sue in their own name, single women could.

There are several examples of widows having recourse to

law. A dying man ordained his wife to pursue for his

bonds 'before whatever judge competent to transact and

argue for the same' and obtain decrees in her own name

24
'as I might have done the same myself in all points'

The Countess of Glencairn, a widow, intended action'against

the persons debitors afterspecified before the Lords of
25

Session' and Helen Thomson lost £40 in an unsuccessful

action 'in the pursuit of John Batie of Boytache for the
2 6

slaughter of her husband' . If single women could sue,

they could also be sued. Barbara Gordon, widow, had to

pay 'conform to a decree obtained at the instance of the

said James Russell (a merchant), before the Commissary of

Dumfries, plaining two several sums, the sum of £9 as for

the price of plaids; more, the sum of 32s. for a pound of
27

sugar with 26s 8d expenses of plea'

Thus single women had a legal independence which their

married sisters lacked. If specific freedoms had not been

written into a marriage contract, a married woman was

entirely dependent, in all her legal dealings, on the con¬

sent of her husband. However obtained, a striking number

of married women did act with legal freedom in fact.

If marriage for a woman meant that there were disabil¬

ities and restrictions upon her person and upon her rights

and powers with reference to her property, the corollary

was that she was usually provided for by her parents and
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then by her husband.

When a woman married her relations contributed to the

husband a fund called the tocher. There are over sixty

references to tochers but it is not clear if such a con¬

tribution was an essential or simply a usual feature since

one woman declared that: 'For the love and respect I have

to my husband Thomas Kirkpatrick who received no patrimony

with me, I appoint him to be my executor and universal

legator unto the whole goods and gear pertaining to me

28
secluding all others nearest of kin whatsoever' . They

29
were normally paid by the father to the son in law but

30
there are examples where it was paid by a brother ;

31
shared between a father and brother , shared between

32 33
brothers , by a mother with a cautioner , by a grand-

34
father or by the Master of a servant girl who was either

taking his responsibilities seriously or was marrying off
35

a discarded mistress or an illegitimate daughter

Although the tocher for a daughter was nearly always

clearly assigned to a son in law, one example states:

'my daughter's tocher which I have paid to her and her
3 6

husband' ; in another there is a debt 'to James Kirk¬

patrick and Marion Brown his spouse resting of their
37

tocher good'

There is less evidence of a contribution made by the

husband's family. A farmer owed his son 'resting of his

tocher'*£20 and three bolls small oats which is referred to

the contract of marriage whether it ought to be debt or not

and if it be not insert in the contract no allowance thereof

♦probably an improper use of the term
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38
to Robert my son' and another owed his son '200 marks

39
conform to a contract of marriage'

The amounts paid varied. One brother left his sister

'as much of his geir as a brother should give to her to
40

help her in marriage' and he judiciously left the amount

up to his wife who was to pay the same. In one a tocher
41

of 900 marks was offered out of an estate of £506 13s 4d. ;

in another two were paid - one for 1,000 marks and another
40

for 6,000 marks - out of an estate of £1,964 15s 8d. ;

in another 500 marks, when the estate was in debt to the
43

sum of £1,513 10s. The sums offered must have depended

on many factors, the most important of which was land

which was not counted in the valuations of moveable estates

given above. The 500 marks tocher offered out of the

moveable estate so heavily in debt formed part of a

marriage contract on behalf of a daughter of the 'heir

apparent of Haleathis'.

Inability to afford the amounts so optimistically

inserted in the marriage contracts and the lack of liquidity

so apparent throughout the economy meant that most of the
44

entries refer to parts of tochers still owed . Clearly

they were often paid in instalments. One marriage con¬

tract states that of a total tocher of £120, £40 had to be

paid by each Martinmas over a period of three years, with

a penalty of ten marks for each failure and annual rent
45

to be paid on any principal which remained unpaid

Unpaid tochers doubtless proved to be fertile seeds of

grievance in a marriage. One entry refers to a debt by a
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farmer to his son in law for £376 'conform to a decree

46
obtained before the Lords of Session' ; this debt may

represent an unpaid tocher.

Although tochers were usually contributed in the form

of money this was not invariable. It could comprise money

47 48 49
and grain , money and a pot and pan or animals 'Land

could be given as a tocher though this seems to have

happened as a means of keeping land in the family. Thus

in a marriage contract a farmer left his land on an interim

basis to his brother's son 'to be married on Jean Murray

daughter to the defunct when they shall come to perfect

age'. The brother was to use the land 'as he thinks

expedient' during the farmer's heir's minority and 'when

he comes to perfect age the same to return back to him and
50

his heirs to be gotten betwixt him and his future spouse'

It was much more usual for land to be used as a source of

revenue for tochers. Thus a farmer left three and a half

acres of land to be held 'free blench' to his eldest son

'to give out of it to Katherine, Janet and Isobel Raining,
51

my daughters, their tochers' . Land could also be given

as a source of revenue for maintaining a family and this

was written into the marriage contract. A notary public

of Dumfries ordained his spouse 'conform to our contract

of marriage and her infeftment granted thereupon to uplift

and make use of the whole maills and duties of the tene¬

ments, lands or heritages which belong to me either by my

father or my goodsir (father in law) Thomas Welshe for

maintaining of her and her children during her lifetime
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and thereafter to succeed and appertain to my nearest heirs
52

whatsoever' and a wife sent in a supplication to the

Commissary of Dumfries to the effect that her dead husband

owed her 'time of his decease £100 yearly during all the

days of her lifetime and that as the true worth and rent

of the sixteen shilling - merkland of Scaddergill by their

contract of marriage at Barnhill, 9 November 1658, and was

obliged to infeft and give saisine to the said Sarah John-
53

ston then his promised spouse'

If a husband died after a year and a day or after the

birth of a living child, the wife obtained the provisions

in the marriage contract and the division of the moveable

estate was in three if there was a child, in two if there

was no child and the tocher was not restored to her; if

the wife died after a year and a day or after the birth of

a living child the husband obtained the tocher or the

provisions made in his favour in the marriage contract and

the disponees or next-of-kin were entitled to a third or

a half of the husband's moveable estate, depending on

whether there were or were not children of the marriage.

If, however, a spouse died before a year and a day or the

birth of a living child the survivor or his or her repre¬

sentatives were reinstated in their patrimonial rights and

neither could claim their legal provisions. The husband

had to account for the tocher so far as unconsumed, less

her debts and funeral expenses; the wife received back

the tocher; the provisions of the marriage contract were

without effect"'". There are several examples of tochers
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being returned to the wife. Those which appear in actual
54

testaments imply provisions made in a marriage contract

rather than the law at work and cannot be used as evidence

of death within a year of marriage. More convincing are

55
the examples which are shown as debts

On marriage the financial responsibility for a woman

shifted from the father, brother or widowed mother to the

husband, the tocher being their last contribution even if

its actual payment extended over several years of the

marriage. This does not however imply that the energy of

a wife was expended solely on running a household and child-

rearing. Clearly much depended on the financial if not

the social standing of the husband. The wife of a

relatively wealthy farmer, minister or merchant could

employ a servant. The supply of labour was abundant and

cheap. There is evidence, mainly in the debts owed to
56

merchants, that such women brewed ale for their families

Owning at least one servant freed a wife from household

duties so that she could help in her husband's work. This

is implied when a burgess delegated his wife to give up

the inventory of his malt-selling business because 'she
57

knows the same as well as I do' . Further circumstantial

evidence of this is in the evident literacy of two mer¬

chants' wives. One had to sign her testament at the pen

led by the notary 'because she could not write in respect
58

of her great agony and sickness' ; another because she

could not write 'in respect of my "imbecillitie" and
59

weakness' . If the wife of a minister helped her husband
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in his parochial duties there is no evidence to prove it.

Certainly none left a bequest to the poor.

Among the less well off there is some evidence of

cottage industries, only the scale of operation indicating

when the purpose was commercial rather than domestic.

Thus the farmer who left 'the lint and yarn about the

house to his spouse except it be her will to give some to
60

my sister' and the many debts for wool, lint or flax
g 1

owed to merchants suggest spinning or weaving for the
62

family; debts by farmers to women for linen cloth and
6 3

a legacy of a stone of wool suggest commercial activity

as does the nolt driver's wife in Sanquhar paying a

64
merchant for wool in instalments

In town a wife could supplement the family income by

brewing; thus a flesher burgess owed John Rule's wife
65

'for draff and ale, 18s.' . A merchant's wife made
6 6

food which her husband sold , and a shoemaker's wife was

owed 'for bounty of prentice fee with James Cowtart,
6 7

£3 10s, more 12s' . The wife of the tailor burgess

appears to have run an inn since she was owed for ale and

meat and drink while she and her husband owed the remains

of the price of a hogshead of herring, debts for malt,

beef and mutton, for flour and for the baking of bread.
69

A farmer owed debts 'to the hostler's wife £5'

Single women, that is widows and spinsters, had to

support themselves. There is no evidence of when a girl

was deemed old enough to be a servant but it is likely

that she could start at a very early age. Doubtless she
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started by supplementing the family income and then moved

on to be self-supporting. There is abundant evidence

about servants in the entries since debts to them could be

70
inserted in a testament dative

Servants were paid fees and given bounty, which meant

their keep, and usually their clothes. The fee varied

but it was normally less than that offered to men, though
71

some examples of equality of pay are found . Men would

have merited more money by virtue of the harder work they

did. (Farm labourers such as 'barnmen, byremen, byre-
72

women, hiremen, hirewomen, day-herds and others' were

all called servants.) Their higher wages are not likely

to have reflected the idea that they generally had wives

and children to support and thus merited more. Indeed

there are a few examples where women were paid higher
73

wages than men . A typical woman servant was paid 5
74

marks and given 2 ells of grey and 3 ells of harden or

75
£4, 3 pairs of shoes and 4 marks for linen and harden

She was clearly expected to make her own clothes. The

only way of acquiring ready made clothes was through a

bequest. There are countless examples such as the
76 77

servant getting her mistress's red wylie coat or a gown

Clothes are never given a value since they appear as lists

given as legacies in wills so their cost is unknown.

Fabrics are priced in merchants' inventories and assuming

that garments cost far more, most new clothes would have

been well out of the reach of a serving woman's yearly wage.

Servants were left money too - 5 marks7**, 16 marks7^, £5**°
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81
or even £16 between two women servants either as a reward

for service to an old retainer or out of sympathy for

their lot. Not all women servants were poor, however.
82

A merchant owed one £40 together with her fee of 76s 8d

and a farmer owed one '£15 borrowed money with annual
83

rent' . The 'servitrix' to a merchant was able to make

a will. Her moveable estate amounted to £216 6s 8d.

She left the debts of £184 13s 4d owed to her by different

people to the merchant's children.

Interestingly, there are many examples of servants -

mainly women - having the same surname as the master or

mistress. This suggests that some may have been needy

relatives as was certainly the case where a nephew and

niece were to join a merchant's household and serve the
84

wife 'as becomes servants' ; where a wife ordained her

husband to pay a sister £20 'for the fee and service done
85

by her to them' and a stepdaughter was owed £20 and given
86

a quoy 'for her service' . Some may have been illegit¬

imate daughters.

Though service was the most likely employment for a

single woman - and one cannot tell how many were widows

with children or how many were unmarried - other possibili¬

ties existed. There are frequent references to nurses -

either to nurses in the modern sense such as the debt 'to

Janet Keltoun, night steward, of borrowed money spent about
87

the house in time of my weakness and sickness, 100 marks'

or to nurses in the sense of someone looking after a child
88

as is implied when a year's fee is owed . These fees
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88 89
were high being £20 or £30 . There is no evidence

that these were wet nurses.

Women could be bleachers. Since a farmer owed

£53 6s 8d to Janet White, bleacher, she must have been
90

working on a full time basis as must Helen Collin,

bleacher, who had 625 ells of round linen in her possession
91

when she died

Some, with initial capital, were enterprising. Those

with brewing equipment could work on a commercial scale.
92

Thus a widow in Annan owed a farmer for 8 bolls of malt

93
One with money could lend it out for interest . If she

94
had land she could live off the maills and rents or she

95 96
could rent out a tenement and yard or houses or a

97
booth ; or she could run her husband's merchant business

as Effie Russell must have done when she was left 'the

98
laich booth during her lifetime' . If she were a

farmer's widow with servants she could continue to run the

99
farm although there are many examples of widows appar¬

ently without help, looking after farms with a few animals

such as 2 cows and 11 sheep"^^.
Many widows looked after animals earning 20s for the
... . 101 , , . .. 102 , 103wintering of a cow or looking after a cow or a sheep

for a longer period. A widow could weave lint left in a

104
legacy to her or she could sell off her dead husband's

105
clothes . Very poor ones who were perhaps old could

sell the wool to a farmer off her sheep in return for 30s
106

or another sheep (for which the market price was 40s);
107

She could sell cheese she had made for 2 marks 2 groats
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or she could rent out an acre of land for 12 pecks of
. . 108
beir

Parents and husbands anticipated the difficulties which

widows and their children had to face. If, as has been

seen, parents tried to provide for the future in a marriage

contract, husbands tried to protect their wives and

children through their wills. Time and time again over¬

seers were appointed 'to see that none do wrong to my wife
109

and bairns' . A farmer usually appointed the master of

the ground1"^, presumably so that his wife would not be

evicted, but the overseer could be a male relative like a

brother"'""'"''". Overseers are shown in Appendix I, column 6.

Many who could afford to do so reinforced the passing on

of responsibility with a gift - especially if the overseer

was not a kinsman. Thus £10 was left to the Laird of

Cowhill 'desiring him for God's cause to be good to my

112
wife and bairns' and a farmer left the Laird of Lag

'protector, maintainer and defender of my wife and bairns

and to suffer no man to do them wrong, £40 or one of my

113
horse, whichever he please best'

Other bequests were made in which the intent was

clearly to provide help for the wife and children. A

farmer left a man and his wife £40 'to maintain my spouse

114
during her days as they will answer to God' ; another

left a manservant 'a cow called Sylvia, a quoy, a quoy

coddoch and 3 sheep and a lamb to his daughter he being
115

obedient to my wife only' ; a cordiner left his servitor
116

£10 'to serve one year to my wife' . Servants, however,
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could be troublesome. One was left 8 marks, together

with the sheep leather in the lime vat with his best shoes

and aluming vat provided 'he remove himself from his house

immediately' .

Most bequests, however, provided the wife or children

with something specific beyond their legal rights. Fathers

provided houses and land for daughters. One left his

daughter, Margaret Kelloch, 'having consent of his son, the

little house at the east end of his barn with the piece of

his yard from the hayberry bush to the said little house -

back with the rood of land ... all the days of her lifetime

ordaining his said son to pay all the public cesses thereof
118

for her during his lifetime' . Husbands provided

houses and land for wives. One gave her a house and a

yard and a peat house to be a barn and their son was

ordained to furnish the house and to labour and manure the

119 120
land' . Mothers, too, could be left houses . Many

of these legacies were made because a husband knew that

there might be friction between his wife and son and

daughter-in-law. There are many examples of a husband

anticipating such tension. A spouse was to be given £40
121

yearly 'if she cannot agree in family with her son' ;

another specified that 'if my wife and her foresaid son

cannot agree in house together then she to have Chiptrie

Know to be used by her and that he shall labour it to her
, ., ,122profit'

Legacies were usually of money. The Commissary of

Dumfries left his wife '1,220 marks in the coffer' though
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123
his heritage passed to his brother and a minister left

his mother '100 marks yearly out of the 1,000 marks in my

124
uncle's hands' . Most legacies to female relatives

125
were in money. An aunt was given £20 ; sisters, 5

126 127
marks each ; a brother's three daughters £6 14s each

Animals were given less often. An aunt was given a ewe

128
and a lamb ; each of three sisters was given a cow and

a calf129.
If the above legacies to wives and daughters were

provided beyond their legal rights, some were instead of

what they were entitled to. Thus a daughter was given

300 marks but she was 'to give over all entres or portion
130

that she may attain by decease of her mother or myself'

A wife, instead of her part of moveable estate, was given

£100 together with her whole clothes, a web of blue and

her linen work, two pairs of worsteds, two coverings and

his own kist,'she taking this for a full payment and satis¬

faction for her part of the whole goods and gear that may
i o i

befall her by decease of me her husband . A further

example shows a legacy which was made to regulate claims

on land. A farmer said his son must give his wife '100

marks yearly together with the house, yards and croft with

two days work in the cornland ... in full contentation of
132

all terce and conjunct fee she can claim'

Remarriage was exceedingly common. There were sound

economic reasons for remarriage, particularly if a widow

had children and she was marrying a widower with children.

She gained the security of a man's being once again

169



financially responsible for her and her children though

she lost her freedom to act in her own affairs. He

gained her property, unless there was a clause in the

marriage contract which restricted his power, and he

acquired a surrogate mother for his children. Remarriage

was mutually advantageous. If however a woman was ill

provided for by her husband, remarriage was an economic

necessity, particularly if she had children,and a poor

widower with children for his part had to have someone to

look after them so that he could farm or pursue his craft.

The evidence of hasty remarriage suggests this economic

interdependence. In two examples where a widow was left

with a moveable estate in which the debts exceeded the

goods in value, she was married to the cautioner by the
133

time of confirmation within a year of her husband's death
134

There are examples of cautioners being 'now her spouse' ,

of testaments of different wives of one husband within two

135
years and of a new husband acting on behalf of a widow

for his interest.

Other evidence of remarriage rests on the presence

of a brother germane^^, a sister germane'''^, the existence
139

of a step-child . The evidence for a woman's remar-

140
riage lies in her being called the relict of someone else

or, most commonly, her having children with different sur-

141
names . Evidence for a man's remarriage is more circum¬

stantial. A witness to the testament of a wife is

142
specifically son to the husband or different tutors

143
are appointed to groups of children, all with his surname
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or the testament may make provision for someone who is
144

called his first spouse or his erstwhile spouse

In a testament a man often named his wife tutrix to

his minor children. A farmer left his wife 'tutrix testa-

mentar to his son during her non-marriage or honest widow¬

hood and in case it shall please God my wife take a husband

or otherwise ... I ordain the persons abovewritten to take

my heir and the rest of my bairns to their government

beseeching them as honourable and worthy friends to have
145

special respect for the keeping of my word' . The sub¬

stitute tutors could be a minister1^, a bailie or

148
more usually a brother and brother-in-law or a father-

149
in-law or the nearest agnate if no one had been appointed.

not

SinceAbeing a tutrix meant losing custody of the child it

must have acted as a deterrent against remarriage if it was

enforced.

Children were entitled to one third of their dead

father's estate but there are examples of the mother being

allowed to use the annual rent of minor children's portion
150

for their upkeep . It was a desire to protect the

interests of the child which prompted the appointment of a

wife as tutrix. A husband wanted to prevent his wife

from squandering his child's portion in a second marriage.

In fact many women left legacies to the children of a prior

marriage either as a genuine gift or because they had been
151

too young to receive their portion when their father died

The present husband either consented because the contract

of marriage stipulated the right of the wife to do this or

111



because a child of a prior marriage could claim his right

by law or because the husband was fair-minded. There was,

however, potential trouble when a father died leaving a

second wife with two families who were entitled to a third

of the moveable estate divided among them all because a

wife might be tempted to look after the interests of her

own children as opposed to those of her late husband.

One indication of the economic importance of marriage

lies in the fact that there are only fifteen probable

examples of spinsters. One had nothing apart from 300

marks in ready money, 'she having no house but only the
152

house with her mother and never married' as her brother

remarked. One lived off the income of a bond for 500

marks1^. Another may have remained unmarried because

she was looking after a simpleton sister. In her will

she asked her sister and her husband 'to entertain my

154
sister Elspeth Slimman who is weak in knowledge' though

this may simply mean that the girl was very young. Those

who farmed had help from 'the man that dwells with myself'
155 156

to whom she left her goods or from a bastard son

The poorest who had a moveable estate of £24 13s 4d left

20s 'to the kirkwork' and asked a minister to write her

, . 157
testament

Bastards had no legal rights save that a bastard child

had rights in his mother's estate. John Crerie, son

natural, was appointed executor dative to his dead mother

and inherited, as his legal right, £66 8s 6d of her estate
158 v

of £132 19s . On the other hand, only a legal provision
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could protect the illegitimate child of a man. Legacies

were made by fathers to forty-nine bastard children and by
159

six grandfathers to the bastard children of sons

Fathers felt equal responsibility for a son or a daughter
1 60

since twenty four examples were sons and twenty five
1G1

were daughters . This lack of discrimination between

the sexes was also seen in the instructions left about

legitimate children. The normal pattern was that the

children's third was to be equally divided among them
162

regardless of sex . It was exceptional when a miller's

daughter got 100 marks 'by and attour her portion because

she is to bring up and weakest'"'"^.
Legacies to bastard children were often in the form of

164 "165
money - £20 to a boy , £20 to a girl - but a boy

could also be given an apprenticeship fee to put him to a

1G G
trade or a girl could be given 20 marks and the annual

rent of this was to be given to her by her father's legiti¬

mate son in the form of 3 ells of plaiding and a pair of
167

shoes . The concern was for the child rather than the

mother. Thus a farmer left his bastard daughter Sarah

Maxwell 500 marks and the annual rent of it 'to Agnes

Johnston her mother ... to entertain her for so long as

she keeps herself unmarried and undefiled' but he also

left her £40 for William Kirkpatrick 'to pay his
168

apprenticeship fee in putting him to a trade' . She

may have been a widow with a son, who lived with him as a

mistress. Another pregnant mistress was to be paid £20

'within fourteen days after the delivery of her child and
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169
if the bairn lives half a year another £20' . There

were only two genuine legacies to a mistress. £20 was

given between two bastard daughters and 40s to Meg
170

Haining who was presumably their mother and £10 out

of a moveable estate of £654 15s 8d 'to Janet Wilson that

171
had the bairn to me' . Bastard children of wealthy

landlords faired best of all provided the father accepted

the responsibility for them. If William Maxwell of Kirk-

hous left 2,500 marks to his bastard son,James Maxwell of

Springkell treated his bastard daughter almost as if she

were legitimate. He left her 2,500 marks and her mother

500 marks provided his daughter, Jean Maxwell, 'do not join

in marriage with any person or persons without the advice
172

and consent of Robert, Earl of Nithsdale' . This was

to be in full satisfaction of all that her mother or she

could claim by virtue of his decease.

Thus in the seventeenth century 'widows, pupils and
173

other poor and miserable persons' needed protection.

They were vulnerable without a man. A widow had '15

thraves of oats in a stook violently detained from her by

Thomas Dunlop together with the habiliment of her body and
174

bedclothes which she estimated to be worth £10' and

another's house was 'spulzied and reft by diverse
175

persons' . They found it difficult to pursue debts.

Two brothers who had not received their legacies of 1,000

marks and 500 marks appeared before the Commissary of

Dumfries because the sums of money owed to them had not
170

been recovered by the widow . There must have been
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many poor widows and children. Nevertheless the evidence

of the testaments shows how men accepted the responsibility

for women and children striving to use what capital they

possessed to the best advantage of their dependents. If

a man protected and supported his wife and children in

life, he tried to use his testament to protect and support

them after his death. It was exceptional to find evidence

of anxiety that a man would not face up to his responsi¬

bilities as happened when the dying wife of a merchant

committed her minor son 'to the only tuition and education

of the said Thomas his father desiring him for God's

cause to have a care of him as a loving father specially

because if it please God to call me by decease at this

time he must be both father and mother to him and the

177
bairn both pupil and minor can do nothing for himself'

Widows, for their part, used what capital they had to its

best advantage, working commercially or simply providing

it for a new household through remarriage. Best protected

of all were wives. Though security meant loss of legal

independence in theory the testaments show just how much

legal freedom they had in practice, whether it derived

from the conditions written into a marriage contract by a

concerned and far-sighted father or from the consent of a

fair-minded and understanding husband.
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